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1 Preface 

This doctoral thesis is intended as a basic study of the accounting documents from the 

papyrus archive of Neferre. Some parts of this work shall be used in the near future 

for the purposes of the publication of the papyrus archive of Neferre. The archive shall 

be published in collaboration with and under the supervision of Miroslav Verner, and 

will encompass the previous work of the late Paule Posener-Krh~ger. 

In Chapter 2, basic information concerning the Abusir papyrus archives is presen

ted. This includes short notions about the discoveries of the three papyrus archives in 

Abusir, about their date of origin, and about the types of records preserved in these 

archives. Other known papyrus archives from the Old Kingdom are also mentioned 

in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 contains a detailed description of all the fragments of accounts from 

the archive of Neferre, arranged into subchapters following an elaborate classification 

of the types of accounts. The descriptions of the fragments are very detailed because 

this study does not include the translations of the texts. 1 Thus, they include as much 

information as possible, and many suggestions concerning the interpretation of these 

records were added as well. 

Chapter 4 deals with specific accounting terminology. Each of the terms is studied 

in detail and its occurrences in the Abusir documents are compared to the examples 

from other sources. 

The conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. It intends mainly to sum up the 

important features of the accounting records and shall be used in the future as a basis 

for more detailed studies and interpretations. Some of these shall form a part of 

the publication of the papyrus archive. However, to improve and to elaborate the 

interpretation of the Abusir papyrus archives seems to be a task for a lifetime. 

In this work, comparisons with the accounting documents from the archive of 

Neferirkare2 were often made for two reasons. First, the documents of Neferirkare 

constitute the only clear parallel to the documents of Neferre, being of the same 

date, the same character and the same place of origin-the funerary temple (for 

details see Chapter 2). Second, such a comparison is expected to help specify the 

1This was done intentionally with respect to the individual tasks in connection with the 

prepared publication of the papyrus archive of Neferre, as defined by Miroslav Verner. 
2Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968; Posener-Krh~ger 1976 
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character of the described documents, especially in the case of small fragments. As 

we shall see in Chapter 3, some new types of documents have been distinguished in 

the archive of Neferre, which are not preserved in the archive of Neferirkare. Thus, 

the main advantage of comparing both archives is that it undoubtedly helps to make 

our picture of the economy of the royal funerary complexes in Abusir more complete. 
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2 Abusir papyrus archives 

Abusir papyrus archives undoubtedly rank among the most significant papyri known 

from ancient Egypt. They represent a unique example of administrative documents 

relating to the organisation and functioning of royal funerary cults in the middle of the 

Fifth Dynasty. Although the preserved groups of papyri constitute only a small part 

of once huge archives of the funerary temples of kings Neferirkare and Neferre and 

of queen Khentkaus II, they provide us with highly valuable information concerning 

the economy of the Old Kingdom royal necropolis. 

2.1 Papyrus archive of Neferirkare 

In 1893, Egyptian sabbakh-diggers came to Abusir necropolis to search for the fertile 

clay in the ruins of ancient monuments, where the ancient mud bricks had been 

disintegrating. They have done this many times already but one day they found not 

only the clay to fertilise their fields, but also a large amount of papyri fragments. 

The sabbakhin noticed the ancient writing on the papyri and quickly recognised the 

possibility for profit. When these papyri turned up on the Egyptian antiquity market, 

they were rapidly purchased by experts. Some of them came into the possession 

of foreign egyptologists, especially Edouard Naville, Urbain Bourriant and William 

Matthew Flinders Petrie; other fragments ended up in the Giza Museum. 

After it became clear that these fragments came from an administrative archive 

of the Fifth Dynasty king Neferirkare, attempts were made to locate the original site 

of the discovery. First, Heinrich SchaJer undertook a seven-day digging programme 

around the pyramid of Neferirkare, with negligible results. Between 1900 and 1908, 

Ludwig Borchardt continued in this attempt and indeed succeeded in discovering 

several more fragments of papyri3 in the storerooms near the southeast corner of the 

pyramid. Although the fragments were small, the significance of this find cannot be 

underestimated. Since the restorer of the Berlin Museum, Hugo Ibscher, managed 

to join one of the fragments with a piece of papyrus found by the sabbakhin ten 

years previously4 (Document 61 B), the place of discovery of Neferirkare's archive 

was conclusively established. 

The Abusir papyri rapidly attained a great interest for the world's museums. 

3 Borchardt 1909, p. 59 
4 Borchardt 1938, p. 210, note 10 
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It did not take long before they ended up in London, Berlin, Paris and Cairo. In 

London, the collection was deposited in two institutions~ the British Museum (BM 

10735, 1-10) and the University College London (Un. Col. A-E). In Berlin, due to 

the political situation after 1945, the fragments of the papyri were split up when the 

collections were divided between the museums of East Berlin and West Berlin. A few 

years ago, both collections were merged and thus the papyri are again deposited in 

a single institution, the .Agyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung in Berlin (P. 

10473 A, B; P. 10474 A-B; P. 11301; P. 15722-P. 15732). In Paris, most of the papyri 

ended up in the Musee du Louvre. However, two large fragments were later found 

in the Bibliotheque de la Sorbonne in a journal once belonging to Gaston Maspero. 

These fragments were later transferred to the Louvre too (E. 25279; E. 25280). The 

papyri in Cairo were shifted from the museum in Giza to the Egyptian Museum in 

Cairo (Cat. 58063, 1-10; Cat. 58064; 602, i-xii). 

Concerning the publications for this papyri archive, only a few references appea

red before 1968, when Paule Posener-Krieger and Jean Louis de Cenival published 

a detailed description of the whole collection of papyri in the Fifth Series of Hieratic 

Papyri From the British Museum. 5 Their work included a list of papyri, BW pho

tographs, hieroglyphic transcription of the hieratic texts and a brief palaeography. 

A closer study of selected fragments was published in 1972 in Orientalia by Peter 

Kaplony.6 Only four years later, Paule Posener-Krieger completed the translation 

and commentary of Neferirkare's papyri and published her magnificent Les archives 

du temple funeraire de Neferirkare-Kakai.1 Her work became one of the fundamental 

sources for studying the Old Kingdom economy, the organisation of the mortuary 

complex and its place in the economic system of ancient Egyptian state. 

Since the 1960s, the necropolis of Abusir has been excavated by Czech (until 1991 

Czechoslovak) archaeologists from Charles University in Prague. The team was firstly 

headed by Zbynek Zaba and, after his death in 1971, shortly by Frantisek Vahala. In 

1974, this task passed to Miroslav Verner, whose work at the royal necropolis resulted 

in many important discoveries. Among the finds of primary significance undoubtedly 

belong two papyri archives. 

5 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968 
6Kaplony 1972 
7 Paule Posener-Krieger 1976 
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2.2 Papyri of Khentkaus 11 

The small pyramid complex of queen Khentkaus II8 was excavated since 1976. Some 

fragments of papyri were found in one of the secondary small rooms adjoining the 

former pillared portico, which was built by Coptic dwellers9 . The papyri bearing 

the hieratic writing were scattered in a layer of yellowish drift sand. A fragment of 

a wooden lid and a knob were found with them; it is likely that they came from 

a chest in which the documents might have originally been kept.l 0 

The papyri fragments are about 200 in number and most of them are very small. 

To date, they are deposited in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo in frames labelled JE 

94319 a-p. Paule Posener-Krieger, the most eligible person for studying these docu

ments, specified that these fragments originally came from the archive of the funerary 

temple of Khentkaus II, the consort of king N eferirkare. Her detailed description of the 

fragments, including photographs, can be found in Verner's publication The Pyramid 

Complex of Khentkaus. 11 

Most of the papyri fragments, just a few of which are as large as a human palm, 

contain only a few signs. In spite of this, it is not too difficult to specify the original 

character of these preserved documents. Some of the fragments contain accounting 

records, while others refer to the cult statues of the queen. The former bear e.g. an 

account of butchery products; the latter include a detailed description of materials of 

which the statues were made, as well as simple drawings of the female figure standing 

in a shrine and holding a w ls-scepter. Other fragments are in such a poor condition 

that it is hardly possible to find out more information about their character. However, 

the preserved fragments enable us to recognise at least two sorts of records known 

already from the archive of Neferirkare, i.e. accounts of temple revenues and expenses 

and a part of the inventory of the temple cult objects. 12 

8 Formerly, this queen was identified with queen Khentkaus buried in the tomb LG 100 at 

Giza, who had held the same unique titles and obviously played an important role in the royal 

succession at the end of the Fourth and the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty. However, the 

excavations at Abusir proved that Khentkaus I and Khentkaus II were two different queens. 

For the details on the so called "Problem of Khentkaus" see V ern er 1995, pp. 165-178 
9 Verner 1995, p. 23 

10Verner 1995, p. 24 
nverner 1995, pp. 133-142 
12 For more details about papyri of Khentkaus II see: Posener-Krieger in Verner 1995, pp. 

133-142 
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2.3 Papyrus archive of Neferre 

In 1981, the archaeological works in the funerary complex of king Neferre commen

ced. As in the case of queen Khentkaus 11, the temple provided many important finds, 

including wooden and stone statues, pottery, stone vessels, faience inlays, flint bla

des, a great number of clay sealings with the names of kings of the Fifth and Sixth 

Dynasties and many fragments of papyri. 

The papyri were found in several places in the temple and the following table 

shows the exact location and the circumstances of these finds. 

ROOM CIRCUMSTANCES OF FINDING 

CO SE corner; above the ground in a clay-sand layer 

CQ above the ground in a clay-sand layer with remnants of matting 

CR above the ground 

CS SW corner; to 0.5 m below the preserved height of walls in a thick 

brown layer with remnants of matting 

DJ NE corner; above the ground and beneath the level of bricking up 

the entrance to room DC; in a grey layer with remnants of textiles, 

wood and matting 

DJ beneath the bricking up of the entrance from room DJ to the north 

DJ SE corner at the entrance to DK; below the floor level 

DU in the entrance from room DU to DX; in an ash layer with soft-gra

ined destruction above the upper floor 

DU W part; above the ground in a clay layer with remnants of bricks and 

matting 

DZ E and N part and in the entrance from DZ to DW; above the ground 

beneath an ash layer 

The papyri fragments had been in most cases spread out in a level right above 

the floors of the rooms that were covered by layers of dust, rubbish, crumbled bricks 

and finally sand that prevented the fragments from being completely destroyed. Once 

they might have been deposited in wooden chests in the archive-storerooms (most 

probably located in the rooms in the north-western part of the temple). After the 

mortuary cult ceased to be maintained, the scrolls were thrown away as useless, while 

the furniture of the temple was taken away to be reused. 
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The fragments number more than 2000 pieces, few of which are large fragments 

of papyri. To date, they are deposited in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo and labelled 

JE 97348. A few pieces of papyri fragments also came to the possession of Naprstek 

Museum of Asian, African and American Cultures, National Museum in Prague (P 

7106). Immediately after the discovery of the papyri, Miroslav Verner asked Paule 

Posener-Krieger for collaboration on work on these documents. Her experience with 

Neferirkare's archive has been a great asset to this work. She brought thematic order to 

the fragments, however, her premature death prevented her from finishing this work. 

Nonetheless, Miroslav Verner, who has continued in this task, is about to publish the 

papyri in the nearest future. 

A few preliminary studies of Neferre's archive have been already published in ar

ticles written by Paule Posener-Krieger, namely, Les nouveaux papyrus d'Abousir 13 

and Remarques preliminaires sur les nouveaux papyrus d 'Abousir. 14 Some other pa

pers deal with groups of documents of the same character: some remarks on royal 

decrees were published in the article Decrets envoyes au temple funeraire de Rene

feref, 15 another paper Quelques pieces du materiel cultuel du temple funeraire de 

Reneferef 16 concerns the inventory lists. 

2.4 A busir - a specific necropolis 

The Abusir papyrus archives are indeed extraordinary finds-albeit, such records un

doubtedly represent ordinary activities of royal funerary complexes that pertain to 

the state economy. Most such records have not had any chance of survival because 

under normal circumstances, administrative records were kept in administrative bu

ildings which were situated in the vicinity of valley temples, in the so called pyramid 

towns. The pyramid towns included beside workshops, storerooms, etc., also the bu

reaus and houses of people maintaining the royal cults. In Abusir, the pyramid towns 

very probably existed around the valley temples of kings Sahure and Niuserre, at the 

very edge of the cultivation. Now, they are probably lying under several metres of 

Nile mud deposits where humidity has forestalled the preservation of any perishable 

materials. 

13 Posener-Krieger 1983 
14 Posener-Krieger 1985b 
15 Posener-Krieger 1985a 
16 Posener-Krieger 1991 
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It was more or less a matter of coincidence that neither of the pyramid complexes 

of Neferirkare and his son Neferre possessed a valley temple. 

Neferirkare, who succeeded Sahure, reigned approximately for six or seven years17 

and began to build his pyramid complex not far from the pyramid complex of Sahure. 

He did not manage to finish the construction before he died and this was accomplished 

for him by his younger son, Niuserre. The funerary temple, originally started in limes

tone, was finished in mud brick so that the cult of the pharaoh could be maintained. 

However, the construction of the valley temple and the causeway was never finished 

for Neferirkare. King Niuserre used the groundwork commenced by his father for his 

own purposes. He connected the causeway leading from the valley temple to his own 

pyramid temple and thus integrated it within his own funerary complex. Thus, the 

causeway swerved at one point and the pyramid complex of Neferirkare remained 

without its valley temple. 

In the case of queen Khentkaus II, the lack of a valley temple is not surprising. 

The pyramid complexes of royal consorts consisted only of a pyramid and a funerary 

temple. No valley temples and causeways were built for the queens. The pyramid of 

Khentkaus II was of modest dimensions. Originally, it was projected to be connected 

to the complex of her husband. However, later reconstructions of the temple accom

plished by her son (who later became a king) converted her tomb to an independent 

complex. 18 The cult of the queen had been, nevertheless, related to her husband's 

one, which is evident from Neferirkare's papyrus archive. 19 

Neferirkare's son, Neferre, ascended the throne following his father. However, he 

did not rule the country for more than a few years. 20 He began to build his fune

rary complex in Abusir too, but only the first step of the core of his pyramid was 

finished at the moment of his death. Thus, his unfinished pyramid was converted into 

a large square mastaba, which rather resembled the primeval mound, blending into 

the surrounding desert. His pyramid temple was finished in mud brick and prepared 

for the maintenance of his cult by his successors, king Shepseskare, and Neferre's 

17This length of Neferirkare's reign was assumed on the base of his highest preserved date, 

the year following the fifth census, and a supposition that the census was not done biennially 

in his reign. See Verner 2001, pp. 393-395. 
18For more details about her tomb see Verner 1995; Verner 2002, pp. 89-109. 
19 Posener-Krieger 1976 
20The evidence shows only the first year of his reign and it seems that he died not later 

than in his second year. See Verner 2001, pp. 400-401 
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younger brother, king Niuserre.21 

Thus, Niuserre provided his relatives with the required cult places. Thanks to 

his efforts, their cults could function. The initial limestone offering chambers were 

surrounded with rooms, corridors and stores built in mud brick. However, he finished 

neither his predecessors' causeways nor their valley temples. Thus, the administrative 

centres related to their cults were not situated in the vicinity of the humid valley where 

the pyramid towns were built, but a certain distance further in the desert. The priests, 

therefore, were forced to build their dwellings in the closest proximity to the pyramid 

temples and gradually even inside them. It was the hot and dry sand covering the 

temples after they had been abandoned which contributed to the preservation of the 

papyri. 

2.5 Character of the preserved documents 

The Abusir papyri represent only a fragment of the archives of the pyramid temples 

of Neferirkare, Khentkaus II and Neferre. Despite their various character, all of the 

documents relate to the mortuary cults of the aforesaid pharaohs and the queen. Some 

of the papyri in Neferirkare's and Neferre's archives contain the name of a king during 

whose reign they were issued, and a date referring to the census year. Although it is 

not possible to date them precisely, we can date them approximately to the period 

from the second half of the Fifth until the end of the Sixth Dynasties. In the papyri 

of Khentkaus II, no dates can be found. Nevertheless, we can suppose that they were 

issued during the same timespan, when all the cults at the Abusir necropolis were 

still being maintained. 

The archives include several categories of documents, some of which shall be 

briefly described. The royal decrees referred to the organisation of Abusir mortuary 

cults and the economic conditions of the priesthood, regulated mostly by kings who 

built their own pyramid complexes far away from Abusir. Quite a high number of 

decrees was preserved in Neferre's archive; most of them were issued during the reign 

of Djedkare Isesi, others perhaps in the time of Unas. 

The rosters of priestly duties are also preserved in both Neferirkare's and Ne

ferre's archives. The duties, including the bringing of offerings and guard-duties, were 

21 For the succession of these kings see Verner 2001, pp. 397-400; also see Verner 2002, pp. 

111-133 
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divided among five phyles, each of them consisting of two divisions, which alternated 

in service. The papyri also record the special services that were undertaken on the 

occasion of important festivals. 

The inventory lists reflect the endeavour made by those people to keep the records 

relating to the furnishing and equipment of the temples, and also to monitor the 

construction works pursued in the temple areas. The temples were perhaps inspected 

regularly and the lists monitor in detail the existence of the respective objects as well 

as any damage done to them. The inventory lists of vessels, ritual knives, oils etc. are 

preserved in both Neferirkare's and Neferre's archives. The papyri ofKhentkaus II also 

include a document describing the statues of the queen that were used for conducting 

the rites of her cult; such a document also could be an inventory record. 

All three archives include accounting documents which give us detailed evidence 

of the economic background of royal mortuary cults. The temples required regular 

supplies of foodstuff and other products necessary for maintaining the royal cults and 

supplying the priesthood. These records show that the supplies for the temples were 

brought not directly from their funerary estates, but from other institutions such as 

the divine temples, the pyramid towns of deceased kings or the sun temple. The cults 

of both Neferirkare and Neferre were connected to the sun temple of the former, St
ib-Rc. This was certainly caused by the fact that Neferre did not manage to finish the 

construction of his own sun temple lftp-Rc. Thus, his cult was related to the existing 

sun temple of his father, which already served for the purposes of Neferirkare's cult. 

Besides the evidence from the papyrus archives themselves, we can find other 

evidence for economic connections to various institutions both from inside and outside 

the Abusir necropolis. Above all, the inscribed pottery sherds found in Neferre's 

mortuary temple clearly show that deliveries were made also from e.g. the pyramid 

town of Snofru and various other institutions. 22 

It is highly implausible but not impossible that further papyrus archives shall be 

discovered in Abusir - albeit, great finds are not expected. A few tiny fragments 

of papyri were recently discovered in the ruins of the pyramid Lepsius XXV. 23 They 

are of the very same character as the above mentioned archives and are clearly the 

accounts of butchery and other products. At present, however, no details can be 

introduced concerning their origin. 

22 See also Verner 2005, forthcoming 
23 KrejCi-V ern er forthcoming 
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So far, the pyramid complex of king Shepseskare has not been found. He seems 

to have reigned only for a few months and probably started to build his pyramid in 

Abusir. 24 It is highly unlikely that his pyramid complex was finished at the time of 

his death. If any cult was maintained for him, then there is a remote possibility that 

a papyrus archive might have existed and awaits its discovery. 

2.6 Other Old Kingdom papyrus archives 

Although the Abusir papyrus archives are extraordinary examples of Old Hieratic ad

ministrative documents, they are not the only preserved examples we have. In 1935, 

Giulio Farina pursued an excavation at the eastern edge of the prehistoric burial 

ground in Gebelein, where the tombs from the Fourth, the Fifth and the Sixth Dy

nasties were uncovered. On April 21 of that year, he found a wooden chest containing 

papyri scrolls, situated next to the sarcophagus in an anonymous tomb. Unfortuna

tely, Farina did not publish this discovery and thus we have no information about the 

archaeological context of this important find. It was only mentioned by La Bourse 

Egyptienne and afterwards reproduced in Chronique d'Egypte. 25 The chest was of 

a simple and usual Old Kingdom rectangular shape with a flat cover.26 The fragile 

papyri underwent restoration in Torino and in 1950 they were brought back to Egypt. 

To date, they are deposited in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. 

It was again Paule Posener-Krieger who studied these papyri and specified that 

they might have been of late Fourth or early Fifth Dynasty dateY Later on, she 

described the fragments briefly in her article Les papyrus de Gebelein. Remarques 

Preliminaires. 28 The documents contain accounts of grain and lists of personal names 

some of which might refer to the civil duties, namely the construction of a temple. One 

of the fragments includes an account of textiles which was described by Paule Posener

Krieger in her article Les mesures des etoffes a l'Ancien Empire.29 In 2004, the works 

of Paule Posener-Krieger were published in Studi del Museo Egizio di Torino, edited 

24 See Verner 1982, pp. 75-78; Verner 2003, pp. 395-400 
25 CdE 1935, pp. 269-270 
26 The chest was studied in detail in Posener-Krieger 1994b 
27 She corrected Giulio Farina's conjecture that these text were written in the Fifth or the 

Sixth Dynasty, while Jaroslav Cerny supposed them to be of the Fourth Dynasty date. See 

Posener-Krieger 1975, p. 211 
28 Posener-Krieger 1975 
29 Posener-Krieger 1977 
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by Sara Demichelis.30 This publication includes also BW photographs, hieroglyphic 

transcriptions of the scrolls and a brief palaeographic study. 

The papyri from Gebelein are particularly interesting because they refer to the 

administration and organisation in the provinces. As they do not relate to the funerary 

cult of a pharaoh, they do not represent a clear parallel to the Abusir papyri; however, 

in some aspects, they still can bring a new light to our study of the Abusir papyri, 

especially regarding the accounts of textiles. 

30Posener-Krieger 2004 
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3 Accounting documents from the papyrus ar

chive of Neferre 

Fragments of accounting documents represent a relatively large proportion of the 

preserved papyri of Neferre. Some of them are larger pieces of papyrus scrolls in 

a relatively good, although only partial, state of preservation; they contain dates, 

headings and parts of accounting records. Yet most of the fragments are only small 

fragments that bear hardly a few hieratic signs and/or some lines indicating that the 

record originally was of the table-type. In comparison to the archive of Neferirkare, 

the documents of Neferre include only a small number of larger fragments, which 

made the classification of these documents an uneasy task. 

Generally we can assert that the archive of Neferre contains more or less the 

same variety of accounting documents as the archive of Neferirkare. This fact is not 

surprising because the economic records of both mortuary temples cannot radically 

differ in character. However, both of them provide us with only a partial information. 

Each of the archives shows a slightly different piece of material than the other; thus, 

we can synthesise the evidence from both sources to create a more complete picture of 

how the royal funerary temples functioned from the economic point of view during the 

second half of the Fifth Dynasty. Nevertheless, we must not forget that our picture 

can never be complete. 

While studying the fragments, I tried to follow the classification of documents 

made by Paule Posener-Krieger for the archive of Neferirkare.31 However, the docu

ments possess such a variety of character that this sorting then seemed to me too 

inaccurate. Thus, I decided not to abandon but rather to alter this classification ad

ding as many categories as I considered necessary for a better understanding and 

for an easier orientation in the archives. My intention was the following: the more 

categories there are, the more closely they reflect the most typical features of the 

documents. But there are still many fragments the sort of which is not clear at all 

and also many small fragments which show no indication of their original content but 

a few signs. 

It is my intention to create a more detailed classification-a modern tool for 

a scholar who works with the documents. Naturally, it may not reflect the truly way 

31 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 255~428 
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we think the ancient scribes sorted their records. However, it might be helpful for us 

who have to deal with only small fragments of these scribes' variable bureaucratic 

work. 

3.1 Account-tables of recurrent temple revenues 

Temple revenue had been monitored in detail. Revenues represented one of the main 

components of the economy of funerary temples and show the connection between 

royal cults and various institutions of the ancient Egyptian state that were economi

cally interconnected with the Abusir necropolis and local royal cults. 

The accounts of temple revenues could have had various forms. The most compre

hensible documents are those written in the form of a table which can provide us with 

detailed information concerning repetitive and regular temple incomes. In the archive 

of Neferirkare, Paule Posener-Krieger described these documents in the category of 

"les tableaux de comptabilite mensuelle". 32 However, the preserved documents of this 

type in the archive of Neferre are not always of monthly character. Thus, we prefer 

to call these records "account-tables of temple revenues", which seems more apposite 

than "monthly account-tables". 

These documents are quite detailed and record the provenance of commodities, 

the sorts of commodities and sometimes also names of people who were responsible 

for the transactions. The records of recurrent temple revenues were written in tabular 

form, perhaps as a kind of representative documents for formal use. Typically, the 

handwriting is neat and clear, so that reading is easily possible. 

These tables are usually divided into several sections that correspond to individual 

provenances; the sections are separated by means of vertical lines. The name of place of 

origin is written in the heading of each section in the form innt m+ name of the place, 

i.e. "that, what was delivered from" + name of the place. Commodities themselves 

are specified beneath the heading. In some cases, the commodities are named in more 

or less the same order in each of the provenance sections (see below, Neferre). Other 

cases however show that different commodities could have been delivered from distinct 

provenances (Neferirkare 33-35 A33 ), sometimes including not only the elementary 

foodstuff, i.e. bread and beer, but also meat (Neferirkare 36 A34
) etc. 

32 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 255 
33 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 257-272 
34Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 272-278 
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Each of these commodities is assigned a column of entries in the following nume

rical table, the rows of which show the amounts of goods delivered to the temple on 

individual days. More elaborate accounts include detailed records of rl;t, km and b,Jw 

b.rF that provide higher precision in the accounting practice (Neferirkare 33-3435 ). 

This kind of accounts however requires more writing material. Alternatively, the entry 

can consist only of a single column of numbers with the first number written in red 

ink. This red number represents the rlJ,t-amount that corresponds to that individual 

commodity while the following black numbers correspond to the actual (km) amounts 

of the individual days of the month. 

Some tables also contain the names of people responsible for pursuing the deli

veries. Their names are marked by the phrase rn ( n) inn "the name of the porter" 

mentioned among the headings of the table. The names themselves can be written 

at the rear of the record, either in columns (e.g. Neferirkare 39 A36 , 35 A37 ), or in 

lines (e.g. N eferirkare 34 A 38 ), according to the arrangement of the respective table. 

The individual names evidently correspond to the provenances, so that an employee 

of the temple was responsible for the transaction (the delivery) between the funerary 

temple and one (or more) economically significant institution. 

The papyrus archive of Neferre contains only few account-tables of temple revenues. 

The preserved documents include only one small example of an introductory part of 

a table that enumerates the days of a month (2 F), two small fragments of a record 

mentioning the names of people responsible for pursuing the transactions (7 A, 7 B) 

and one small fragment of a table listing the rlJ,t-amount, the km-amount and the 

IJ,Jw 1J,rj-(-amount (59 I). We also have one larger piece of papyrus which contains an 

account-table of a very specific kind ( 4 7-48 A). These fragments show variable forms 

of table records, some more and some less elaborated. 

Document 2 F (frame 12) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains a part of an account-table recording transacti

ons performed on specific days. These days are enumerated in a column written at the 

right part of the fragment. It shows that the first three rows of the table corresponded 

35Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 257-272 
36 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 278-279 
37 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 257-272 
38 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 257-272 
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to days 4, 6 and 9 of an unknown month. Thus, the record was evidently not written 

for a month but rather refers to recurrent temple revenues. Above the days, rlJ,t is 

written, which was assigned the first row of the table. Thus we can suppose that this 

account-table was of the shorter kind (see above). 

The left part of the fragment is separated from the first column by means of 

a vertical line. The top shows the list of commodities, of which only b,ti-bread, psn

bread and ds-jars of beer are preserved. Beneath, a numerical table followed; its rows 

corresponded to the days listed at the right, and its columns relate to individual 

commodities. Only a very small part of this numerical table is preserved, namely, the 

figure 1 as the amount of b.ti-bread and psn-bread on day 4. 

This fragment seems to be a part of the introductory passage of a table of temple 

revenues with similar arrangement as document 47-48 A (see below in this chapter). 

The first row of the table contains rbt-amounts while the following rows show the 

actual amount. This kind of account-tables requires less papyrus than e.g. much more 

detailed Neferirkare's document 33-35 A. However, the fragment is so small that 

it also might have been a part of an account of distribution of products to temple 

attendants. However, this possibility seems to me not so likely. 

Document 7 A (frame 51) 

This fragment might be an ending of a table of temple revenues. It contains the 

heading "the name of the porter" (rn (n) inn), and the personal names listed in the 

rows beneath. These names are quite numerous in comparison to both the documents 

known from the archive of Neferirkare and the document 7 B (see below). Each 

row contains several names, sometimes including also the titles which show that the 

people listed there are not of low rank. Thus, this record might have been of a specific 

character, perhaps relating to a feast. 

Document 7 B (frame 16 recto) 

This fragment of papyrus seems to bear an ending of a table of temple revenues and 

the beginning of another record following to the left of it. 

At the right edge of the fragment, a vertical line marks a last section of a table, 

which is entitled "the name of the porter" (rn (n) inn). Beneath, the horizontal lines 

form several rows containing personal names. We can compare this record with e.g. Ne-
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ferirkare's document 34.39 The names include that of Sabi Meru (Sbi M rw), Iyshema 

(ljsm(), Isiankhu (1 si-(nbw), Iymaa (ljmn, I I IIhy (/I I ]l},j), Kaemsenu (K :1-m-snw), 

and few others. A vertical line follows the names and marks the end of the table; the 

table seems to have been drawn carefully for the precise needs of this individual record 

(the horizontal lines do not intersect the final vertical line of the table). 

At the left part of the fragment, a new record begins which likely has nothing to 

do with the preceding account. It has a much simpler form and concerns the temple 

revenue of grain. This record shall be described in Chapter 3.8. 

Document 47-48 Al (frame 45) 

The only nicely preserved account-table in Neferre's archive consists of one larger 

piece of papyrus and a few small fragments (see also document 47-48 A2 below).40 

The document follows the pattern of the records described above. 

At the very top of the fragment, a row of considerably high numbers is recorded. 

They seem to represent the very top of this account-table and their function shall be 

discussed below. 

Underneath, the record continues in a well organised tabular form. We can reco

gnise three sections that correspond to a distinct provenance of the commodities to 

be delivered; first of the preserved sections mentions the "Temple of Ptah, south of 

his wall" (IJ,wt (nt) Pt/:1, rsj-inb./); one of the smaller fragments contains the remnants 

of the heading of another section with the name of "the funerary estate of Neferre" 

(IJ,wt Nfr-R(); we cannot, however, be sure to which section this heading correspon

ded. No other name of provenance is preserved. The individual provenance-sections 

are separated from each other by means of black vertical (double) lines. 

Beneath the headings recording the provenance, the individual commodities are 

introduced, separated from each other by vertical lines. The first column of each 

provenance section is assigned to the total ( dmg). Remarkably, the total is not usually 

included in the account-tables of temple revenues from Neferirkare's archive. 

After the total follow two kinds of bakery products, namely M :I and psn, then the 

beer is recorded and at the end of each section we find the entries of two kinds of 

poultry, namely, geese (M-( :1) and pigeons ( ( s :1), and cattle ( iw :1). The commodities are 

39Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 257-272 
40 A study on this fragment is published in the studies in honour of Ahmed el-Sawi, see 

Vymazalova forthcoming a 
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arranged in more or less the same order in each of the provenance sections, starting 

with bakery products, followed by beer and meat. 

The section referring to the Temple of Ptah contains an addition made in red 

ink. In the column of the psn bread, the name of Neferirkare's sun temple St-ib-R( 

is added together with pit-bread. This commodity has its own column of numbers 

below but these are not separated by a vertical line from the numbers corresponding 

to psn-bread. This writing was obviously added later when this section had been 

already finished. 

The lower part of the table records the numbers. Columns correspond to each of 

the commodities, while the rows match to individual days that should have been listed 

at the beginning of the scroll. This part of the scroll is unfortunately not preserved. 

The numbers in the first row are written in red ink, representing the rlJ,t-amounts, 

i.e. the amounts that should have been delivered to the temple. Underneath follow 

seventeen rows of black numbers. Some of the table lines are drawn in red ink instead 

of a black one. These red lines usually distinguish the entries corresponding to the 

weeks of the month. However, in this document, the red lines follow the seventh and 

the last, seventeenth row of numbers. 

Looking at the numbers, we can compare the amount of commodities brought 

for the cult of king Neferre from individual provenances. It seems that our fragment 

names the provenances in such an order that the numbers increase from the first one 

to the last. Thus, the Temple of Ptah, south of his wall, delivers 144 pieces of (all 

together) Mi-bread, psn-bread, jugs of beer and pit-bread (from St-ib-R() every day. 

From the second place (which might have been the }),wt N fr-R(), a thousand of the 

same products was delivered during the same day, the numbers corresponding to the 

individual bakery and brewery products being much higher than in the first case -

hundreds of pieces every day. In the case of the third provenance, the numbers vary 

a lot every day, nevertheless within a range of several thousand pieces. We have no 

details concerning the quantities of the individual commodities in this section. 

Remarkably, unlike the bakery and the brewery, the poultry and the bulls in the 

first provenance sections are assigned higher numbers than those in the other sections. 

The numbers in the first section are 4 geese, 8 pigeons and 13 bulls daily. The second 

section lists the bulls before the poultry and includes only 1 or 2 pieces in the first 

eight rows of the table. For the geese are recorded only 2 pieces for the first three 

rows of the table and then in one row at the bottom part of the table. Three pigeons 
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are recorded daily. For the other section, see Document 47-48 A2. 

Such high numbers of delivered products are rather surprising. A comparison with 

Neferirkare's documents reveals that most of his monthly accounts operate with much 

lower values per day. However, Neferirkare's fragment 52 B shows numbers as high 

as Neferre's 47-48 A; it is not sure whether this fragment refers to the revenues or 

expenses of the funerary temple. In both cases the beginning of the record is not 

preserved, moreover we cannot be really sure with what period of time the numbers 

correspond. 

Worth noting are also the totals, which can be found in each of the provenance

sections. The numbers show that these totals include only bakery and brewery pro

ducts, not poultry nor beef. This reflects the fact that bread and beer were consi

dered basic nourishment-components whilst meat was an extra commodity (see also 

below the distribution of products to the temple employees). In addition, the ancient 

Egyptian bakeries and breweries were usually situated next to each other because 

the process of brewing was closely connected to the production of bread but we can 

expect that the slaughterhouses were situated somewhere else. Thus, the total of ba

kery and brewery products might also reflect the bureaucratic process of collecting 

the products in the provenances, i.e. from the bakeries and breweries (as total) and 

from slaughterhouses separately, before being sent to Neferre's funerary temple. 

The red numbers written at the top of the fragments turn out to be of special 

significance. They are written in a row above the headings of the table, but they 

correspond to the individual columns of that table. In fact, they represent the sums 

of the columns, i.e. the sums of the figures ascribed to each commodity in every row 

of the table. For example, the total of bakery and brewery products in the section 

referring to the Temple of Ptah is 144 in each row, and the sum written in red at 

the top of the fragment is 2448. These sums clearly demonstrate that the record was 

made for seventeen days, and the seventeen preserved rows of the table were originally 

not followed by other entries. 

Thus, this account-table was made for a period of seventeen days during which the 

temple obtained an enormous amount of products from various institutions, including 

the Temple of Ptah. Although the main heading of this record is not preserved, all the 

facts indicate that this specific account-table was recorded for a very special occasion, 

most likely a religious feast celebrated in the mortuary temple of Neferre. Among the 

important information highlighted in red ink belonged the total amount of products 
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delivered for this whole period. 

Although the fragments do not provide us with sufficient clues for determining 

the actual character of this record, we might speculate in the following way. 

We can suppose that the period for which the record was made does not necessa

rily reflect the duration of the feast itself, and that the seventeen rows might have been 

related to the pre-provisioning for the upcoming feast, so that on the festival-days 

the attendants could make use of the gathered foods. Evidence for such a collecting 

of goods prior to the celebrations exists from later timesY In addition, some other 

fragments from the archive of Neferre refer to the db.wtjt- and wig-feasts (associated 

with each other).42 The wig-feast was celebrated on the seventeenth day after the wp 

rnpt (the New Year), and the gb,wtjt-feast followed on the nineteenth day. Thus we 

might propose that the record reflects the pre-provisioning of the temple during the 

seventeen days prior to these two feasts, however, it is hard to believe that commo

dities like bread and beer, which were to be eaten fresh, were delivered more than a 

week before their consumption.· 

On the other hand we might suppose that the account was related to a feast itself. 

No other feasts than the gb,wtjt- and wig-feast are mentioned on the documents of 

Neferre. This might however be due to the fragmentary preservation of the papyrus 

archive.43 In the divine and royal mortuary temples, the festival calendars were often 

inscribed on the walls. Evidence shows that such calendars developed since the earliest 

times, and that under the Fifth Dynasty sophisticated calendars were already in use. 

Traces of such calendars were found in the valley temples of Sahure and Niuserre in 

Abusir. 44 Although only little information can be derived from these two fragments 

of calendars, they show that during the feasts, honey, grain, etc. were also consumed, 

while the examined document contains only reference to bakery, brewery and meat. 

Later calendars contain detailed lists of offerings consumed every day during the 

feasts. They also show that some of the feasts could have been celebrated for many 

days, as e.g. the twenty-four days of the opet-feast or the ten-days of the festival of 

41 Sayed Mohamed 2004 
42 See Chapter 3.10 and Posener-Krieger 1985b. 
43 In the archive of Neferirkare, several religious feasts are mentioned, including the festival 

of Sokar, Hathor, M in, the festival of divine emblems, the sed-festival, etc.; see Posener-Krieger 

1976, pp. 544-563. 
44 El-Sabban 2000, pp. 1-8 
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Sokar.45 Thus we might suppose that the record on document 47-48 A related to 

an extraordinary religious festival lasting for seventeen days. This might have been 

a feast of a significant divine cult which might have been connected also with the visit 

of the divine images to the necropolis of Abusir. On the other hand, the feast might 

have been a sed-festival. Supposedly, this sed-feast might not relate to the deceased 

Neferre himself since we have no Old Kingdom evidence for active celebrations of sed 

after the death of the king. Moreover, the depictions of the sed-festival in the funerary 

temple were a sufficient and proper way of maintaining this jubilee of the deceased 

king for eternity with no need for expensive active celebrations. Rather, we might 

think about the sed-festival of the ruling king, celebrated throughout the country, 

including the funerary complexes of the deceased royal predecessors. 

Anyhow, as stated above, this is just a speculation and we have no clues which 

would enable us to prefer one or the other of the above mentioned possibilities. 

Document 47-48 A2 (frame 45) 

This small fragment of papyrus is evidently related to the fragment 47-48 Al, but the 

two fragments unfortunately cannot be joined. This fragment contains a part of the 

row mentioning the commodities. It seems to have been associated with the third or 

some other provenance (if there were more than three); at the edge of the fragment 

above the sign of a bull are visible the remnants of the sign LJ that might well have 

been the determinative of the name of a provenance. In the previously mentioned 

section of 47-48 Al, the determinative of the provenance b,wt N fr-Rc was written also 

right above the bull-column. Thus we can suppose that the title corresponding to this 

provenance was of approximately the same length in hieratics, i.e. not so long as the 

name of the Temple of Ptah, south of his wall. 

The commodities preserved on this fragment include the bulls and the poultry, 

written in this order like in the second section of 47-48 Al. The bull is written with 

a determinative of a bull with all four legs bound together, while the only preserved 

bull on the fragment 47-48 Al uses a sign of a standing bull. Beneath the bull sign, 

the number 2 is written in red ink, which seems to be the rat-amount designated by 

red lines and red ink. At the left side of the fragment, the columns corresponding to 

the geese and pigeons can be found, but no numbers are preserved beneath the names 

45 Both of these festivals are recorded in the calendar of Ramesse Ill in his temple of Medinet 

Habu; see El-Shabban 2000, pp 92-103 
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of these commodities. 

Document 47-48 B (frame 59) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains the remnants of five rows and three columns 

of numbers. The column at the right edge seems to have comprised quite high num

bers. The third line shows the number 504, the fourth line the number 86 and the 

third line the number 200. All of these numbers might be incomplete and thus in 

reality even higher. The middle column consists of only three rows all containing the 

number 1, the numbers in the left column are not preserved. 

This fragment might have come from an account similar to the document 47-

48 Al which it closely resembles. However, the fragment is too small for us decide 

whether it might have belonged to the same record. 

Document 52 G (frame 59b) 

This fragment might be a part of an account-table of revenues. It seems not to be of 

the same sort as the document 47-48, however, it shows a few common signs. It is 

of a neat tabular form, the handwriting is very clear, but the scribe used less space 

than in the previous case. 

At the top of the fragment we can find the names of commodities. They are 

not written in individual cells of the table, but are placed over the grid that must 

have been outlined first; each of the commodities occupies one of the columns. The 

names of the commodities seem to have been highlighted by means of red lines. The 

bottom marking line was by mistake drawn too high and intersects the names of 

the commodities. And so another bottom line was added beneath the commodities' 

identifications. Among the commodities, the common products are included-cut of 

meat ( iwf tt), birds ( :Jpd), good things (l;,t-njrt with determinative = ), M:J-bread, 

.5'l;,t-bread and beer (l).n~t). 

Above the upper red line should be the heading informing us about the provenance 

of these commodities. However, this part of the record is not preserved, only one small 

place in the left half of the fragment seems to contain a remnant of "funerary temple 

(estate) of Neferre" (J;,wt Nfr-Rt). At the right edge of the fragment, the name of 

a sun temple, most likely St-ib-R', can be found, of which only the determinative 

is preserved. It was written next to the commodities. This feature might resemble 

the document 47-48 A above, where the name of this sun temple was added in red 
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among the commodities' names (namely between breads and beer). However, in this 

case the ink was black and the name of the sun temple seems to be written right 

next to the meat and birds, which is obvious namely on the photo. This might be 

understood as the evidence that these commodities came to the funerary temple of 

Neferre from the sun temple of Neferirkare (its slaughterhouse). However, other finds 

such as inscriptions on pottery sherds clearly show the connection of Neferre's temple 

to the slaughterhouse of the palace of Sahure.46 This account is too fragmentary to 

present a final solution concerning this subject. 

Immediately beneath the lowest red line that separates the names of commodities 

from the bottom part of the table, the numbers corresponding to the individual 

commodities follow. There is no red rbt-amounts line there. The numbers are not 

a bit as high as in the document 4 7 -48; they are comparable e.g. to those recorded 

in the monthly account in Neferirkare's document 36 A. 

This fragment is too small and so we cannot define precisely its character. It 

seems to be a fragment of an account of the temple revenues, however it is different in 

character from the document 47-48 described above. This fact should not confuse us, 

because the monthly revenues tables in Neferirkare's archive are also quite varied. The 

scribe of the document 52 G seems to have tried to be provident and use less writing 

material. However, the record is too fragmentary to allow any other conclusions. 

Document 59 I (frame 71) 

This fragment is very small, spanning just a few square centimetres. However, it shows 

several columns of the r{J.t-amount, km-delivery and l),Jw l),rj-'. Thus we might consider 

it to be a part of an acount-table of temple revenues of the same type as Neferirkare's 

document 33-34. Nothing above these accounting terms is preserved, in the place 

where we could expect a specification of the commodities and the provenance. 

Document 62-63 A, section 9 top (frame 44) 

This document contains several records arranged into sections. The top of the ninth 

section shows the remnants of the heading "brought from Djed Snofru" ( sd m l)d

Snfrw, i.e. from the pyramid town near Snofru's pyramid in Meidum. Beneath this 

heading, various commodities are listed next to each other. These include MJ-bread, 

bst-bread, dSi-jar, {J.Jiit-bread, flour (dw), ps-bread, bst-bread and hf-bread. At the 

46Verner 2005 
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left edge of the document, ps-bread is added. Beneath these names of commodities, 

horizontal lines are drawn which form rows corresponding to selected days of a month. 

The days are listed at the right side of the section and include day 1, 7, 9, 14, 18, 26 and 

28. No vertical lines are used. The rows contain some numbers; only a few commodities 

are ascribed numbers in the rows and these commodities vary in individual rows. The 

numbers are small, most often is written 1 and the highest is 3. 

This record seems to refer to the recurring but obviously not regular revenues of 

the funerary temple, which came from the region of Meidum. 

Document 63 F (frame 55) 

This small piece of papyrus resembles the fragment 63 G below. It seems to have 

contained an account of the revenues. At the top of the fragment, the remnants of 

the name of Djed Snofru might be found, with ps-bread and bs[ t]-bread beneath. 

Document 63 G (frame 55) 

This small fragment of papyrus seems to be a part of an account-table of temple 

revenues. The form is not as elaborate as in the case of e.g. the document 47-48 A, 

but all the necessary information seems to be recorded in a nicely tabular form. 

Only parts of two provenance-sections are preserved on this fragment, separated 

from each other by a vertical line. The first shows the name of Djed Snofru. Imme

diately beneath this location, the commodities are listed, including the ps-bread, the 

bst-bread and jugs (perhaps of beer). According to the first row of the numerical 

table, 2 pieces of each bread and 1 jug were delivered from this place. 

The other section was assigned to a provenance the name of which begins with 

the sign mn (~). Among the commodities, jugs (of beer) are mentioned at the first 

position. However, the three preserved rows of the numerical table do not show any 

entries beneath this product. 

Document 70 L (frame 21) 

This small fragment of papyrus seems to be a part of an account-table. At the top 

of the fragment, we can read the remnants of a heading, of which only [Iu]-shedef

wi ([iw]-sd.f wz) is preserved. This provenance is known also from the accounts of 

Neferirkare.47 

47 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 268 
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Among the commodities, only the determinatives of two types of liquid and one 

bakery product are preserved next to bSt-bread. The papyrus is very fragmentary and 

at the place where the numbers should follow, only the number 3 is preserved. 

3.2 Other records of temple revenues 

A few fragments of papyrus can provide us with remnants of revenue accounts that 

lack the neat tabular form of the documents described above. We cannot be absolutely 

sure concerning the character of these records but they seem to have been outlined 

for other purposes than the account-tables of temple revenues. 

According to the two preserved fragments in this category, we can suppose that 

besides the detailed account tables of temple revenues, also a kind of summary records 

were made, providing more general information. These can show us the total numbers 

of commodities consumed by the funerary cult of the deceased king but not the 

organisational details. 

Document 52 D (frame 58) 

Two small fragments fitting together seem to be the remains of an account of tem

ple revenues. This is indicated by the heading [St]-ib-[Rj written at the top of the 

fragment which might represent the provenance of products delivered to the fune

rary temple. Only birds ( Jpd) and meat ( iwf) are preserved of all the commodities. 

Nevertheless, the record seems not to be an account of meat because in such texts, 

the products are designated in terms specifying the butchery products precisely (see 

Chapter 3.9), not in such general names as were used here. Thus we can suppose that 

other kinds of commodities were originally included in this account besides meat. 

Document 64 A (frame 34) 

This fragment of papyrus contains a record of the temple revenues which is not written 

in a tabular form. Some traces of writing are recognisable at the bottom of the right 

edge of this fragment below a large lacuna. To the left following a few centimetres of 

blank papyrus, another record begins, marked by a vertical line. 

At the beginning of the text, the date is specified, after which the record of the 

revenues continues in two columns. Unfortunately, these are not complete. 

Jbd 4 prt, sw 3, inn m pr-sj 11 n wr s 3 I I I I I bJ:dt 1 in w<b I I I 
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iw ps st r wr-s l: cnlJ,, ir 

"The 4th month of prt, the 3rd day: that what was delivered from marshes: 11 for 

the wr-phyle I I I I I 1 Mlt by a web-priest I I I". 
It was given to the wr-phyle, cnlJ,-division and ir-division." 

The first and the second column inform us about the temple revenues, which are 

evidently reserved for a single phyle. However, a lacuna prevents us from a complete 

understanding of this text. 

Another vertical line separates this section from three following columns of wri-

ting. 

rlJ,t n inw n lbd 33001 I I 
inn m b,wt Ptb,, km n inw 30001 I I 
b,rjt-c 

"The anticipated amount of the delivery for the month: 3300 I I I. 
What was delivered from the Temple of Ptah, the actual amount of the delivery: 

3ooo1 1 I· 
Arrears." 

The third and fourth column seem to concern the monthly consumption of the 

same phyle. Although the endings of the numbers are not preserved, we can clearly see 

that the amount that should have been given to the phyle exceeded 3,300 pieces. This 

number is written in red. We can understand this amount as the share of the temple 

revenues that should have been given to one of the temple phyles for its members' 

rations. Remarkably, the Temple of Ptah is mentioned here as the provenance of these 

commodities. We have seen it already in Document 47-48 A as one of the suppliers 

of Neferre's funerary cult. 

At the very left edge of the fragment, another vertical line can be recognised, 

which likely should have marked another informative record. 

The text unfortunately does not specify what kind of foodstuff it concerns. We 

can however suppose that these can be the amounts of bread and beer, maybe added 

all together, as we could see in e.g. Document 47-48 A (see above) where the bakery 

and brewery was added up in a total of revenues. 

In comparison to the nice tabular form of the account-tables of temple revenues, 

this record seems to represent either an affirmation written at a moment when the 
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transaction was implemented, or a summary made e.g. at a moment when the serving 

phyle changed in the temple. The latter seems more plausible to me. 

3.3 Account-tables of the distribution of food 

A large portion of the accounts in the papyrus archive of Neferre represent the re

cords of distribution of various commodities among the temple attendants. These 

documents can vary in form. Some of them were written in a nice and neat tabular 

form similar to that of the above discussed account-tables of temple revenue (Chapter 

3.1), and as such they represent a sort of a counterpart for these detailed revenue

records. 

The account-tables of distribution usually contain a list of personal identifications, 

either the personal names or the titles, a list of the distributed commodities and the 

relevant numbers filled in the rows of the table which usually correspond to days of 

a month. 

Beside these larger fragments which are not difficult to identify, there are also 

numerous small fragments of papyrus preserved in Neferre's archive. Some of them 

seem to be small parts of accounts of distributions because their form closely resembles 

some of the larger preserved fragments. These small fragments shall be discussed in 

Chapter 3.4. 

Other documents seem to be the records of just performed transactions. These do 

not use neat-looking tables and do not refer to longer periods od time. Such records 

might have served also as a source for creating the overview account-tables. These 

one-off records shall be described in Chapter 3.5 so that they can be easily compared 

to the distribution-tables. 

It is worth noting that in some of the distribution-tables, the list of people who 

were supposed to receive their rations is introduced by the name of the phyle. Thus, 

these account-tables clearly follow the pattern of the temple organisation. Although 

these documents are very close to the other account-tables of distribution, they show 

some specific terms (see Chapter 4.8) and their character is not completely clear. We 

shall discuss these phyle-table-records separately in Chapter 3.6. In this way they can 

be compared on one side to the previously described table- and one-off records of 

temple expenses, an on the other side to the other preserved records referring to the 

temple phyles (Chapter 3.7). 
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In Neferirkare's archive, a few monthly accounts of distributions are preserved. Some 

of these tables show an irregular distribution of rations among several men, each of 

whom obtained a certain amount of food on certain days of a month (Documents 

39 B48 , 4049 ) The men who were given their supplies are identified by their names 

and titles, and beneath the commodities are listed, followed by a numerical table. 

Some of the tables do not use the vertical lines marking the individual sections and 

entries. Other documents however give detailed accounts of distributions, recorded 

in a much more elaborate form and using the perfect tabular grids full of rigorously 

recorded entries (Documents 77 C50 , 96 C51 , 96 D52 ). 

As we can see below, the papyri of Neferre provide a mce set of examples of 

accounts of distributions. Their form resembles the more elaborate documents of 

Neferirkare, i.e. the detailed accounts. However, we can also find some dissimilarities 

not shown in Neferirkare's archive. 

Document 49-50 A (frame 62) 

This large piece of papyrus evidently contains a record of distribution of bread and 

beer among several people. The handwriting is neat and the writing is arranged into 

a table of black and red vertical and horizontal lines. 

At the top of the fragment, a row of numbers written in red ink is preserved. These 

numbers, which range between 1 and 6, are part of the table-record of distribution 

and we shall see below that they turn out to be the sums of individual columns of 

the table. 

Beneath this first row, there are listed the people who were given their rations. 

This part of the table is marked by means of red horizontal lines. Remarkably, the 

people are not designated by their names, but by their professions. These include an 

inspector of the Great House (sb,d pr-c J), a washerman (b,Jtj), a god's potter (~dw 

ntr), a gardener (kJnj), a clothier (ssrj), the one of the pestle (tij), a cook (fsw), 

a doorkeeper (irj-crrt), a craftsman (b,mw), a serviceman (b,rj-nst), a bargee(?) wJj / /) 

and a physician of the Great House (swnw pr-' J). 

The fact that the designations of occupations are given here without the personal 

48 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 291-292 
49 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 289-291 
50Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 293 
51 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 294 
52 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 294-295 
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names might seem somewhat peculiar. However, it is not exceptional among the 

documents from the archive of Neferre. It might be a sign of the simple fact that the 

scribe who recorded the account found it sufficient to designate the men only by their 

professions because he knew them well (being their fellow), and they were related to 

the funerary temple by their professional skills in the first place. These people might 

also be the "specialists" who did not belong to the temple phyles but constituted the 

backgroud for the phyles-service. 

Beneath the row with the occupations, a row defining the commodities follows. 

Between these two parts of the table, a piece of papyrus was left blank, as if the 

names should have been entered there but were not. Each of the men is assigned two 

kinds of bread and a jug od beer, which are written only with the signs G=5 for 

"a conical bread", "an oval bread" and "a jug". The commodities-row is separated 

from the text above by means of a black double line and a red line and from the text 

below by another red line. Thus, this part of the table is clearly marked. 

To each of the three commodities, a column of numbers pertains. We can suppose 

that the rows of the table correspond to the days of a month, even though the column 

enumerating the days is not preserved. Thus we cannot be really sure what period of 

time this account notices. The tenth row of numbers is followed by a red line, which 

is the way of marking the weeks of a month. Two other red lines trait the fourteenth 

and the fifteenth row, beneath which the fragment ends. 

The amount of commodities that were given to the men is not large and does 

not differ in the course of the days. The table shows us that the men did not obtain 

the same supplies. The inspector of the Great House, the washerman and the one 

of the pestle received 1 piece of each commodity. The physician of the Great House 

received 2 pieces of bakery products and 1 jug of beer. The clothier, the cook, the 

doorkeeper and the craftsman obtained 1 bread, 1 loaf but no beer. The god's potter 

got 1 bread, 2 loaves but no beer. The gardener received only 1 piece of bread. The 

numbers corresponding to the serviceman and the bargee are not preserved, except 

for 2 bread of the former and perhaps only 1 bread of the latter, the trace of which 

seems to be readable in the first row of numbers. 

The columns of numbers, i.e. the commodities that were actually given to the 

men were marked by a oblique line just beneath the names of the commodities. These 

might help the distributor to give the men only those products which were intended 

for them. The sums of the daily shares of individual men are given above, namely at 
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the top of the account-table in the row of red numbers mentioned previously. Thus 

e.g. the physician of the Great House obtained 4 pieces of bread and 1 jug of beer, 

which makes 5 pieces in total, and the number 5 is written in red ink at the top 

of the table-record. This feature resembles the above described Document 47-48 A 

(Chapter 3.1), an account-table of temple revenue with similar red numbers at the 

top of the record. In that case, however, these were the sums of the entries from all 

the rows in individual columns, while here we have the sum of entries of one row of 

the corresponding column. 

The account seems to end after the last column corresponding to the royal phy

sician. The lines of the table are ending there and to the left, we can find a piece 

of blank papyrus. At the very left edge of the fragment, out of the table, the num

ber 1 [80] is written which might refer to another account, likely also of a summary 

character. 

Document 49 B (frame 59) 

This small fragment of papyrus bears a part of a distribution table. At the top of the 

fragment, we can recognise the number 3, which might represent the sum of a similar 

type as the red sums in Document 49-50 A (see above). 

Beneath, a vertical section was designated by means of red vertical lines. The 

section corresponds to the one of the pestle, who was given b-13-bread, psn-bread and 

jugs of beer, written in whole words. The numerical part of the table seems to be 

marked by a horizontal red line which in fact intersects the first row of numbers. 

Four rows of the table are preserved, each of them containing the number 1 for each 

commodity. These figures support the idea that the number 3 written at the top of 

the fragment is for the sum of the man's share. 

The account evidently followed both to the right and to the left of this section, but 

the fragment ends here on both sides. The document shows only the occupations of 

the men who were given their supplies. The commodities are nevertheless designated 

by their names, not only by the ideograms. 

Document 52 B (frame 11) 

This fragment contains two sections of a table, separated by means of a vertical line. 

The headings of both sections are only partially preserved, the first of them containing 

only I I lmi<t while the other merely the sign si I I I· These signs might represent the 
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remnants of personal names and they are demarcated by both from above and beneath 

by a double horizontal black line together with a red line. 

Beneath the lower red line, two other black lines mark a row listing commodities. 

In the first section, the preserved commodities include boat ( wii), good things (lJ,t

nfrt), meat ( iwf) and birds ( Jpd). The second section starts with bakery products 

identified merely with ideograms G=/ // which stand for b.U-bread, psn-bread and 

beer. Beneath the names of the commodities, the fragment ends but the remnants of 

vertical lines marking the columns of the numerical part of the table are still visible. 

The arrangement of this record indicates that it might have been a distribution table. 

Document 54-55 (frame 70) 

This document consists of a large piece of papyrus and another fragment. It obviously 

contains an account-table of distribution of food among the temple attendants. The 

top of the document shows two black horizontal lines, beneath which the account 

begins. The very top of the table is not preserved. 

The upper part of the account table is occupied by the list of men who are 

designated mostly by their occupations. Their names are not always given. Each of 

them was attributed a vertical section of the table marked by black vertical lines. 

A horizontal line intersects the occupations in their middle, and other lines flank 

them at the top and at the bottom. 

Only a few individuals are preserved on this fragment, including the scribe of 

/// Sekhemre (ss/// Sbm-R(), inspector//// Herunefer/ // (s[b.d]/ // Hrw-nfr/ / /), 

two identifications are lost, a doorkeeper ((rrjt), a controller of the seats (b,rj-n8t) 

and a oarsman of the boat (win biJ). Remarkably, this document lists some higher

ranking people designated by both their titles and names, followed by some lower

ranking persons designated only by their occupations. 

Immediately beneath the identifications, the distributed commodities are 

specified. They include the MJ-bread, the psn-bread and beer, which are written 

in whole words. At the right edge of the fragment, a remnant of the poultry ( Jpd) can 

be found, which was not included in the following preserved sections. A black double 

line together with a red line separate the names of commodities from the numerical 

table below. 

We would expect that the rows of the table correspond to the individual days of 

a certain period of time. A red horizontal line follows the tenth row of numbers, i.e. the 
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last day of the first week. Another red line follows the fifteenth row and immediately 

beneath it the table ends. Underneath the ending of the table, a few centimetres of 

blank papyrus were left. Thus it seems that the distribution table was recorded for 

a half of an unknown month. 

Most of the men obtained 1 bread, 1 loaf and 1 jug of beer. There are only three 

exceptions. The last one, the bargee, obtained 2 pieces of each commodity. To this 

part of the table a small fragment of papyrus fits, which contains three columns of the 

numbers 2. At the right side of the large fragment, a column containing the numbers 

4 can be found. The name of the corresponding commodity is not preserved, just like 

the identification of the person who obtained it. The tenth column from the right 

contains the number 6 in each row. Again, neither the commodity nor the person is 

preserved. Considering all the indications from the preserved parts of this document, 

we might suppose that these two columns with higher figures corresponded to the 

good things ( lJ,t-nfrt). 

At the left side of the fragment, the record ends after the entry corresponding to 

the bargee. The lines of the table follow without being filled in. 

A smaller fragment of papyrus can be connected to this document although they can

not be joined. The smaller fragment shows the same layout and very similar features 

as the larger one. It differs in one aspect, namely, it contains more kinds of commodi

ties including the good things, meat and birds. Thus it most probably came from the 

preceding part of the document which listed people ranking higher than those on the 

larger preserved fragment. This is supported by the determinative of a bird visible at 

the very right side of the larger fragment. 

The smaller fragment unfortunately shows no identification of the people who 

were given rations. At the top of this fragment, the designations of commodities are 

written, which obviously belong to two different sections (two persons). The first 

preserved commodity, of which 1 piece was given, is not preserved. Then, the good 

things (lJ,t-nfrt) follows, 10 pieces each day, accompanied by 1 piece of meat (iw/) and 

1 piece of poultry (ipd). The section of the next person starts with the b.t:l-bread, psn

bread and beer. Each of them is assigned 2 pieces every day. After the beer column 

the fragment ends. 
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Document 59 A (frame 71) 

This document is another example of an account-table of distribution. At the top 

of the fragment, a bottom part of a numerical table is preserved, which must have 

belonged to another account of the tabular character. These numbers defenitely are 

not the sums as e.g. in Document 49-50 A because in this case, several rows of these 

numbers are preserved. The numbers are not so small as in the case of the above 

described Documents 49-50 A and 54-55; some of them are units, others exceed one 

hundred. The bottom of this table is marked by a horizontal line and a blank strip 

left on the papyrus before our distribution-table was started. 

The top of the distribution-table contains a row of titles and names of people 

who were given their supplies. At the right edge, the row begins with Rawer (R(-wr), 

whose title is not preserved. After him, the men are listed in the following order: 

king's liegeman Pehen (!J,rj-tp nswt Pl:m), judge and administrator Rawer-Kem (sib 

(fi,-mr R(-wr km), judge and administrator Kai (sib (d-mr K H), overseer of barbers 

Semerkai (imj-r:l !J,(kw Smr-ki.t'), inspector of the Great House Ptahhetep (slJ,d pr-( i 

Ptl;,-IJ,tp), overseer of tenants Nebkanefer ( imj-r:ll;ntjw-s N b-kJ-nfr), the next name is 

not preserved, /// magician of Selket ///fer (/ // s iw [Srb;t] // j fr), w(b-priest Isiankh 

(w(b Isi-(nl;), w(b-priest Nikaure (w(b Nj-kiw-r() and w(b-priest Rahetep (w(b R(-l;,tp). 

The fragment ends here. The names of these men are separated from each other by 

means of vertical lines, forming sections of the table assigned to each of them. 

A horizontal double line separates the row containing the personal names from the 

names of the distributed commodities that were written beneath. First, the commo

dities are described with the signs G=5, followed by four separate columns assigned 

to tnwt, };,tit-bread, good things (l;t-nfrt) and ir m{ (with the determinative G). After 

their m{-column always follows a blank column which marks the next section of the 

table that corresponds to another person. 

Just beneath these commodities the fragment ends, providing us with only a little 

information about the distributed amounts. Some numbers are preserved in the 

section corresponding to the w(b-priest Nikaure and partially also beneath the magi

cian of Selket. Nikaure is ascribed the number 2 as tnwt, 20 pieces of };,j:lt-bread and 1 

piece of ir m{, but no l;t-nfrt. The same amounts are recorded in the first and second 

row of the table, while the third row was left blank. After the third row, the fragment 

ends. The same number for tnwt and };,tit-bread can be found also in the magician's 

section, of which only this part of the first row is preserved. No other numbers are 
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provided on this fragment. 

In comparison to the above described account-tables of distribution, this docu

ment shows several differences. First of all, the people are designated by both their 

titles and their names. We can also notice that these men are of a higher rank than 

the doorkeeper, the gardener, the oarsman etc. of Documents 49-50 A and 54-55 

(see above). The commodities that were distributed are designated in a different form 

than in the other accounts and also the products themselves are not only the most 

usual bread and beer. 

The rations seem to be a bit higher than in the case of the lower ranking men, but 

only a few numbers are preserved. We also cannot be sure concerning the period for 

which this account was written. It has a nice and tabular form of Posener-Krieger's 

monthly accounts, however, it might have been recorded for an even shorter period of 

time (as e.g. Document 54-55 which seems to cover only half of a month). However, it 

definitely belongs among the neat table-records of distribution of various commodities 

among temple attendants. 

The numbers at the top of the fragment indicate that another record was written 

above. We can suppose that this was of a similar character, i.e. a table-record of 

distribution of rations. The higher numbers might indicate yet higher-ranking people; 

however, this is just a speculation. 

Document 59 J (frame 71) 

This small fragment of papyrus was most likely a part of an account-table of distribu

tion. It contains a row specifying the commodities. The writing and the arrangement 

of this fragment very much resembles Document 59 A, to which it might have origi

nally belonged. 

The preserved writing includes a horizontal double line at the top of the fragment, 

a sign of a jug beneath and a row of ir mi' (the determinative is not preserved, 

compare with 59 A), [.t]nwt, MJt-bread, good things (lJ,t-nfrt) and ir mi' again. After 

the columns corresponding to ir mi'-pastry, there is always one column blank, as in 

Document 59 A. No numbers are preserved because the fragment ends immediately 

beneath these commodities. 
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3.4 Small fragments that might be parts of account-tables 

of distribution 

The fragments described in this chapter are very small but they provide some in

dications that they might be parts of account-tables of distribution of food among 

temple attendants. However, this suggestion is based only on the similarity of the 

writing and the layout of these small fragments with the records described above. 

Document 59 D (frame 71) 

This small fragment is divided in two parts by a horizontal line. Above the line, we 

can read the identification of the inspector of hairdressers of the Great House (8/:l,d 

ir-snw pr-c :J) while beneath the line only the sign w:J is preserved of his name. 

Document 59 E (frame 71) 

This small fragment contains some traces of table lines and the sign web. 

Document 59 G (frame 71) 

This fragment contains a part of a table. At the top, the numbers 9+! and 1001 I I are 

written which might have formed the last row of a table record. Beneath a horizontal 

line, the identification of a physician ( swnw) is preserved. This small fragment might 

be compared to e.g. Document 49-50 (see above) with one of the identifications of 

the people who received their rations and two sums written at the top of the account

table. 

Document 60 A (frame 72) 

This piece of papyrus contains a part of a table which concerns food. The top of the 

fragment bears a horizontal double line that separated the following record from the 

headings which are not preserved. Beneath the lines, commodities are listed in two 

levels of names. The first level comprises sections attributed to J;,t:J-bread, J;,tJt and to 

the total of grain ( dmd n nfrt). Sections corresponding to the two former are divided 

into three subsections of tnw, J;,tmt and rlJ, nfrw (or lJ,t-nfrt?). 

The numerical part of the table with 22 partially preserved rows follows below 

these commodities. The numbers in individual rows do not alter too much. The tnw of 

MJ-bread numbers 12 while the tnw of };,tit-bread 14; all the other columns are blank. 

After the column corresponding to the total of grain which also contains no numbers, 
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other tnw, IJ,tmt and rb, nfrw(?) follow. These are ascribed the numbers 46-58, 17 and 

3+some fractions. These fractions seem to be written with the Horus-eye-fractions 

signs, but the units use ordinary numbers. Another column of numbers reaching 35+ ~ 

follows. At the right edge of this fragment, some traces of another column precede 

those just described. This one seems to have contained I I 16. 
This document might relate to distribution of commodities but provides insuffi

cient indications for us to affirm its original character. 

Document 82 A (frame 57) 

This fragment bears writing on its bottom half. It consists of the physician of the Great 

House Aperef (swnw pr-c i cpr./) with the name written beneath the title. Above it, the 

number 4 is written which might be compared to the red numbers at the top of e.g. 

Document 49-50 A. and at the right edge of the fragment, remnants of the cartouche 

of Isi can be recognised, likely a part of another personal name. This document seems 

to be a part of a distribution-table. 

Document 82 B (frame 11) 

This small fragment contains small remnants of personal identifications written in a 

table. At the right side, we can recognise the title of the king's chamberlain (b.rj-[ tp 

nswt]). Beneath, traces of b, are visible at the bottom edge of the fragment. Behind 

a vertical line marking a new section, remnants of the title of the god's sealer (b,tmtj

ntr) and the sign nfr beneath are found. The handwriting of this document is very 

careful and clear and the fragment is very probably a small part of a distribution 

table. 

Document 82 C (frame 11) 

This small fragment bears small remnants of personal identifications written in a table. 

At the right edge, the signs c and ~ are preserved beneath each other. To the left, 

a vertical line marks a new section of the record that contains the cook Iikhl I I 
(fsw lib. I I/). The careful handwriting of this document indicates that this might be 

a fragment of a distribution table. 

Document 82 D (frame 10) 

This small fragment contains some remnants of personal identifications written in a 

table. At the top of the fragment, red horizontal lines form the heading row, compri-
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sing the titles of I I /inspector of prophets/ I I (/I I s}J,fi, }J,mw-ntr/ I/). Beneath the sign 

ntr, a vertical line divides the bottom of the fragment into two sections. Two rows are 

partially preserved here. On the right side, the part of the sign wr is preserved, while 

in the left section, the sign m is written in the first row and the second row contains 

also some traces of signs. 

Document 82 F (frame 27) 

This small fragment contains remnants of personal identifications written in a table. 

We can find // }J,mj / in its first row while the following row contains the name Ankh/ // 

('nlJ,jjj). 

Document 82 G (frame 10) 

This fragment of papyrus is very dark brown and the writing is hardly visible. We can 

recognise two horizontal lines marking a row of writing. In this row, the title of the 

inspector of the scribes of the treasury (siJ,fi, ss pr-IJ,fi,) is written with the remnants 

of the name Khnum/ // beneath. At the bottom of the fragment, vertical lines mark 

the columns of the following part of the table, but no traces of writing are preserved 

there. Above the heading at the top of the fragment, a horizontal red line is hardly 

visible. This line might have separated this record from another writing above, or it 

might have highlighted a row of sums written in red ink, as in e.g. Document 49-50 A 

(Chapter 3.3). 

Document 90 C (frame 59) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account table. At the top of it, ideograms 

of a conical bread and an oval loaf are preserved, which must have been followed 

by an ideogram of a jug. Beneath, the names of commodities are listed that are 

separated from each other by means of vertical lines. These include {r m:J' (with 

the determinative G and two other products that precede it but their names are not 

visible. The column following {r m:J' is blank. A horizontal red line below demarcates 

the numerical part of the table. The {r m:J' is ascribed the number 1 in two preserved 

rows. In the rows of the preceding column, the number// /1 + ~ is written in red ink. 

The arrangement of this record closely resembles Document 49-50 A (Chapter 

3.3), which also has ideograms G=e above the names of commodities, the last of 

which is {r m:J'. The column that follows {r m:J' contains no entries, either. Thus, 
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we can suppose that this fragment belonged to a similar type of document, likely an 

account-table of distribution of food. 

3.5 Records of one-off distributions of food 

In comparison to the tabular accounts described above, the records presented in this 

chapter did not cover a longer period of time, nor did they provide a summary picture. 

They also lack the neat tabular form of the account-tables. More likely they seem to 

be the direct evidence for the pursued transactions and might have served as a source 

for the account-tables used for formal purposes. 

In the papyrus archive of Neferirkare, we can find several documents of this kind. 

Document 5553 shows sections with dates in their headings, a list of personal names 

and rows of numbers corresponding to distributed commodities. A simpler form of 

these records is provided by Document 94 A-96 A 54 , which comprises dates and corre

sponding names with numbers beneath, but includes no lines of a table. Documents 

56 A 55 and 57 A 56 show distributions of commodities that include also grain. 

Neferre's documents provide us with a few of the one-off distribution accounts. 

These records show the very same features as those in Neferirkare's archive. Some of 

them concern commodities that do not include grain while others comprise commo

dities including grain. The documents which concern only grain will be dealt with in 

Chapter 3.8. 

Document 50 F (frame 66) 

This fragment of papyrus contains a small part of an account of distribution of bread 

and beer among the temple attendants. In the central part of the fragment, we can 

recognise the oarsman of the transport boat (s~d wi3) and the singer (b,Sw). Underne

ath the designations of the occupations, the distributed commodities are listed with 

ideograms of G=5. The former man was given 20 conical breads, 6 oval breads but 

no beer while for the latter only 10 conical breads and 11 I I oval bread is preserved. 

The commodities and the numbers are written immediately beneath the occupations. 

At the bottom of the fragment, beneath the above described record and separated 

53Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 405 
54 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
55 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 409-411 
56 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 418-420 
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from it by means of a horizontal line, another row of the commodities follows, inclu

ding again conical bread, oval bread and beer written with ideograms. Immediately 

beneath these second commodities, the fragment ends. This row of commodities mi

ght correspond to some other people, whose names or occupations should have been 

written beneath or more likely they might correspond to another ration of the people 

mentioned above. However, this arrangement of the distribution record is not usual 

and it shows that this record could not be a part of a monthly account-table. 

At the top of the fragment, some remnants of another occupation are preserved, 

of which only ~~ and a determinative of a man holding a rudder (Gardiner AlO) are 

preserved. No numbers seem to have been recorded beneath it. 

Document 65 A (frame 22 recto) 

Verso: Document 65 B; see below 

This document consists of several pieces of papyrus which seem to be fragments of a 

single scroll. The papyrus is quite dark and the writing is hardly visible. Despite its 

fragmentary state, the record seems to relate to a distribution of supplies to several 

people. 

On a few small fragments, we can recognise the names of Khuwinefer (H w-wi-nfr), 

Idju (l fi,w) and some remains of several other names. The larger fragment contains 

numbers written in columns that must have corresponded to the individuals. The 

numbers do not exceed 10, most of them being small units. No indication concerning 

the distributed goods is preserved. 

The account recorded on this fragment contains no separating vertical lines. The 

writing was neatly arranged, but not in a table. It is not probable that this was 

a monthly or recurrent type of account; it rather was related to a one-off distribution 

of food. The form of the writing together with similarity to Neferirkare's Document 

94-96 A, seem to indicate (but not confirm) the latter. 

Document 65 B (frame 22 verso) 

Recto: Document 65 A; see above 

The verso of the Document 65 A bears a similar writing. We can recognise some more 

personal names, beneath which a row of numbers is written. 

The people are listed on the verso of small fragments, the recto of which also 

bears names (see above). In this case however, a few of the titles are preserved. These 
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are introduced by the person responsible for the offering in the open court (imj-ws!J,t) 

and include the scribe// j (ss/ j /), the tenants (!J,ntjw-s), the hairdresser of the Great 

House ( ir-sn pr-< :J) and master butcher of the House of the Knife ( 1%bb, b,wt-nmt). The 

larger fragment contains several determinatives of a seated man, beneath one of which 

the number 5 is written. 

The bottom of this fragment is occupied by an account of butchery products which 

seems not to be in a direct relation to this record and thus will be discussed in more 

detail in Chapter 3.9. 

Document 66 B (frame 51, verso) 

Recto: Document 66 A; Chapter 3.8 

This fragment contains two sections of writing. One of them concerns grain and refers 

to a phyle and thus is described in Chapters 3. 7 and 3.8. The other section relates to 

a distribution of food among several men. 

This section is further separated into three horizontal sections. The top section is 

reserved for the date, which is: "the 14th year, the first month of :JIJ,t, the 18th day" 

(rnpt-sp 14, :Jbd 1, :JIJ,t, sw 18). 

The central section contains the titles and names of men who were given their 

rations. Both the titles and the names occupy an individual row. The persons follow 

in this order: companion Ipi (smr Jp~}, overseer Maakheruptah (imj-r:J M :J<-!J,rw-Ptb,), 

manicurist Ankhmaare (irw-<nt <n!J,-m-<-R~, king's liegeman Hetepib (!J,rj-tp nswt lftp

ib), elder of the hall//// (smsw hljt /// /), chieflsi/ // (b,:Jtj-< J si-///) and//// Kairis 

(/I I I K :J-ir-is). 

The third horizontal section of this record contains the amounts of products that 

were given to the above mentioned men. The commodities are written in the very 

right column and are introduced by the total (dmd). Two kinds of bread follow, M:J

bread and (psn)-bread (written uncorrectly only as sm), together with beer and the 

commodity imy·-w :Jd, probably fruit. Beneath the names are recorded the numbers 

corresponding to individual commodities. The companion, the overseer and the chief 

obtained the largest portions. The totals of their rations are 10, 10 arid 30, all of 

which relate only to the }J,j:J-bread. The other men were given also a few pieces of the 

other commodities, the totals making 10, 10, 5 and 2. 

Beneath the names of the commodities, there is also written: residence (l.mw) and 

one bull and four birds are added. 
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Document 72 E (frame 56) 

Verso: Document 53 B1-B7; Chapter 3.9 

This document consists of seven fragments which obviously belonged to a single scroll. 

They contain a row of personal identifications and several rows of numbers beneath 

them. No lines, nor horizontal nor vertical, are included in this record. 

The personal identifications include Nesethor/ I I (N st-IJ,rj I/), Ka/ I I (K 3/ I/), 
Wiaw ( W iiw), Abebef (tbb.f), scribe Netjerhetep (ss N tr-IJ,tp), and // /rw (/ / jrw). 

Above the names, some numbers (units) are written at the very top of these fragments. 

Beneath the names, columns of numbers follow that must correspond to commodities 

listed at the lost beginning of this record. Mostly, only the number 1 is written in 

every row, the number 2 is assigned only to the man following Netjerhetep, whose 

name is not preserved. 

Two of the fragments contain higher numbers which might have belonged to ano

ther part of the record. 

Document 74 L (frame 74) 

This small fragment contains several personal identifications written next to each 

other. First of them is a wtb-priest, while only the determinatives of seated men are 

preserved for the three other men. Above the second sign of seated man, t can be 

regognised while above the third one, ///m !J,t is preserved. The numbers 2, 20 and 

10 are written beneath the second, third and fourth man. No lines, nor horizontal nor 

vertical, were used in this record. 

Document 82 M (frame 19) 

This piece of papyrus contains a part of a distribution table. The top of it is badly 

damaged but the titles and the names of individuals can still be recognised. A red 

horizontal line above the titles demarcates the top of this record. Two other black 

lines intersect the identifications, as if the table had been drawn beforehand and not 

exactly for the needs of this writing. The individuals are separated from each other 

by vertical lines. 

Five individuals are preserved of the total of nine preserved columns: first one 

is lost, master butcher of House of Knife Isiankh (l~bl}, IJ,wt-nmt lsi-tn!J,), judge/// 

Demedj ( s 3b /// D m d), royal physician Seheb ( swnw pr-t 3 S M), keeper of the linen 

Ptahdewa (irj ssr Ptl},-dw3) and///// Washkai (/ //// W 3s-k3-i). The following name 
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is completely lost, of the eighth name the final } w is preserved and the last name 

is lost too. 

Beneath these personal identifications, a double horizontal black line marks the 

numerical part of the record. A red line then highlights the first row of this table, 

containing red numbers. These are 300 for the first man, 200 for the physician of the 

Great House and 100 for Demedj, Ptahdewa, Washkai and I I lw. The others are not 

preserved. These red numbers might represent the rlJ,t-amount, i.e. the anticipated 

amount of commodities to be received by these people in this specific distribution. 

Ten rows of the table are preserved beneath, with only few of them containing 

numbers. In the third row, the physician, Ptahdewa and I I lw are assigned entries in 

the form 100 · 20, the seventh unknown man 30 · 20 and the last unknown man 60 · 20. 

The other numbers are not preserved. The meaning of these entries is not clear to 

me. Maybe they again show the anticipated amount together with the actual amount 

(km) marked by a dot. The physician alone is ascribed the same amount also in the 

following row. 

The sixth and the eighth row contain red numbers that obviously refer to grain. 

The lines, which mark the sixth row from the top and the eighth row from the bottom 

are red too. The sixth row shows that Demedj, the physician, Ptahdewa and I I lw 
obtained 5 (l:t~it) each, while Washkai was given nothing, the seventh man obtained 

3 + ~ and the ninth man 30 (Mit). The eighth row shows only 11 + t (Mit) for the 

physician. 

The bottom of the fragment bears two red lines; vertical lines are ended with the 

top of these, thus it seems to be the bottom of the record. 

This record obviously refers to distribution of food, including grain. It has a sim

ple tabular form and was likely a one-off distribution, which can be compared to 

Neferirkare's Documents 56 A and 57 A. 

Document 87 I (frame 66 verso) (66 2 a) 

This fragment shows a small part of a one-off distribution. The name of the first man 

is only partially preserved at the right edge of the fragment: only I I !J,r I lnfr I If is 
visible here. To the left follows the inspector of the Great House Nedjemef (sl:td pr-< 3 

N {/,m./). The name of the last man includes a cartouche of which only {is preserved, 

and likely the sign <ntJ,, but the name is badly damaged. 

Beneath the two latter men, numbers are written in two rows, which are separated 
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by a few centimentres of blank space. The first row shows 40 for Nedjemef and 30 for 

the third man while the other row ascribes 1 to both. We have no indication of which 

commodities these rows corresponded to. The blank space might also correspond to 

several commodities, which were not given to these men. 

3.6 Account-tables of distribution to the members of 

phyles 

Some of the distribution-records show a very specific common feature-the lists of 

individuals are introduced by the names of phyles to which they pertain. This arran

gement of the records seems quite natural; the temple accounts can be expected to 

respect and follow the organisation structure of the temple staff. 

Most of these records have the form of an account-table and probably relate to 

distribution to the temple attendants who are listed according to their phyles. We 

have no evidence of whether all the accounts have been recorded in this way. No 

parallels are known from the papyrus archive of Neferirkare and other fragments of 

tables of distribution from the archive of Neferre show no traces of the names of 

phyles, either. This fact can be explained in two ways: some of the temple attendants 

might not have been organised into phyles57 and so they were simply listed on the 

accounts one after another in groups (this can be the case of e.g. Document 49-50 A). 

Other distribution records are simply too fragmentary and so the name of the phyle is 

not preserved; the presence of the name of a phyle on these documents can be neither 

verified nor excluded (e.g. Document 59 A). 

The fragments described in this group feature some unusual terms the meaning of 

which is not entirely clear. Thus also the true nature of these records remains unclear 

(see Chapter 4.8). 

Many small fragments contain parts of tables with numbers which show features 

very similar to those in the account-table on Document 56 A. We can speculate that 

they might have belonged to the same document or the same type of documents; this 

suggestion seems extremely plausible. Thus, despite the fact that some of them are 

only small fragments and bear no traces of the names of phyles, we include them into 

this chapter. Their mutual similarities would certify this decision. 

57 Roth 1991, pp. 77-78; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 587-588 
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Document 56 A (frame 63) 

This piece of papyrus contains an account-table of distribution of food, mentioning 

the name of a phyle above the individuals. At the top of the fragment, there are traces 

of another table, the bottom of which contained high numbers (100, 200) written in 

several rows in red ink. Beneath, the st-phyle is introduced right above the name of 

sm-priest Rawer (sm R(-wr). Behind his name the overseer of the registry ( imj-r !J,rj 

!J,tmt) follows, whose name is not preserved. 

A horizontal line separates the titles and the names of the recipients from the 

row specifying the individual items. These include tnwt, /:Ltmt, ir m{, bulls and birds, 

the last two written only with ideograms. Beneath the overseer of the registry, only 

the title tnwt is preserved. The listed items seem to represent a specific terminology, 

which is not used in other documents (see Chapter 4.8). 

The numbers that follow after a horizontal red line likely correspond to days of 

a month. They are not so small as in the previously described distributions, e.g. 

Document 49~50 A (Chapter 3.3). The amounts of tnwt and b,tmt come to 30~50 

and 20. The ir mJ( varies from 10 to 25, the numbers being written in red ink. No 

bulls and no birds are assigned to Rawer. The overseer of the registry is ascribed the 

number 25 for tnwt and 20 for b,tmt, while ir m{ numbers only units written again 

in red. The last few rows of his section are left blank, thus it seems that he did not 

obtain his rations in these days. 

At the bottom of the fragment, a piece of papyrus is preserved to the right of this 

writing. It seems to be another section of the same table which is marked by a bold 

vertical line. This part of the table contains small numbers, most of them just units, 

sometimes with halves and quarters, except for one column of numbers varying from 

20 to 40. Some of the columns contain no numbers. We might suppose that this part 

of the fragment relates to another phyle. 

Many questions arise concerning this account. We do not know how the phyles 

were arranged, if the account includes all their members, how the rations of the 

members differed etc. No answers are provided by the preserved fragments. 

Document 56 B (frame 63) 

This small fragment of papyrus bears numbers, all of which are written in red ink. 

The numbers are arranged in a table drawn in black ink. In the first row, 12 + ~ + t 
is preserved; in the second row, we can read only 6 + ~, in the third row 28 + ~. In the 
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last row, only the number 50 is preserved. All these numbers could have been higher 

as they seem not to be preserved completely. 

Document 56 C (frame 63) 

This small fragment contains the bottom rows of a table, comprising red numbers 

~ + i and 3 + ~ + i. Both numbers are preserved only partially and were originally 

higher. At the bottom of the fragment, the traces of the cartouche of W sr-kJ. (f) are 

visible, which most probably made part of a personal name. 

Document 56 D (frame 63) 

This small fragment bears numbers written in red ink in rows marked by black hori

zontal lines. From the top, the numbers 250, 56, 7 + ~ and 4 i are preserved, all of 

which might have been originally higher. At the bottom of the fragment, some traces 

in black ink are visible, but the sign is not recognisable.58 

Document 56 E (frame 63) 

This piece of papyrus bears two columns of numbers followed by a third incompletely 

preserved one. The column at the right side is entitled by what seems to be tnwt, 

which is separated by a horizontal red line from the numbers beneath. Each of the 

fourteen preserved rows corresponding to this commodity contains the number 50. 

The following column comprises the number 20 in each row and the third column 

shows some traces of the number 20 written in red at the very edge of the fragment. 

The arrangement and the character of this account closely resemble Document 56 A. 

We can suppose that it might be a part of the same scroll or another document of 

the same sort. 

Document 56 F (frame 63) 

This small piece of papyrus bears only a few signs. At the top of the fragment, rem

nants of tnwt are recognisable while at the bottom the number 30 can be found, 

separated by a vertical red line from the title above. This writing seems to be a frag

ment of an account similar to that on Document 56 A. 

Document 56 G (frame 63) 

58 Note that in the hieroglyphic transcription of Paule Posener-Krieger, there is m at this 

place. 
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This small fragment of papyrus contains a part of a numerical table. The right column 

comprises the numbers 8-10, the middle columns the numbers 20 and 30, while the 

following column contains the number 4 written in red ink in each row. The last 

column contains no traces of numbers. This small part of an account is similar in 

character to those mentioned right above. The numbers recorded on it also can be 

compared with Document 57 A (see below). 

Document 56 H (frame 63) 

This fragment of papyrus bears a part of a numerical table. At the right side of the 

fragment, a column containing numbers ranging from 1 to 2 + ~ is preserved with 

all these numbers written in red ink. The two following columns contain no numbers 

while the rows of the next one comprise the numbers 4, 5, 6 and 10. In the rows of 

the next column, the numbers 20 and 30 are entered and the following one contains 

numbers from 1 + ~ to 10, written in red ink. The left part of the fragment contains no 

entries. At the very bottom of the fragment, a horizontal red line and two horizontal 

black lines seem to mark the bottom of the table. This document again resembles 

Document 56 A and the other fragments mentioned above. 

Document 57 A (frame 63) 

This piece of papyrus is of the very same sort as Document 56 A. The top of this 

fragment bears a bottom part of a table that contains the numbers 4 + ~ and 9 

written in red ink in several rows. Beneath a horizontal black line that follows below, 

we can read the name of (god's, king's) sealer Nefer (b,tmtj-l I I Nfr). After this name, 

a vertical line follows, which separates Nefer's section from the section corresponding 

to another man whose name and title are not preserved. The third section bears some 

traces of the title of the overseer of the web-priests or of the wcbt (tmj-ri wcbl I 1). 
A larger part is preserved of the following row of the table that contains the list 

of items. These include tnwt, IJ,tmt, ir ml, bulls and poultry, exactly as in Document 

56 A. The last three commodities of the section preceding Nefer are preserved, followed 

by his section, the section of his follower and the incomplete section of the overseer. 

A double red line separates this commodities-row from the numerical part of the table 

below. 

The numerical part of the table is very fragmentary. It still shows that the first 

anonymous official is ascribed the numbers from 10 to 30 for tnwt, 20 or 30 fot IJ,tmt 
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and the numbers from 4 to 6 for ir m/, which are written in red. No meat is recorded. 

The sealer Nefer is ascribed the numbers from 3 to 6 for tnwt, 20 and 30 for /:l,tmt and 

from 1 to 3 for ir m/ written in red. No numbers are written in the columns of meat 

for Nefer. The one who followed him seems to have received approximately the same 

amounts, not much is however preserved of this part of the table. The last man, the 

overseer, seems to have obtained slightly higher rations, the tnwt extending to 12 (or 

even a bit more) and the red numbers of ir mJ' reaching 6 + i· Only a few rows are 

preserved of his section of the table. 

In all sections of the account-table, the numbers are not recorded in every row; 

it means that some days these people obtained no rations. The days were not always 

the same for all the individuals. Remarkably, there are more than 30 rows preserved 

on this fragment. It is not really clear whether all the rows belong to this table. After 

the 29th line, one horizontal line is missing and some of the vertical lines end here. 

Nevertheless, immediately below the record continues and the first two columns of 

numbers seem not to be disconnected at all. It is possible that this overview was made 

for a longer period of time than just a month or that it included some extra rations. 

Document 57 B (frame 63) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains a few horizontal black lines and the sign 

~ written in red. This fragment closely resembles the top of e.g. Document 57 A or 

Documents 56 B, 56 C and 56 D. 

Document 57 C (frame 63) 

This small fragment contains a part of a row containing the list of the items. Bulls, 

poultry, tnwt and J;,tmt can be found here, separated by a black line from above and 

by a double red line from below. The following row contains no numbers; no other 

rows of the table are preserved. Above the tnwt and J;,tmt, there are some traces of ir 

followed by r that most probably belonged to a title of an individual. 

Document 57 D (frame 63) 

This piece of papyrus bears a table of numbers that nicely resembles the one on 

Document 57 A. The columns of numbers are likely to correspond to the same items, 

i.e. tnwt, l},tmt, ir mJ', meat and poultry. Two incomplete sections are preserved on 

this fragment. The numbers corresponding to the first three items are more or less the 
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same as on Document 57 A and the numbers for the third of these items are written 

in red. The columns of meat and birds lack the numbers. Not all the rows contain 

numbers; around half of the rows of the second section bear no record. 

Thirty rows are preserved on this fragment and we might suppose that they have 

been preceded by the names of the items. The bottom of the table is marked by means 

of a black line following the last row of the table. Beneath, a few centimetres of blank 

papyrus are preserved. However, the columns corresponding to the right section seem 

to continue as we can read a row of numbers beneath the end of the table. This 

resembles Document 57 A where the numbers continue after the thirtieth row as well. 

No other traces of writing seem to be preserved at the bottom of the fragment. 

Document 57 E (frame 63) 

This small fragment of papyrus bears the remnants of a table. The three preserved 

rows of the right column contain the red numbers 1 + ~ (which might have been higher) 

while the left column has no entries. This fragment takes after the above mentioned 

tables, especially the part of ir ml and the meat, the former having numbers written 

in red and the latter showing no numbers at all. 

Document 58 A (frame 63) 

This fragment of papyrus contains a part of an account-table relating to members of 

a phyle. It intensely resembles Document 56 A but only a much smaller part of it is 

preserved. 

The top of the fragment bears the bottom part of a table containing red numbers. 

In the right column, only some units and fractions are preserved while the left column 

comprises hundreds and units complemented with fractions. A horizontal red line 

separates this table from the writing that follows beneath. At the right side of the 

fragment, the name of the n.ds-phyle is given, forming the heading of the following 

section. The section is also marked by a bold vertical line preceding the name of the 

phyle at the edge of the fragment. 

Only two names of individuals are preserved, listed beneath the name of the phyle. 

The first of them is the companion Khnumhetep ( smr H nmw-IJ,tp), the other one is 

the under-supervisor of prophets and palace attendant and custodian of the king's 

property, Memi ( imj-lJ,t b,mw-ntr, pr- ( J, irj-ilJ,t-nswt M mi). 

Among the items that followed below a horizontal black line, we can find tnwt, 
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b,tmt, ir m/, bulls and poultry; most of them only partially preserved, but still reco

gnisable. Not a part of the numerical table is preserved on this fragment. 

This document is obviously of the very same type as the account-table on Docu

ment 56 A. The arrangement of writing is extremely similar, the handwriting of both 

is neat, both contain a table of red numbers at the top, and both include the same 

items. Both most probably concern the distribution among people who are titled by 

the name of a phyle. Both fragments might have been parts of the same scroll, to 

which also many smaller fragments described in this chapter might have belonged. 

Document 58 B (frame 63) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains a list of items, including bulls, poultry, tnwt 

and b,tmt. The two former and the two latter are separated from each other by a bold 

vertical line, and belong to two different sections of an account-table. Above the names 

of the items runs a horizontal black line, above which no traces of personal names nor 

titles are preserved. Beneath the items a double red line marks the numerical part 

of the table, comprising only the number 10 that corresponds to tnwt and traces of 

the incomplete sign 10 corresponding to the b,tmt. This fragment apparently might 

have belonged to a larger document together with documents 56 A, 58 A and other 

fragments. 

Document 58 C (frame 63) 

This small fragment full of lacunas bears the names of b,tmt and ir m l'. A horizontal 

black line separates these items from above and a double red line from below. Traces 

of the numbers 10 can be recognised in the remnants of the table beneath; the one 

corresponding to ir ml' is written in red. This fragment too might have belonged to 

a larger document together with Documents 56 A, 58 A and other fragments. 

Document 58 D (frame 63) 

This small piece of papyrus contains three rows of a table, each of them containing 

the number 20. This column of numbers seems to correspond to an item separated 

by a double horizontal red line. Of its name, only the sign ~ is preserved, which 

might indicate that it was the b,tmt. 59 At the left edge of the fragment, some traces of 

another commodity are preserved that seem to be remnants of ir m:/.60 To support 

59 Note that in the hieroglyphic transcription of Paule Posener-Krieger is tnwt at this place. 
60 Note that in the hieroglyphic transcription of Paule Posener-Krieger is Mmt at this place. 
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this interpretation, we can compare what is preserved here to the writing on the 

Document 56 A. Moreover, some traces of red ink can be recognised in the rows of 

the numerical table corresponding to this second item; red ink is always used for 

lr ml on the other fragments. This writing is again of the same sort as the above 

mentioned accounts of distribution. 

Document 58 E (frame 63) 

This fragment also contains a part of an account of distribution. The top of it bears 

the remnants of the names of items, of which only traces of tnwt, l;tmt and lr ml can 

be recognised. Nothing of a personal name is preserved above the horizontal line at 

the very top of the fragment. Beneath the items and beneath a double red line, several 

rows of the numerical part of the table are preserved. The columns correspond not 

only to those items mentioned above but also to commodity preceding them, perhaps 

to the birds of the preceding section, and one following them, perhaps the bulls of 

the same section. The surface of the papyrus on its upper right side is damaged. The 

rest however shows that tnwt was ascribed the number 4 daily, /;tmt the number 20 

and lr ml' the number 2, written in red. A few rows contain no entries. This writing 

is of the same character as Documents 56 A, 58 A and the similar fragments. 

Document 58 F (frame 69) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of a table, two columns of which are 

preserved. The right column contains the number 20 in most of the preserved rows 

while the left one the number 2 written in red. At the top of the fragment, some 

traces of what might have been /;tmt and lr ml can be recognised. 

Document 58 G (frame 63) 

This piece of papyrus contains a part of a table consisting of ten columns and more 

than twenty rows. The first four columns contain no numbers. The fifth column com

prises the numbers from 20 to 30, the next column the numbers 20 and 30 and the 

following one the numbers from 5 + ~ to 15 written in red. The two columns to the 

left again contain no numbers. The last column seems to contain traces of tens in two 

rows at the top of the fragment. 

The columns with entries seem to correspond to the items known from the frag

ments described above, i.e. tnwt, IJ,tmt and lr ml, the last of them with red numbers. 
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The following blank columns then can be ascribed to bulls and poultry. However, 

the four columns at the right side of the fragment (of the first only a tiny part is 

preserved) cannot be interpreted so easily. Might they have corresponded to an indi

vidual who obtained no rations during most of the month (being ill or travelling)? Or 

did these blank columns precede the account, which thus would have been recorded 

into a table prepared in advance, but starting not from its beginning? Remarkably, 

the vertical lines forming the table are much bolder starting with the columns with 

entries. This can either support the latter theory that the beginning of the account 

can be marked in this way, or it might simply indicate that the scribe dunked his 

brush while outlining the table. In either case, this record seems to be of the same 

sort as Documents 56 A, 58 A and the other small fragments. 

Document 58 H (frame 63) 

This fragment bears a part of a table consisting of nine columns and fifteen rows. 

The first column at the right seems to contain no numbers. The rows of the second 

column comprise the numbers 3 and 4, the next column contains the numbers 20 and 

the following one 1 + 1 or 2 written in red. After two columns with no entries, another 

one contains the numbers from 3 to 10, the next one the numbers 20 and 30 and the 

last one bears some traces of units written in red. Some rows of this table contain no 

numbers. 

Comparing this document with the fragments mentioned above, we can suppose 

that the columns with numbers seem to correspond to tnwt, }J,tmt and ir m/ while 

those without entries to bulls and poultry. 

Remarkably, at the bottom of the fragment the table ends. Some of the vertical 

lines intersect and overlap the last horizontal line of the table, similarly to Document 

56 H. Yet beneath, two other horizontal lines are drawn, which might have belonged 

to another table or might have separated this table from another record following 

below. 

Document 58 I (frame 59) 

This small fragment is considerably damaged with only a few fibres of papyrus still 

holding it together. However, the papyrus is quite light brown and thus the writing 

is still recognisable. Two columns of table are preserved, one of them containing the 

numbers 20, the other contanining the numbers 2/ j written in red ink. At the top, 
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remnants of the headings b,tmt and ir m/ are partially preserved. 

Note: Some of the fragments of the phyle-distribution account seem to contain red 

lines in the tabular parts (e.g. 58 H), which might indicate a kind of division of 

months, likely into weeks. However, these red lines are hardly recognisable at the 

colour photos that we have at our disposal. 

Document 63 D (frame 3) 

This small fragment probably contains an account relating to a phyle. The top bears 

no writing, only a horizontal black line followed by a red one. Beneath, the sign of the 

nds-bird is written, to the right of which a vertical line marks a new table-section. 

After the bird follows a double horizontal line, beneath which "introduce///" ( bsj / /) 

is written. 

Document 72 G (frame 59b) 

This small fragment contains a nicely drawn grid of a table with four partially pre

served columns. The column at the right side comprises red numbers in every row, 

ranging from ~ to 2. The next two columns contain no entries while the fourth one 

shows traces of black numbers at the very edge of the fragment. At the bottom of 

the fragment, a red horizontal line marks the ending of the table. This document clo

sely resembles the above described records of distribution tables, with red numbers 

corresponding to the ir m/-item and no entries for meat and poultry. 

Document 82 E (frame 27) 

The surface of this fragment is not well preserved, however it still shows a nice han

dwriting and neat tabular arrangement of this record. The top of the fragment bears 

considerably high numbers written in red ink. One of these seems to be 3,380. These 

numbers might resemble the sums at the top of e.g. Documents 47-48 A and 49-50 A. 

Beneath, another part of the account-table follows, separated by two horizontal 

lines and a small space between them. In the first row, a tail of the wr-bird is preserved 

at the very edge of the fragment. It might refer to the wr-phyle (however, the sign 

for phyle that should follow its name is not written here) or to the wr-division of the 

st-phyle. 

The following row contains the titles ///prophet and sm-priest/ // (/ // b,m-ntr 

sm/ j f). Beneath, the commodities are listed, separated from each other by vertical 
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lines. These include b./1-bread, s(t-bread, beer and probably also birds. No numbers 

are preserved on this fragment. 

There are indications that this fragment is a part of an account-table of a distri

bution of food to the members of a phyle. However, the heading mentioning the phyle 

is not sufficiently preserved. It might be a document similar to e.g. Documents 56 A, 

57 A, 58 A and the other small fragment belonging to the same sort. However, in this 

instance, the commodities are not the same. This dissimilarity might indicate that 

the fragments listed above might have belonged to a single scroll or a single record, 

while Document 82 E belonged to another example of a similar type of records. 

3. 7 Other accounts relating to phyles 

Some of the preserved documents can be classified as accounts relating to phyles. 

They are not a homogeneous group of fragments because they show various forms. 

However, all of them clearly reflect the organisational structure of the temple staff. 

They provide us with a slightly different picture than the account-tables described in 

Chapter 3.6 and some of them show particularly interesting information. 

Some of these fragments refer to all the temple phyles and list them next to each 

other (9 E, 64 F). Other examples relate only to one of the phyles (62-63 A, 64 A), 

sometimes also only to one division (68 A). There is also the usual record of a one-off 

distribution of the same type as in the documents described in Chapter 3.6, however, 

this time clearly demonstrating the name of the phyle of the listed people (71 E). In 

addition, one document in this group refers to temple phyles not in connection with 

revenues or expenses, but in connection with the works pursued in the temple area. 

It is possible that the documents listing all the temple phyles represent a kind of 

summary records made from time to time in the temple, while the other documents 

might reflect the records made during the service of the phyles mentioned in them. 

Document 9 E (frame 47 verso) 

Recto: Document 9 B; part of a roster of priest's duties 

This small fragment of papyrus contains writing that obviously mentions temple phy

les. At the very top of it, the remnants of the storerooms (prw-sn() can be recognised. 

Beneath, a list of temple phyles follows. Of the wr-phyle, only the sign of the ir

division is preserved. To the left of it follows the st-phyle with its two divisions wr 

and tb, and the wJ.dt-phyle with its divisions l;p and kJ. We can suppose that further 
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to the left, the other two phyles followed, which are now lost. 

Beneath the names of the phyles, a row of red numbers is partially preserved. 

Below the ib-division of the st-phyle, the number 4 is written, below the divisions of 

the wJ.dt-phyle, the numbers 23/// and 25 can be recognised. The character of this 

document is not completely clear, however it might be a part of a distribution record 

in relation to individual temple phyles. 

Document 9 F (frame 47 verso) 

Recto: Document 9 C; part of a roster of priest's duties 

This fragment of papyrus might belong to the same document as fragment 9 E, or to 

the same type of documents; both verso and recto sides of these two fragments show 

the same sort of record and similar layout. However, the two fragments cannot be 

joined. 

This fragment contains the remains of writing on its right side, which at the top 

includes// /temple(// /hwt). This might be the continuation of the heading, to which 

belong also the storerooms in Document 9 E, namely the heading, ///storerooms of 

the temple. 

Beneath the b,wt, we can find the name of the imj-nfrt-phyle and the strokes 

indicating that the names of the divisions followed underneath. These are, however, 

not preserved. The bottom of the fragment is written the number 4 with the ideogram 

(or determinative) of cloths, followed by the term iwttj / j. The arrangement of this 

writting indicates that it corresponded to the second division of the fifth phyle. 

Document 51 A (frame 46) 

This piece of papyrus bears a tabular writing that seems to be an account relating to 

food, and a one-off record of distribution. The writing is neat but the papyrus is not 

well preserved, and so the signs are here and there hardly legible. The account was 

written in black and red ink. 

The writing is from the right separated by means of a bold black vertical line, 

probably to be divided from any other records written on the same scroll. At the top 

of the fragment, some traces of the heading are preserved, which seems to be "the 

1st year/ the year of the 1st census, the 2nd month of JlJ,t, the st-phyle, wr-division: 

780" (rnpt-sp 1 Jbd 2 JlJ,t, sJ st wr 780). 

At the right side of the fragment, the account table starts with the column spe-
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cifying the days. Above this column, we can read "the name of the phyle's division: 

(b" with the sign (b written in red. Beneath, the days follow: the first row of the table 

corresponds to the first day of a month, the second row corresponds to the third day, 

while the following days are not preserved. The table seems to contain fourteen rows. 

Thus, the account does not relate to all the days of the month and the distribution 

was evidently not done daily. Beneath the table, "day 23" is added, which might not 

belong to the table and might be connected to another record that follows at the 

lower part of the fragment (see below). 

The table is arranged into three sections that correspond to r!J,t, km and 1}, iw-Q.rj- C, 

separated from each other by vertical lines. The top of the table that contains these 

three headings is marked by two red horizontal lines running above and beneath the 

terms. Beneath the second red line, the commodities are specified, i.e. Mi-bread, ps

bread and beer in each of the three sections. This arrangement is remarkable, because 

usually a single section of a commodity is divided into columns of the accounting terms 

(e.g. Neferirkare 33-35 A); here we have the opposite. 

Most of the numbers which correspond to the days recorded at the right side of 

the table are remarkably written in red ink, with only few exceptions. The middle of 

the table is not preserved, the fragment being split by a lacuna. The preserved parts 

of the table however show us that the r!J,t-amount of the Q.ti-bread was 54 pieces in 

each row. The only exception is the penultimate row of the table, which shows 65 

pieces written in black ink. The rbt-amount corresponding to the ps-bread makes 52 

in each row, except for the second and the fifth row from the bottom of the table. 

These two rows contain the numbers 235 and 130 (which is hardly legible) written in 

black ink. The beer is assigned 22 jugs in all the preserved rows of the table. 

The central section of the table, which should have contained the km-amounts, i.e. 

the amounts of the commodities actually attributed to the phyle, shows no numbers. 

Obviously, this account seems to take down a transaction that has not been performed 

at all. 

The numbers in the remnant-section of Q,Jw Q,rj-t are expected to be the same 

as in the r!J,t-section. It is indeed the case of both bakery products that remarkably 

lost the variations written in black, which might be a mistake of a careless scribe. 

However, the beer is assigned 24 jugs in each row, not 22 as in the r!J,t section. Only 

the last entry seems to be 22.61 Neither of the commodities is assigned any number 

61 Note that in the hieroglyphic transcription of Paule Posener-Krieger is 24 at this place. 
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in the last row of the table, which is thus blank. 

The table continues with another section marked by a vertical line slightly thicker 

than the other lines. The first column of this part of the table mentions rl;t of lJ,]fJ:w

bread, beneath which the number 10 is written in every row except the last one. The 

next column contains information about the km-amount. The number 10 is written in 

black in the first and second row only. The column of b,iw b,rj-c is not well preserved, 

but does not seem to contain any traces of writing. 

Another section follows to the left, which is in fact the very edge of the fragment. 

However, traces of the red title b,nw are still recognisable. Beneath them are the 

ideograms of an oval bread and a conical bread, the former being assigned 2 pieces in 

the three following rows while the latter some units, not completely preserved. The 

numbers are written in black ink and no other rows are preserved at this part of the 

table. 

This table seems to have been enlarged. The first homogeneous part consists of 

three sections corresponding to the three basic accounting terms that comprise several 

commodities while the later added section corresponds to one other commodity and 

the relevant accounting entries, and some further records. 

The bottom of the same fragment bears another record. At the right side, beneath 

the dates of the above described table, we can find "day 23" written in red ink. A few 

centimetres to the left, a list of personal names follows, introduced by the heading 

"the storemen who are given bread" (pr sncw b,r wlJ,t t). This writing is recorded 

in black ink. The men include /1//w, Ismen (lsmn), Mesi (MM), Iti (ltl), Hemetj 

(H mJ), Ikhi (lM) and Ptahankhu (Ptb,-cnlJ,w). Beneath these names, the fragment 

ends, giving us no further information about the distributed rations. 

The very right side of this fragment contains remnants of another record. It is written 

several centimetres to the right of the vertical line separating the above described 

writing. However, this part of the fragment is almost completely lost, only an ending 

of one column of writing is preserved at the bottom of the fragment. It reads "day 6: 

tenant Isidjedi" (sw 6 lJ,ntj-5 I si-lf,dz"). 

Document 62-63 A (frame 44 recto) 

Verso: Document 45-46 A; a handover protocol 

This large piece of papyrus contains several sections of writing, separated from each 
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other by means of vertical lines. These sections are numbered 1-9 and seem not to be 

related to each other. The records on this document were done one after another as 

the recorded events and accounted transactions came into existence in the funerary 

temple. 

All of these sections seem to relate to the st-phyle. Its ib-division is mentioned in 

section 5 and its wr-division occurs in sections 6, 8 and 9. Thus, it is possible that 

this scroll was covered with records during the service-time of the two divisions of 

this phyle. 

However, the individual sections are of a diverse character and thus are described 

in the respective chapters: grain (sections 8 bottom and 9 bottom), revenues (section 

9 top) and textiles (section 8 top). The other sections are not dealt with in this thesis. 

Document 63 B (frame 57) 

This fragment of papyrus contains a record in its bottom part. The top is badly 

damaged and shows no traces of writing. The right edge of this fragment bears the 

remnants of a black horizontal line, which marked a new section of writing. To the 

left of it, approximately in the middle of the hight of the fragment, the ngs-bird sign 

is written in red ink; beneath it, the word nt s is added in black ink. This is most 

probably the remnant of a heading. 

The text that follows below is arranged into columns written neatly one next to 

the other. They include ssrw-cloth, garments for the lector-priest (Ms !J,rj-M) and 

nfrw-cloth. No other commodities are preserved, however, it seems that this record is 

related to the woven materials (see Chapter 3.11). 

Beneath the ssrw, "day 1" can be recognised at the bottom edge of the fragment. 

This might be a remnant of the column enumerating the days of a month, to which the 

rows of the record likely correspond. Unfortunately, none of these rows is preserved. 

Document 64 A (frame 34) 

This fragment concerns the revenues in relation to the wr-phyle and its two divisions. 

It was described in more detail in Chapter 3.2. 

Document 64 C (frame 28) 

This fragment contains a writing that mentions the wr-phyle. At the right edge, the 

number 2 is preserved. To the left, we can read gs i with no determinative and rem-
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nants of ibelow. More to the left, the prophet Isimery (IJ,m-ntr fsi-mrj) is introduced, 

followed by the wr-phyle and its two divisions, cnlJ, and ir. At the top of the fragment 

above the prophet, "//of sweets" (/ / n lJ,t bnrt) is written together with "cup" (Set). 

At the left egde of the fragment, we can read"// /done by the wr-phyle, divisions cnlJ, 

and ir' (//fir n wr s:J, cnlJ,, ir). 

Document 64 F (frame 5 verso) 

Recto: Document 64 E; Chapter 3.13 

This badly preserved fragment bears writing on both sides. The verso contains the 

names of the divisions of two phyles, namely, the [wr]-phyle and the st-phyle, written 

next to each other. Beneath follow the names of their divisions, resp. cnlJ, for the former 

and wr and ib for the latter. Remarkably, the names of the divisions are written in 

red ink. 

Document 66 B (frame 51, verso) 

Recto: Document 66 A; see Chapter 3.8 

This fragment contains several sections of writing. The record at the right side of the 

fragment is only partially preserved, but obviously refers to a temple phyle. Of its 

first part,the total (dmg) and the arrears (IJ,:Jw IJ,rj-~ of cereal are preserved written 

next to each other. Beneath is the record of the distribution of grain among several 

men who belong to the ib-division of the [st-phyle]. We can read here the names of 

Irten Or-tn), Nesi (N s~} and Washkai ( w :JS-k:J.~} (written without determinatives), 

each of them obtaining 6
1
4 of M :Jt. This record is separated by means of a vertical line 

from the rest of the fragment. 

Document 67 B (frame 66 verso) 

Recto: Document 67 A; Chapter 3.11 

This fragment contains an overview of the supplies given to the temple phyle. The 

recto of this fragment bears an account relating to woven materials described in 

Chapter 3.11. 

At the top of the fragment, an ending of a title is preserved, of which only: 

"///pure nourishment, Qar" (/ // wcbt ~er) is preserved. Although this heading is not 

completely preserved, it indicates that the following writing relates to the distribution 

of supplies in the temple. The name of Qar likely shows who was responsible for this 
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distribution. 

The right part of the fragment is reserved for the {b-division of the .St-phyle. 

Beneath, several entries follow, including the daily supply (!J,rt-hrw) with the number 

1119, rat-amount which is ascribed the number 285, and half (of it) (gstt) with 142+ ~ 

which is in fact a half of 285. All the numbers are written in red ink and the half 

obviously relates to one phyle division. At the bottom part of the fragment we can 

read "ps-bread from the residence" (ps (m) !J,nw) followed by the number 4 in red 

ink. Beneath the expenses (pr) and the true remainder ( wfi,:Jw.s ml) are given next 

to each other, with the numbers 19 and 123 + ~ (the latter in red ink). 

The left part of the fragment is entitled: wr-division of the .St-phyle. The same 

entries seem to follow below but only the daily supply (!J,rt-hrw) is preserved. 

The phyle, resp. its divisions are considered here as units to receive a certain 

amount of the food coming to the temple. No members are given, meaning that the 

transaction referred to in this document was not a distribution of rations to the 

individuals but rather a record of apportionment of goods in correspondence to the 

basic organisational system of the funerary temple. It is, however, not clear whether 

this apportionment was meant for the phyle which was in service at that time, or 

whether it was a part of an overall record of supplies to all the phyles during their 

service-periods. Both suggestions are possible, however, each phyle is expected to 

have had its own storeroom for its own provisions. Anyhow, this documents provides 

an overview of the supplies ascribed to the phyle-divisions, their expenses and their 

current residues. 

Document 68 A (frame 39 recto) 

Verso: Document 68 B; see below 

This document seems to be a brief daily account62 or a summary of the transactions 

performed in the funerary temple on certain days. Its verso is also inscribed and will 

be discussed immediately below. 

The left part of the fragment contains a section that corresponds to the 3rd month 

of :J!J,t, the 22nd day ( :Jbd 3 :J!J,t sw 22). Three individuals follow then, written beneath 

each other: prophet Kaemtjenenet (b,m-ntr K :J-m-tnnt), assistant Idi (!J,rj-c J d{) and 

fiutist of the White Crown(?) ([sb:Jw] b,fi,t). 

62 For examples of the detailed daily-accounts see Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 298-310; also 

see the similarly arranged accounts of grain in Chapter 3.8. 
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To the left, another section is preserved, separated by a vertical line. At the 

fragmentary top of this section, the date I I I of Jb,t, the 24th day (/I I Jb,t sw 24) 

shows that the scroll did not mention all the days following one after another. Beneath 

the date, the guardian of the offering bulls Nisuqedl I I ( s Jw sts N i-sw-l).dl I I) is 

introduced. After a large lacuna, at the bottom of the fragment, the name Behes 

( bb,S) is recognisable, which might have been another part of the same column of 

writing. 

A bit to the left of Nisuqed follows a typical account, consisting of rb,t with 

the number 3,930 written in red, km with 4,000 and 1/w }J,rj-' with no number. We 

can only speculate to what commodities these numbers refer; perhaps to the basic 

nourishment-components, bread and beer (see e.g. Document 47-48 A, Chapter 3.1; 

also Document 64 A, Chapter 3.2). According to this account, the temple was given 

more than was its anticipated amount. Above the }J,Jw IJ,rj-' term at the top of the 

fragment, some traces of what seems to be another date can be recognised. They seem 

to me "day" with the number 20 and some units, of which only 2 is preserved. This 

possible date should relate to some of the writings below, maybe the last mentioned 

account, but no section is marked by vertical lines. 

Beneath this short account-record, the writing continues. We can find here the 

heading of the portion pertaining to the st-phyle, the wr-division (lJ,rt st s J wr), which 

might have related to the account above. If so, we have here the information that one 

phyle division was assigned almost 4,000 pieces of basic foodstuff for a certain period 

of time. However, this heading might also be connected with another record that 

follows below. 

This record is a detailed account of distribution, listing the people of the phyle 

division, the distributed commodities and the amounts given to the individuals. The 

numbers corresponding to the commodities are written in rows marked by horizontal 

lines that were obviously drawn with no help of a ruler. No vertical lines are added, 

so that the individuals are not separated from each other. It is a simple but sufficient 

form of this sort of records. 

The list of names is introduced by r!J,t and then starts with Kaininisut (K Ji-nj

nswt), then follow Ihy (l}J,j), Ini (tm'), I I lP and I I lttm. The traces at the left edge 

of the fragment are not readable. Of the commodities, only ps-bread, wheat (swt and 

jugs ( ds) are partially preserved. Between them another row has a lacuna at the place 

of the commodity name. All the men up to Ini were given the same rations-133, 
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313 and 15 pieces of the mentioned commodities. The numbers corresponding to the 

other people are not preserved, only ds of I I lP is assigned the number 12, i.e. a bit 

smaller amount. 

This fragment of papyrus represents a nice example of what we would like to have 

in more detail-a summary of the supplies given to a phyle and to its members. The 

short account at the top of the fragment might represent the revenue while below 

follows the distribution. In this respect, the layout of this document resembles some 

of the one-off distributions (Chapter 3.5) and some of the accounts of grain, e.g. 

66 A (Chapter 3.8) We nevertheless have no clear indication of the period for which 

the record was made. At the top, the day is recorded. However, such an amount of 

commodities can hardly be related to one single day. The day probably refers only 

to the time of recording. If we suppose that the document refers to a distribution 

made for a month, then the men obtained about 4 + ~' 10 + ~ and t pieces of 

those commodities daily. This seems not to be undue in comparison with the other 

distribution tables (Chapters 3.3 and 3.6). 

Document 68 B (frame 39, verso) 

Recto: Document 68 A; see above 

This document is the verso of 8 A and we can see in a moment that both records 

have much in common. Although we have no clear indication that the writings on 

the verso and recto have anything to do with each other, both of them are obviously 

daily accounts of the same sort. For this reason we included this fragment into the 

phyle-chapter even though no phyle-name is mentioned on it. 

The right top of the fragment bears hardly visible traces of a date, of which only 

i!J,t can be recognised. Beneath, the heading: "from the Temple of Ptah" (m lJ,wt PtlJ,) 

is written, followed by a distribution record. It is arranged in rows and columns lacking 

the lines of a table. The first row mentions the people, including Kaninisut (K 3-ni

nswt), Ihy (Ihj) and Ini (lm). The name of the last one was written too close to 

Ihy's, then erased and written again a bit to the left. The commodities corresponding 

to the numbers should have been listed at the right side but are not preserved on 

this fragment. We can, however, suppose that they were the same as in the previous 

document. The numbers assigned to the individuals are 360, 160 and 6 for each. 

Beneath, a row with the numbers 526 is written, which actually is the total of the 

amounts. The traces of the term for the total ( dmg smi) are visible to the right, at 
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the very edge of the fragment. 

At the left part of this fragment, the record continues. The first row is written 

a bit higher than the previously mentioned personal names and it might have been 

added as a different part of the same account. It includes the lector-priest (lJ,rj-IJ,b) 

and the person responsible for the offering in the open court ( imj-wslJ,t). The former 

is ascribed 60 while the latter 50 pieces of the first commodity and 150 as the total of 

both. Thus, the amount of the second commodity that was damaged by a lacuna must 

have been 20 for each, because no number is given for the third product. Further to 

the left, two more titles follow: all the things (ilJ,t mi l%d) and arrears (IJ,Jw IJ,rj-c). The 

former is ascribed the number 1,750 while the latter the number 60, written in red 

ink. Right beneath these numbers the fragment ends. The heading of all the things 

might represent the total sum of the distributed commodities, however, the totals of 

all the entries equal to 1,728, not 1,750. 

The last two entries again seem to be written a bit higher than those in the 

account to the right of them. We cannot be sure whether all these alternations in the 

arrangement reflect the discontinuity of the writing or simply the fact that the scribe 

was not capable of writing in a row without lines. The handwriting seems quite hasty 

so the latter seems plausible. However, an imaginary interface can be understood 

between personal names, the cultic functions and the terms at the end of the record. 

Document 69 A (frame 43) 

This document is quite a large part of a papyrus scroll. Unfortunately, its surface is 

not smooth and nice. Many dark brown places make the reading of this document 

more difficult and so do numerous lacunas. 

The record relates to a phyle, but does not refer to revenue or distribution of food 

but to work pursued in the temple area. 

At the top of the document, the record is introduced by the heading: "Year of the 

4th census, the 3rd month of smw, division of the st-phyle: carrying the mud-bricks 

for constructing the north wall" ( rnpt-sp 4 Jbd 3 smw s t s J 2 f Jj gbt l%d ]J,r s Jt m/J,tt). 

Beneath this heading, two groups of men are listed, both of them starting with an 

individual who was probably their head or supervisor. The one at the right side is 

the assistant of the king's liegeman Hetepib (lJ,rj-tp nswt Ijtp-ib lJ,rj- c) while the one 

at the left side is the assistant of the sm-priest Rawer (sm Rc-wr ]J,rj-). 

Beneath the former, his men are listed together with numbers. The men include 
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Tepres ( Tp-rs(?)), Nebemdjedet (Nb-m-gdt), Washkai ( W :JS-k:U), Khnumu (Bnmw) 

and Seshemu (Ssrw). They are ascribed the numbers 2,100(?), 3,600, 1,100, 2,000 and 

0; the numbers are written in red ink. Before the names, the rlJ,t-amount of 8,000/// 

is written and behind them the total ( dmd smJ) of 12,ooo; 1 ;. 
Rawer's men include Dj/ // (d/ / /), Khuwinefer (H w-wi-nfr), Kaninisut (K J-ni

nswt), Mesi (M sw) and Setjeswes (Stsws), with the red number 2,000 for each except 

the last one who was ascribed no number. The numbers corresponding to the rlJ,t

amount and the total are not preserved. 

At the bottom of the fragment, the record follows with the heading: "the 4th 

month, /// constructing the north wall" ( Jbd 4 I I I ~d l),r s Jt ml},tt). Among the 

lacunas that follow beneath, only few numbers can be recognised, including 1,000, 

1,200 and 1,100. These are written in red ink and are obviously arranged beneath 

the individuals and the numbers mentioned in the record in the upper part of the 

fragment. This layout clearly shows that the second record closely relates to the one 

written above. 

The writing seems to be a record of the works undertaken in relation to the 

construction of a wall in the temple district. It includes two groups of workmen 

headed by two men, and the volume of work done by these workers. The work seems 

to have had two stages: the production of mud-bricks needed for the construction, 

and the construction itself. Each stage took a month to complete. Remarkably, the 

members of the right group are assigned diverse numbers while those of the left group 

have all the same numbers. Might this reflect the fact that Rawer divided the work 

equitably among his men or that he recorded a fictious report? The former might be 

supported by fact that in the construction stage, the numbers of the individual men 

vary. 

The rlJ,t probably refers to the anticipated quantity of bricks that was to be pro

duced by the men and then used in the construction, while the totals most probably 

refer to the total amount of bricks manufactured and used for the construction, i.e. 

the total comprised what was produced + what was at the disposal in the temple. 

Unfortunately, the numbers cannot confirm this suggestion because most of them are 

not preserved. The only preserved examples for the first gang and for manufacturing 

the bricks show rlJ,t 8000/// ~ 2100(?) + 3600 + 1100 + 2000. Also the second group 

of people made in total 8,000 bricks, supposing that their rlJ,t was the same as for the 

first group. But this suggestion cannot be proved. 
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The record nicely documents that not only revenues and expenses, but also extra 

duties of individuals, were an object of the bureaucratic interest of ancient scribes. 

Document 11 E (frame 66) 

This fragment contains clearly a one-off distribution to people who are designated by 

the name of their phyle. The top of the fragment bears some remnants of personal 

names. Only // jwr/ // is preserved of the first of them, the second one is Isidjedi 

(I si-dd~}, and only the determinatives of seated men are preserved at the place of the 

third and fourth man. Beneath these names follows a row of numbers written in red 

ink. These include 27 for Isidjedi, 8 for the third and 2 for the fourth man and 35// 

for the fifth, whose name is completely lost. At the bottom right edge of the fragment, 

another red writing is preserved: "////this phyle" (////[si] sw pn). To the left of it, 

right beneath the fourth man, the st-phyle is added. 

3.8 Accounts of grain 

Grain seems to have been considered a specific kind of commodity. In the preserved 

documents of the papyrus archives of both Neferirkare and Neferfere, grain is being 

handled separately from other goods. 

The accounts of grain in the archive of Neferirkare are of various types.
63 

Some 

of them refer to the temple revenue of grain and transfers of grain from the funerary 

temple to the sun temple (Document 50 la, 1 b )64 , distribution of grain among people 

(Document 2 A 65 , 41 c166 ), while others are summaries of the expenses of grain 

(Document 41 c267
). 

These accounts of grain might have a tabular form using vertical and horizontal 

lines to arrange the text into the cells of a table with the heading above. However, 

this form is connected mainly to the accounts of revenue of grain, which might have 

been done more carefully than other records (e.g. Document 50 a). The records of the 

distribution of grain are often written without a grid in such a way that the names 

and the titles of the men who were given their rations are recorded one next to the 

63 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 323-339 
64 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 331-336 
65 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 324-327 
66 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 327-331 
67 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 327-331 
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other while the corresponding numbers are shown below (Document 41 cl). 

The papyrus archive of Neferre does not provide as rich set of the accounts of 

grain as the documents of Neferirkare. Most of the preserved records relate to the 

distribution of grain among the temple attendants. They are mostly of the same form 

as those from the archive of Neferirkare, i.e. showing the names of people listed in 

one row and the numbers in another row below. We can also find documents which 

relate to both the revenues and expenses of grain. These seem to be overviews made 

for certain days. Their form is not tabular and the records seem to have been done 

bit by bit as the transactions were being performed. 

Document 7 B (frame 16 recto) 

This fragment of papyrus contains two individual records. One of them shows several 

rows of personal names which most probably made a part of a neat account-table of 

temple revenue; this record was described in Chapter 3.1. 

The left part of the fragment bears another writing, which is arranged simply in 

columns. The beginning of the heading is preserved, which was written horizontally: 

"day 6, that what was given///" (sw 6 rdit I I/). Beneath, two entries are given, i.e. 

the rlJ,t with the number 8 + t (of Mit) written in red ink, and the km rb- adding 

up to 1 + t (of Mit) (written in black). After this amount, a column of red ink 

text follows: "archive: after day 9" (st-( imj-lJ,t 9). This account seems to refer to the 

temple revenues of grain, perhaps of a one-off character. 

Document 46 E (frame 51) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains a list of the temple attendants who were 

given their rations of grain. The men are mentioned only by their names, which are 

written next to each other in columns, beginning with Kaninisut (K 3-ni-nswt), Tjesu 

( Tsw), Qar (.{( :Jr), Isidjedi (f si-ddz) and lsishepses (1 si-spss). Beneath each name, the 

amount of grain is noted. The first three men obtained the same amount, i.e. 5 + ~ 
M:Jt while the other one got only 2 + ~ + t M:Jt. 

Above the names of the men the fragment ends and the heading containing in

formation about the character of this distribution and its date is not preserved. At 

the bottom of the fragment, a few centimetres of blank papyrus are preserved just 

beneath the row of numbers specifying the distributed amounts of grain. Thus the 

account seems to have been written for a one-off distribution, not as a record for a 
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longer period of time, nor for more products. 

The writing of this account seems to be more hasty and not so neat as in the 

case of the account-tables. It was not a table and seems to be just a brief summary 

of a distribution of a certain amount of grain to the temple attendants. The amounts 

distributed to the men are not small. Such an amount might have been sufficient for 

several weeks. The form of this account resembles the records on e.g. Document 66 A 

(see below). 

Document 62-63 A, section 8 bottom (frame 44) 

This document contains several different writings arranged into sections. In the middle 

of the eighth section of this scroll, there is written the heading in red ink: "whole 

month" ( :Jbd r-gr.f), behind which follows: "the 1st day in bread and beer" (sw wp 

m t l:m~t). Several days of month are listed below this heading. These include day 1, 

day 2, day 10 and day 20. 

The record refers to wheat (swt) which is written at the right side. Beneath, six 

curved strokes show six amounts of grain written next to each other: the first, the 

fourth and the sixth are 1 M:Jt, the second 4, the third I 13 and the fifth 1 + ~ }),~:Jt. 

Beneath these numbers, personal names and other headings are written which might 

correspond to the numbers. These include I I llhy (l}),j), Kaemsenu (K :1-m-snw), Ini 

(l m'), a tenant (lmtj-s), a lector-priest (!J,rj-M) and the term };:Jw b,rj-c. 

Below, another row of amounts of grain follows, introduced by "wheat" (swt). 

The first three men are ascribed 2 + ~ M:Jt, the tenant and the term };:Jw l;rj-c have 

2 M:Jt and the lector priest is ascribed also 2 M:Jt. This writing seems to be a record 

of a one-off distribution of grain. 

Document 62-63 A, section 9 bottom (frame 44) 

This section of the same document contains an account with the date: "day 25" (sw 

25) and the heading:" administration office of the temple" (gs-pr }J,wt), which refers to 

the st-phyle, and its wr-division (see Chapter 3.7). Beneath this heading, a summary 

of the accounting entries is given: rlJ,t I I I 120, km n inw 20 I I I, }; :Jw };rj- c 4 + ~ and 

wd:Jw m pr-snc swt 22 (M:Jt). All numbers except that of the km-amount are written 

in red ink. 
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Document 66 A (frame 51, recto) 

Verso: Document 66 B; see below 

This specific record as well as its verso (see below) seem to be a summary of transacti

ons performed on individual days of a month. The papyrus is divided by means of 

vertical lines into several sections, in which no further divisions are made, neither 

horizontally nor vertically. 

At the top of the fragment, in its central section, the day 23 (sw 23) is introduced 

without any other information concerning the month or the year. Beneath, we can 

read: "administration office of the royal domain" (gs-pr pr-nswt), followed by three 

columns of numbers. The first of these columns shows the rat-amount, the other one 

contains the km-amount and the third one shows the difference between them, i.e. 

J;,iw J;,rj-(. The rows of this record refer to three kinds of cereals that are listed to the 

right. These include wheat (swt), barley (Sm) and p!J,i-grain. The rlJ,t-amounts of all 

these sorts of grain number in the tens. 

Beneath this account, another note was made to record the supplies for several 

men. The name of the first of them is not preserved, the second one is Qar (If ir). 

Both of them obtained more than 3 M it of grain. After them follows Isidjedi (J si-dd{) 

with his 1 + ~ + t of M: it and Isishepses (1 si-spss) with his 1 + ~ + t + k of M it. 
At the end of this small list, the name of Khertywab (Hrtj-w(b) is added, with much 

higher number: 10 + ~ + t of M it. 
The left side of this section contains a column of writing that informs us that 150 

pit-breads were delivered from the sun temple St-ib-R(. 

The left section is not preserved completely, but contains some remnants of ano

ther accounting record. At the top of it no date is written. Instead, "it will not 

be taken away I I I" ( imtt m sdl I I) is inscribed there. Beneath, we can read num

bers informing us about the amounts of wheat (swt) that were delivered from two 

institutions-from the temple (estate) (J;,wt) and from the king's domain (pr-nswt). 

The former is ascribed [7] + ~ of }J,IJ:it, the latter 7 + t of M:it. 

A few centimetres beneath this account, another record appears. It is introduced 

by the phrase: "the offering in the open court, Isiankh, wheat 6
1
4 M: it" (imj-wsbt i si

(n!J, swt l4 M it) written in a column at the right side of the bottom of this section. To 

the left of it, the record follows with a row stating: "what remained in the storeroom, 

remainder" ( wdiwt n pr-sn(, wdiwl I 1). Beneath, we can read "wheat" (swt) 13+ ~+ 6
1
4 

M it. 
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At the very right side of this papyrus fragment, a third section can be recognised, 

of which only }J,Jw }J,rj- c t + 6
1
4 , is preserved. 

The writing on the Document 66 A seems to be an outline of the transactions 

carried out at a specific time. It might be a kind of daily-accounts, recording the 

transactions at the moment they were pursued, for a given day. Only in the central 

section, the day-heading is preserved. Thus we cannot say whether the other sections 

refer to the same day or to another time. All the sections, however, concern cereals. 

The right section seems to have contained a record of a revenue, of which only the 

remainder }J,Jw b,rj-c is preserved. The central section includes the same type of record 

for three kinds of grain delivered from the royal administration office. Next to this 

account, a delivery of pit-bread from the sun temple is mentioned, and at the bottom 

of the section, a list of men who were given their rations of grain is recorded. The 

left section contains two separate accounts. The first of them refers to the revenue of 

grain delivered from two institutions, including the royal palace. The second writing 

mentions that a certain amount of wheat was given to Isiankh for the offering in the 

broad hall. Next to it, a record of what remained in the storeroom was made. 

The bottom part of the central section of this document intensely resembles the 

writing on Document 46 E. Both of them record the distribution of grain among 

several men and both of them list the same names. 

Document 66 B (frame 51, verso) 

Recto: Document 66 A; see above 

The verso of the same fragment was also used for recording an account. At the right 

side of the fragment, a part of a section is preserved, which was described in Chapter 

3.7. Beneath two entries of the total (dmd) and the arrears (b,Jw b,rj-~, there is written 

a record of distribution of grain among several men. The men are introduced by 

the heading: ib-division of [st-phyle]. We can read here the names of Irten (lr-tn), 

Nesi (N sz} and Washkai ( W 38-kJ.z} (written without determinatives), each of them 

obtaining 6
1
4 of MJt. 

This record is separated by means of a vertical line from the rest of the fragment 

which bears a record of a distribution of food among several men (Chapter 3.5). 

Document 70 C (frame 57) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains the entry "anticipated amount of wheat" rlJ,t 
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swt 3 + ~ of MJt. At the bottom of the fragment, the number 104 is written. This 

supposedly does not relate to the above mentioned grain. 

Document 70 D (frame 53) 

This fragment of papyrus contains an incomplete account of an amount of barley 

distributed among several men. Beneath the introductory "barley, set fire" (Sm' rdi 

SJ,t), three personal names are preserved in following order: Kaninisut (K J-ni-nswt), 

Tjesu ( Tsw) and Isi (I sz}. The first of them obtained 1 +~of MJt while the two other 

men were both given 1 + ~ of MJt. Below these numbers, the fragment ends. 

Document 73 I (frame 66) 

This fragment of papyrus contains the remnants of an account of grain. At the top of 

it, two amounts- 6+~ and 3+~ of MJt- are written next to each other. At the right 

edge of the bottom part of the fragment, barley (Sm) 6 (MJt) is recorded. The rest 

of the fragment is blank, providing us with no indications concerning the character of 

this record. This document seems somewhat similar to Neferirkare's account 97 Bl, 

which shows the same arrangement of writing at its left side (although the amounts 

differ). The numbers at the top of this fragment seem to refer to a distribution of 

grain. 

Document 74 B (frame 74 verso) 

This fragment of papyrus seems to be a part of an account recording a distribution 

of grain among the temple employees. The names are written next to each other at 

the top of the fragment. Above them, a blank, few centimetres wide piece of papyrus, 

is preserved. The names include that of the companion Qar (smr If Jr), Nisuqed (N i

sw-~d) and Merinetjer/ // (M ri-ntr/ / /). The determinatives relating to the names 

are separated from these names by a few centimetres of blank space and are written 

above the numbers. Each of the mentioned men obtained 8 MJt of grain, which is 

quite a large amount. 

Document 76 C (frame 56 recto) 

This fragment of papyrus contains the entry: "the lOth day, 15 (MJt)" (sw 10, 15 

(MJt)) at its right part. To the left of it, another record starts in two columns. Both 

of them contain the dates: "the 4th year, the 3rd month of smw, the 15th day -

the remainder///" (rnpt-sp 4 Jbd 3 smw sw 15, wsf,Jtj //),and "the 5th year, the 4th 
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month of Jl;tj / /" ( rnpt-sp 5 Jbd 4 Jl;tj / /). The character of this record is unclear. 

Document 76 D (frame 56 recto) 

This fragment seems to be an account of a temple revenue of grain. At the top 

of the fragment, the date: "the 6th year, the 1st month of Jl;t" (rnpt-sp 6 Jbd 1 

Jl;t) is written. The administration office of the temple///" (gs-pr rJ-prf / /) follows, 

beneath which the individual accounting amounts are introduced, namely the rl;t

amount and the km-amount. To the right of these terms, we can read: "day 23" (sw 

23). At the bottom of the fragment, wheat and barley follow one below the other. The 

only number that is preserved, is 30 }}JJ:Jt of barley as the rl;t-amount. This fragment 

resembles the central section of Document 66 A, only the amount is higher. 

Document 77 D (frame 66 recto) 

This small fragment of papyrus very much resembles the account on 66 A-upper part 

of the central section. A vertical line on the right side of this fragment marks a new 

section. To the right of this line, nothing is preserved. To the left of it, "day 12" (sw 

12) is written at the top, followed beneath by the "administration office of the royal 

domain" (gs-pr pr-nswt). At the bottom of the fragment, beneath this heading, some 

remnants of rl;t might be recognised. 

Document 81 I (frame 53) 

This small fragment of papyrus is divided into two sections by a vertical line. The right 

half of the fragment is blank while the left half contains a column of writing that seems 

to be a record of a distribution of grain. The text reads: "plJ,J-grain; Kaninisut: barley 

3 + t (bJJ;Jt), plJ,J-grain 2 (bJJ;Jt)" (plJ,J K J-ni-nswt: sm( 3 + f (bJJ;Jt), plJ,J 2 (bJJ;Jt)). 

The form of this account does not resemble the other records of the distribution of 

grain, where the names of the men are usually written next to each other and the 

numbers follow below. In this case however, we seem to have a column comprising the 

information written as a continuous text, where the entries follow one after another 

in a single column. 

Document 81 K (frame 57) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains a part of a record of distribution of grain. It 

is of the very same character as other such accounts consisting of names written next 

to each other, with numbers added below. Among the names, we can read Isienshepses 
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(lsi-n-spss), Irenre (lr-n-R<) and tenant// /isi (b,ntj-s // jbt). The name of the first 

man is not preserved, only the determinative can still be recognised at the right edge 

of the fragment. The first two men obtained 2 MJt of grain while the other two 

received only 1 and ~ of M Jt. 

Document 82 M (frame 19) 

This fragment contains a part of a distribution table. In its last rows, the rations of 

cereals are mentioned. This fragment is in more detail described in Chapter 3.5. 

Document 83 A (frame 61) 

This fragment of papyrus contains a part of a distribution record. At the top of the 

fragment, we can recognise the heading: "verified delivery from///" (km gmj m///). 

Beneath, a list of the names of those who were given their rations follows. They 

are written next to each other without any separating lines. Only three names are 

preserved, namely Isiankh ( l si-<nb,), Khuenre ( lf w-n-R <) and Isidjedi ( J si-fi,d{). After 

Isidjedi, the list ends. A few centimetres to the left we find a vertical line, after which 

the fragment ends. 

Beneath the names, the numbers follow. They show that each of these men obta

ined a different amount of grain. Isiankh received 5 + ~ of MJt, while the rations of 

his fellows were only 1 + t and t + k of M it. To the right of the record, a few other 

numbers are preserved; one of them is 8 + t M it, the other one is not clear. It is not 

evident whether these entries correspond to other personal names or rather represent 

a summary information about the distribution. Above the entry 8 + t M it an ending 

of a writing is preserved, which does not include a determinative of a personal name, 

but the tn. Beneath the numbers, a blank piece of papyrus follows. It shows that the 

distribution was only a one-off transaction. It resembles other records of the same 

character, but differs in the verification heading. 

Document 85 G (frame 66) 

This piece of papyrus contains only a little bit of writing. In the middle of its hight, 

three entries are written in a row, namely 5, 5 and 11 (MJt).The lower part of the 

fragment shows another row, comprising the terms rb,t, km gmj and }J,Jw (IJ,rj-<J. The 

first of them is assigned 30 M Jt, the second 27 M Jt, but no number is preserved for 

the last. This fragment might be understood as a remnant of a distribution record 
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with a summary information. 

Document 90 G (frame 53) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains the sign Mit and the number 8 written 

beneath. At the right edge of the fragment another number is written, of which only 

the figure 6 is preserved. 

Document 90 H (frame 56) 

In the middle of this small fragment of papyrus, the writing barley (sm1 3 (Mit) is 

easily readable. At the right edge of the fragment another number can be recognised, 

of which only the figure 6 is preserved. 

3.9 Accounts of meat 

The papyrus archive of Neferirkare shows two types of accounts of meat-the ac

counts of the animals to be slaughtered and the accounts of various kinds of butchery 

products. The former concern the revenues of the temple while the latter show its 

expenses. Thus, we can suppose that Neferirkare's funerary temple had received some 

cattle or poultry (e.g. Document 43 B68 ), sent it to the slaughterhouse and then used 

the meat either for its own employees (Document 94 A a69 ) or for the divine cults 

(Document 45 Al-A270 ) or for the cults of the deceased dignitaries (Document 6571 ). 

The papyrus archive of Neferre does not show such a variety of accounts of meat. 

Only a few examples survived, all of them dealing with butchery products. One exam

ple of dealing with live cattle is perhaps preserved on Document 47-48 A, an account

table of a specific temple revenue (see Chapter 3.1). 

A limited number of accounts of the butchery products might seem striking in the 

case ofNeferre's pyramid temple, to which the "House of the Knife" was attached. The 

existence of this specific institution had already been known from written evidence 

when the Czech team of egyptologists discovered its remnants during their archaeo

logical works in the temple.72 The House of the Knife was built of mud brick to the 

south-east of the pyramid temple. It consists of a wide entrance, an open courtyard 

68 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 311-312 
69 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 322-323 
70 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 315-316 
71 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 310-323 
72 Verner 2002, pp. 129-130; Verner 2005, forthcoming 
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where the animals were slaughtered, and a number of large storage rooms. However, 

the slaughterhouse of Neferre served its purpose only for a short time. Already during 

the reign of Niuserre, the House of the Knife became a storehouse and the supplies 

of meat were brought to Neferre's temple from elsewhere. A part of the products for 

Neferre's mortuary cult was delivered from the sun temple of his father, St-ib-Rc. 

We can suppose that the slaughterhouses functioning for St-ib-Rc could also be used 

for the purposes of Neferre's cult. However, other evidence provides us with another 

possibility. Inscribed potsherds clearly show that meat came to Neferre's temple from 

the slaughterhouse in Sahure's palace. 73 Various institutions in the Abusir necropolis 

seem to be remarkably interconnected. 

Document 52 A (frame 46) 

This fragment represents a nice example of an account of meat. The heading of this 

account is unfortunately not preserved and so we cannot define the actual character 

of this writing. 

At the top of the fragment, a variety of butchery products is listed; the individual 

entries are separated by vertical lines. They include beef hind thigh ( iwc), beef hind 

tibia (swt), pancreas(?) (sbn), cutlets (sp}J,t), poultry (:Jpd), beef foreleg (bps), flank 

(drww) and loins ( dpt). 

Beneath, horizontal lines form a table in which the corresponding numbers were 

filled. The numerical entries are inscribed only here and there and are relatively small 

(the highest is 10). Thus we can suppose that meat was not a frequent commodity. 

The handwriting of this document is very clear and of a neat tabular form. In 

this respect it seems to resemble the account tables of the temple expenses or-not 

so likely-the revenues, rather than a rough sketch. It is not clear whether the rows 

of this table relate to the days of a month, or personal names of those who were given 

their butchery rations, or some other criteria. 

Document 52 C (frame 56) 

This small fragment is another example of an account of butchery products. Three 

products are written next to each other without being separated by any lines. These 

include bloody pieces of meat(?) (Set), beef foreleg (lJ,ps) and loins (dpt). The deter

minatives are not preserved. At the top of the fragment, traces of rlJ,t are visible. 

73Verner 2005, forthcoming 
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Document 52 F (frame 59b) 

This fragment contains a part of an account-table relating to butchery products. The 

names of individual products are listed next to each other and are separated by means 

of vertical lines. Four products are preserved at this fragment, including beef hind 

tibia (swt), cutlets (sp/:tt), dwt-vessel(?) and a vessel(?). Beneath the names of the 

products, several rows of the numerical part of the table are preserved. The column 

corresponding to cutlets is ascribed the number 2 in each row while all the other 

products are ascribed the number 4. To the left of these butchery products, a vertical 

line marks a new column containing the heading: "/ // St-ib-R( pit" and the numbers 

10 beneath. 

The right part of the table seems to be a nice example of an account of meat, 

enumerating the butchery products by their precise names. Nevertheless, the pit

bread at the left side shows that the account di not concern just meat. 

A notion of the sun temple of Neferirkare indicates that this account concerned 

rather the revenue than the expenses of the funerary temple of Neferre. Also some 

other documents mention the deliveries of pit-bread from St-ib-R( (see Chapters 3.1 

and 3.8). The amounts ascribed to the butchery products seem to support the revenue

character of this account. As we know from inscribed potsherds, butchery products 

were delivered to the funerary temple of Neferre from the slaughterhouse of the palace 

of Sahure. Thus, we can speculate that this document refers to the delivery of the 

"better-sort" of goods, which came from several specialised places of production. 

Document 53 A (frame 13) 

This small fragment contains the names and titles of a few men, written next to each 

other. They include /// /k, overseer of scribes of king's documents Seshemnefer ( imj

ri ssw (w-nswtSsm-nfr, judge and administrator Ptahhetep (sib (d-mr Pt/J,-IJ,tp) and 

//// Raj/ f. Beneath Seshemnefer, the number 1 is preserved. This fragment closely 

resembles Document 53 B1-B4, which is described immediately below. It might have 

originally belonged to the same record. 

Document 53 Bl-B4 verso (frame 56 verso) 

Recto: Document 72 E; Chapter 3.5 

These four papyrus fragments are parts of the same scroll that originally contained 

an account of butchery products. Its character is different from Document 52 A. The 
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top of the fragment evidently records a distribution of products, likely the above 

mentioned butchery products, among several men. Only three names are partially 

preserved, i.e. the physician of the dining hall//// ( swnw s}J,j // /) (B3), attendant of 

the Great House Sewedjakehef (pr-c J Swfi,J-kl),./), and the overseer of a department, 

Djadjamankh (imj-rJ st DJJi,J-m-cnlJ,) (both B4). The men obtained one piece of the 

distributed commodity each. 

At the bottom part of the fragment, we can read a list of butchery products. It is 

not entirely clear whether it relates to the record of the distribution, but this seems 

very probable. The butchery products include flank (Ji,rww) (B1), forepart (1;Jt), loins 

(dpt) (both B2), piece of Ji,bw-meat, fat (cfi,), the best of the beefforeleg (tp n lJ,ps), half 

of the lcnlm-meat (gs lcnlcn) and sdt-meat (all B4). Beneath each of these products, 

the number 1 is written in a single row. 

This account might be a record of a distribution of butchery and perhaps also 

other products among several men. It is possible that each of these men obtained 

one piece of the same basic sort of meat and one extra-ration of one of the butchery 

products listed at the bottom of the fragment. 

This document clearly is not an overview-record but rather a sketch made at the 

moment when the distribution was performed. The form and the hasty handwriting 

seem to confirm this suggestion. 

Document 53 C (frame 46) 

This long and narrow fragment of papyrus contains a very interesting record which 

differs from all the other Neferre's documents referring to meat. The fragment contains 

several horizontal lines marking the rows of the record, but no vertical lines are 

involved. 

At the top of the fragment, days of a month are enumerated, of which the days 16-

30 are preserved. Behind the 30th day (crlcj) of this month, the "second epagomenal 

day" (rnpt }J,r sw 2) follows, which represents the last entry of this record. 

Beneath the days, two rows of numbers follow. The first of them contains the 

numbers 2 while the second row the numbers 4. Remarkably, these numbers are 

written only beneath the even days while the odd days have no entry. 

At the bottom of the fragment, butchery commodities are listed more or less 

beneath the even days. The butchery products differ from one entry to another. They 

include beef hind tibia (swt), beef hind thigh (iwc), cutlets (sp}J,t) and poultry (:Jpd). 
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Beneath some of these butchery-entries, at the very bottom of the fragment, the 

writing: "itself'' (gs .f) can be recognised. 

It is not easy to understand this record. The rows at the top of the fragment 

might be a part of an account of revenue written for a month and relating to two 

commodities. Unfortunately, we do not know whether these are meat or some other 

products. The layout of this record resembles Documents Neferirkare 53 B and 53 C, 

but the heading is not preserved. It is not clear whether the butchery products at the 

bottom of the fragment make part of the same record. It seems that the individual 

butchery products correspond to the individual entries in the record above. Thus, the 

specified pieces of meat might have been brought to the temple on the same days as 

the two unknown products. 

This record also very much resembles Neferirkare's Document 48 A, which Paule 

Posener-Krieger designated as comptabilite decadaire. 74 Both of them include rows 

of numbers corresponding to individual days of a month and butchery products that 

follow below. However, there are also disparities. Above all, this record lacks the 

vertical lines separating weeks of the month. It also does not include the names of 

responsible persons that we can found at the bottom of the table in Document 48 A. 

Thus the precise nature of this document is hard to specify. 

Document 65 B bottom (frame 22 verso) 

This fragment, which was in more detail dealt with in Chapter 3.5, contains an account 

of butchery products. It is not sure whether these related somehow to the personal 

names written above it (see Chapter 3.5). The products are listed next to each other. 

They include a piece of beef (midJ), a part of a leg (lJ,nd), I I I I, pieces of meat (sssst), 
a beef hind thigh ( iw) and a chin (psg). The first two commodities are written a few 

centimetres to the right of the other products and thus isolated from the rest. Each 

commodity is assigned the number 1. 

3.10 Account-tables of woven materials, relating to fe

asts 

Woven materials represented a very important article in relation to the mortuary 

temples and the maintained cults. In the archive of Neferirkare, accounts of woven 

74see Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 295-298 
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materials are usually kept separately from other kinds of commodities and objects. 

The documents of Neferirkare comprise both the accounts of revenue of textiles (e.g. 

Documents 47 A, B75 ) and the distribution of pieces of cloth to the temple atten

dants (e.g. Document 53 A 76 ). Quite rarely, woven materials appear in the inventories 

together with some other objects (Documents 25,77 27 B78 ). We can also occassio

naly find them in other texts like Document 50~ 52 A, 79 a season account; Document 

14 A,80 a list of priestly duties in relation to the sed-festival with a kind of inventory 

of objects used during the ceremonies; Document 54 E,81 a record of a distribution 

of food. 

The papyrus archive of Neferre provides us with some more types of documents 

relating to woven materials. Some of these are of a very similar character; they relate 

to dl:twtjt- and wig-feasts and show that each of the phyles' divisions was, on that 

particular occasion, assigned a certain amount of textiles. 

Other documents refering to woven materials seem to be the accounts of the tem

ple textiles-revenue and records of distribution of cloth among the temple attendants. 

These might be compared to the documents of Neferirkare. Other fragments are of an 

uncertain character because they do not provide sufficient clues for determining their 

original purpose. The fragments of these two groups shall be described in Chapter 

3.11. 

At times, woven materials occur together with other commodities, mostly costly 

products such as incense or fat. It is possible that some of these records might be 

parts of inventories of temple possessions rather than accounting records (Chapter 

3.12). 

In addition to the above listed groups of texts, clothing (/:tbsw) is mentioned beside 

various sorts of chests and some other objects in an inventory list (Document 31 A) 

dealing with the objects deposited in the storeroom of cloth (pr-mnlJ,t). This part of 

the temple is also mentioned in Document 46 A together with the names of the other 

75 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 345~352 
76 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 359-360 
77 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 143-144 
78 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 146-148 
79 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 368-384 
80Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 59-76 
81 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 405 
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parts of the temple. 82 

The following group of documents show quite similar features suggesting that these 

records were undoubtedly of the same character. They relate to the deliveries of woven 

materials on the occasion of a religious feast, namely, the d/:l,wtjt- and wig-feasts, and 

the distribution of these pieces of cloth among ten divisions of the temple phyles. 

These texts share the form of an account-table, the rows of which correspond to 

the phyles and their divisions, while the columns refer to the individual names of 

various sorts of cloth. None of the fragments contains a completely preserved main 

heading of the record which would provide us with details concerning the dates, events 

and purposes of these accounts. Although all of these documents are very fragmentary 

and each of them makes only a part of the original scroll, combining them we can to 

a certain extent reconstruct the original layout of this type of documents. 83 

Document 11 A (frame 60) 

This fragment and the similar Document 11 B (see below) were studied in detail 

by Paule Posener-Krieger in her article Remarques preliminaires sur les nouveaux 

papyrus d'Abousir. 84 Although only the beginning of this record is preserved, we can 

estimate that it concerned the redistribution of cloth among the temple phyles and 

their divisions on the occasion of a feast. 

At the right side of the fragment, some remnants of the main heading are parti

ally preserved. The heading was written in columns with large Hieratic signs and is 

separated from the following text by means of a vertical line. The preserved part of 

the last column of this heading reads: "after the wig-feast" (m-lJ,t IJ,b wig); it is likely 

to refer to the time of the distribution of cloth recorded in this document. 

The left part of the fragment, behind the vertical line, shows horizontal lines of 

a table. These lines mark the rows of the account-table and we can find here the 

headings of these rows. The top heading is: "year, month, day" (rnpt ibd sw) with 

no details concerning the date. We shall see below that the date itself was originally 

written further to the left of this heading, above the main part of the table. Beneath, 

the heading: "details" (ssm-lJ,t) follows. These include "the name of the fabric" (rn 

sw) and the term rlJ,t. Concerning the former, Paule Posener-Krieger mentions in her 

82 Verner forthcoming 
83Vymazalova forthcoming b 
84 Posener-Krieger 1985b 
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article that the word sw used "pour designer une etoffe est inconnu du Wb" ,85 but 

it seems to be rather a general term, preceding the more specific names of woven 

fabrics which were originally listed further to the left as the headings of individual 

columns of the main part of the table (compare to Documents 12 A, 13 A, see below). 

The term r!J,t shows that the numbers written in the main part of the table in this 

corresponding row demonstrate the anticipated quantity to be given to each of the 

phyles' divisions or to all of them together (see below). 

Underneath these headings, the temple phyles and their divisions are listed bene

ath each other. The names of the phyles are written in black ink while their divisions 

are highlighted in red ink. Also the horizontal lines separating the individual phyles 

are red, so that the red lines and the black lines alternate beneath each other in the 

table. 

The phyles follow in the usual order, starting with the wr-phyle and ending with 

the lmj-nfrt-phyle. The names of the respective divisions differ from those known from 

the funerary temple of Neferirkare; the only similarity between the phyles' names 

in the two temples is the name of (n!J,-division of wr-phyle, which occurs in both 

temples. 86 

Document 11 B (frame 60) 

This larger fragment of papyrus contains a record, the beginning of which is extremely 

similar to the writing on Document 11 A. At the right edge of the fragment, traces 

of a double vertical line are visible which marks the beginning of the table and likely 

separated it from the main heading of the record (as in Document 11 A). 

The horizontal lines of the table following to the left are carefully drawn. The first 

row contains the heading: "year, month, day" ( rnpt :Jbd s). Beneath, the "details" 

(ssm-!J,t), "the name of the fabric" (rn sw), and the term r!J,t follow, specifying the 

content of the respective rows of the unpreserved main part of the table. The following 

rows correspond to the individual phyles and their divisions, with the latter written 

in red ink. The horizontal lines alternate in black and red ink, highlighting the pairs 

of rows belonging to each phyle. 

To the left of this writing, a vertical double line marks the next section of this 

85Posener-Krieger 1985b, p. 38 
86 For more details and the list of phyles and their divisions from both temples see Posener-

Krieger 1985b, p. 39; also Roth 1991, pp. 77-79. 
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record. It contains the names of fi,}J,wtjt- and wig-feasts, written identically in each of 

the ten rows. Further to the left, another vertical line marks the section containing 

personal names. These people were likely the representatives of individual phyles

divisions who were supposed to receive the shares belonging to their divisions. 

Behind another vertical double line, the numerical part of the table starts. Only 

a little of it is preserved but we can see that the numbers ascribed to the individual 

phyles are not the same and range from 15 to 30. We shall see below, that this is 

rather an uncommon feature in this kind of documents. 

Document 11 C (frame 51) 

This small fragment bears a partially preserved name of fi,]J,wtjt-feast and the sign of 

rnpt above it. 

Document 11 D (frame 60) 

This small fragment seems to contain the remnants of an account referring to woven 

materials. At the top, traces of the heading are visible, of which almost nothing is 

preserved. Beneath, the names of fi,IJ,wtjt and wig-feasts are written, which must refer 

to the occasion of the recording. The bottom half of this fragment shows the name of 

{dmjt-weaving with some traces of a sign of an arm below. No lines are used on this 

fragment, so that this record either did not have the form of a table or the preserved 

writing represents a part of the heading. 

Document 12 A (frame 60) 

This piece of papyrus contains an account-table referring to woven materials. The 

beginning of the record is not preserved, however, we can suppose that it was very 

similar to Documents 11 A and 11 B. We shall see that the layout of this document 

corresponds to the headings: "year, month, day"; "the name of the fabric" and the 

term rlJ,t. The rows of the table correspond to the phyles-divisions and the two rows 

of each phyle are marked by horizontal lines drawn in red ink. 

At the top of the fragment, we can find the date which obviously corresponds 

to the "year, month, day". It is unfortunately only partially preserved: "///the 1st 

month of i!J,t, the 26th day" (/ // ibd 1 i!J,t s w 26). It is followed by two personal 

names, namely of the scribe of the Treasury Tjeneni (ss pr-IJ,fi, Tnm') and the inspector 

of custodians of the property Khenty (s/J,fi, n {rj(w) lJ,t H ntj). These two men were 
V 
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probably directing the transaction an maybe also watched over the recording. 

Beneath this heading, at the right side of the fragment, the remnants of the name 

of wJg-feast are visible. To the left of it, beyond a vertical line, personal names are 

written in the rows of the table. This part of the record is similar to Document 11 B 

and moreover, some of the personal names are the same, e.g. Kaiemsenu (K H-m-snw) 

and Weriret ( W r-irt) in the third and fourth row. However, we can only cautiously 

suppose that these were indeed the same individuals and thus that these documents 

were written in the scope of their lives. Unlike on Document 11 B, each row of this 

record seems to contain two names rather than just one. 

To the left of these names, a double vertical line marks the next section of the 

table. The section consists of ten rows of numbers corresponding to the ten divisions 

of the temple phyles; each of the columns has its own heading. These headings list 

the particular names of woven materials in a row that corresponds to the "name of 

the fabric" in the first part of the record (see Documents 11 A, 11 B). 

The first column is assigned to slJ,t-linen, which is subdivided into widths 3, 2 and 

1 written with the fringes-signs. 87 Width 3 is ascribed the number 1 in the first row 

and the number 3 in the third row of the table. Width 2 contains the number 8 in the 

first row and the numbers 3 in the second and third row. For width 1, the numbers 

11, 24 and 15 are written in the first three rows while the three other rows preserved 

below contain the number 30. 

The following vertical section pertains to idmjt-linen of width 1. It is ascribed the 

number 150 in each of the six preserved rows of the numerical table. Some of these 

numbers are only partially preserved. 

The two following columns correspond to dJwt-cloth of c Jw-linen, and gwt-cloth 

of c Jw-linen, with both signs c Jw written in red ink. The numbers ascribed to these 

textiles seem not to differ through the rows. The dJwt-cloth is assigned the number 

450, the number corresponding to gwt-cloth is not preserved, but seems to begin with 

the sign of hundred, too, the remnants of which are visible in the third row. 

The next two columns bear the headings mnlJ,t-cloth and gwt-cloth. No name of 

the weaving-quality is preserved above the former while none was obviously written 

above the latter. The mnb.t was ascribed the number 12 in each row while the number 

4 corresponds to the gwt. 

87 For the interpretation of the fringes-signs and other signs and terms used in connection 

to the Egyptian textiles, see Excursus 
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The last columns of this section of the table are ascribed to the hn-chest. Only 

the number 1 is written in the first row of this column. The chest was likely intended 

to be a container for depositing some of the cloth. 

This section of the table does not cover all ten rows corresponding to the ten 

phyles-divisions. The numbers are not filled in into the seventh and eigtht row, which 

correspond to the n.ds-phyle. Instead, a writing in red ink appears in these rows; it 

talks about the feast and mentions the feast of the beginning of the month and the 

wig-feast (M pn .drl/ // jtpj-ibd wig). Thus it seems that the divisions of the fourth 

phyle obtained their portions of linen earlier and this fact was mentioned in the record 

and highlighted in red ink. 

Another row of text in red ink follows beneath the table and it states: "/ / /resi

dence, allocated to the Treasury" (l.mw {p r pr-b,.d). This seems to indicate that the 

linen referred to in this section of the table-record came from the residence and was 

deposited in the storerooms of the temple. 

The left part of the fragment shows another section of the table. It follows after 

the hn-chest-column and is separated from the previously described writing by a red 

vertical double line. The rows of this record obviously correspond to the five temple 

phyles and their ten divisions, which were once described at the beginning of the 

document. 

The first part of this section corresponds to the sfb,-cloth, i.e. the cloth used in 

ceremonies for clothing the statues of the deceased king. Beneath, five subheadings 

are written, corresponding to five columns of numbers. Only the first two names 

are preserved of these subheadings, namely sb,t-linen of the sr{-sort, and t iw-linen. 

Beneath the former, the cult place (ri-pr) and the number 100 are added in red ink. 

Below the t iw-linen, which itself is written in red ink, follows the sign= in black ink 

and the number 700 in red ink. The numbers represent the rb,t-amount of the textiles, 

i.e. the amount to be distributed among the phyles. 

The rows of the numerical part below comprise the number 10 for the sb,t-linen 

and the number 70 for the t iw-linen. The numbers 5, 3 and 2 are ascribed to the 

following items, the headings of which are not preserved. All these numbers overrun 

all the ten rows of the table, and they clearly show that each of the phyle-divisions 

obtained the same amount of each sort of cloth. The rb,t-amount obviously refers to 

the anticipated amount to be distributed to all temple phyles. 

This record continued further to the left. At the left edge of the fragment, a double 
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vertical line drawn in black ink marks a new section of the table, which likely corre

sponds to another sort of cloth. Of this section, only traces of some units are reco

gnisable in the sixth row of the table. 

Document 12 B (frame?) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. At the right edge of this 

fragment, the names of some of the phy1e-divisions can be recognised, namely the 

sps-division (of nds-phyle) and the i- and !/-divisions (of imj-njrt-phyle). To the left, 

a vertical line marks another section of the record, which obviously contains the name 

of sJ,/:I,wtjt-feast. This fragment thus seems to belong to a document of the same type 

as Document 11 A and similar records. 

Document 12 C (frame 29) 

This tiny fragment contains the names of sJ,/:I,wtjt-feast written in the remnants of an 

account-table. 

Document 12 D1-D2 (frame 60) 

These two small fragments might belong to the same document and they obviously 

were parts of a record of the very same sort as Documents 11 A, 11 B and 12 A. 

Fragment D1 shows the last two rows of a table that contain the writing sJ,/:I,wtjt 

w Jg. Two horizontal red lines mark these two rows as a pair belonging to one of the 

temple phyles, likely the last of the five because the table does not continue at the 

bottom of the fragment. 

Fragment D2 shows the last three rows of a table which contain titles and perso

nal names. These include the palace attendat Khnum///ef, (pr-ci lJhnmw-ff/bi.fJ, 

Kemi ([K m]z') and Nimaatptah (N i-mlt-Pt/:1,)) and in the last row Ihy ([l/:l,]j) and 

Ptahshepses (Pt/:1,-spss). These names obviously occupied the last rows of the table 

because the bottom of the fragment contains no writing. Thus, the first two men 

came from sps-division of nsis-phyle while the four latter belonged to both divisions 

of imj-nfrt-phyle. The names of Khnumubaef, Kemi and Ihy occur also on Document 

11 B and most probably refer to the same individuals. 

To the right of the name of the palace attendant, some traces of wig can be 

recognised at the right edge of the fragment. 
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Document 12 E (frame 60) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of several rows of an account-table. These 

show the names of J!,}J,wtjt and wig-feasts written one after another. Red horizontal 

lines highlight the pairs of rows that correspond to the temple phyles. 

Document 12 F (frame?) 

This tiny fragment contains some remnants of an account-table. It shows traces of 

several signs t written in the rows of a table; they most likely represent parts of the 

names of J!,}J,wtjt-feast. 

Document 12 G (frame 60) 

This fragment contains a part of an account-table. At the top of the fragment, [mn]lJ,t

cloth is written, to which the number 6 is ascribed in the following rows. The rows are 

divided into pairs by means of red horizontal lines. The left part of the fragment shows 

the remnants of another column. It contains the number 150 in the first preserved 

row and it seems to correspond to idmjt-linen of width 1. 'fraces of this heading are 

recognisable at the top of the fragment. Remarkably, the same quantity of this sort 

of textile can be found in the first section of Document 12 A. This record is of the 

same sort as Document 11 B, 12 A and the other fragments described in this chapter. 

Document 12 H (frame 17) 

This fragment shows five rows of an account-table. Red horizontal lines divide the rows 

into pairs. They contain the numbers 2, 20, 50, 30 and 20 written next to each other 

without being separated by means of vertical lines. These numbers likely correspond 

to various cloth-types within a single sort of linen, or to various widths of a single 

sort of cloth. A similar arrangement of writing can be found in the third section of 

Document 12 A. 

Document 12 I (frame 60 recto) 

This small fragment contains a part of a cartouche of Isi. To the left of it, an ibis on 

a standard can be recognised, likely referring to J!,}J,wtjt-feast. 

Document 13 A (frame 17) 

This fragment is similar to Document 12 A. It shows a part of a neatly written 

account-table that refers to woven materials and their distribution to the temple 
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phyles. 

The top of this fragment shows the remnants of the heading of a part of the table, 

of which only the name of Khenty (lj ntj) is preserved. This name can be found in the 

heading of Document 12 A as well, together with the name of Tjeneni and the date. 

Beneath this heading, we can find a table of the very same layout as in Docu

ment 12 A. Its columns correspond to the names of the fabric, with the rlJ,t-amount 

sometimes added. The following numerical part of the table contains ten rows corre

sponding to the ten divisions of the temple phyles. Red lines divide these rows into 

pairs referring to individual phyles. 

The first column of the table is ascribed to idmjt-linen of width 1 with the number 

150 ascribed invariably in the rows beneath. The second column corresponds to g:Jwt

cloth, which is given the number 450. The following column bears the heading gwt

cloth of c :Jw-linen with the latter name written in red ink. The number 10 is written 

in the two preserved rows. The fourth column is ascribed to mnb.t-cloth of width 1; 

the partially preserved number beneath seems to be 6. 

The following part of the table bears the heading sflJ,, i.e. fabric used in the cere

monies for clothing the statues of the deceased king. It is divided into five subsections, 

belonging to widths ssf, 4, 3, 2 and 1. The first row of the numerical part of the table 

contains the sign = preserved partially in the column of the width 4, instead of 

a number. 

Behind a vertical line, a new section of the record starts. It shows a new heading 

written in red ink: "donnation from the Treasury of the Residence////" (in m pr-l},d 

}Jnw/ // /). Beneath, various lengths are listed that likely designate pieces of such and 

such length,88 followed by the specification of the material and the rlJ,t-amount. 

The first two entries are length 3 and length 5 (numbers in red ink). Both seem to 

be of the slJ,t-linen of sri-sort, and are ascribed to the cult place of statues ( r:J-pr twt), 

written in red ink. The rb.t of the former length is 80 (rolls) while that of the latter 

length is 20 (rolls). Both of these r[J.t-numbers are written in red ink. The rows of the 

numerical part of the table contain the number 8 for the former and the number 2 

for the latter. Remarkably, these two entries equal to the number 10 ascribed to the 

slJ,t-linen in Document 12 A. 

The following column of the table corresponds to length 4 (number in red ink) 

and is ascribed the lector priest (}Jrj-IJ,bt in red ink). The rb.t of this column is 200 

88 See e.g. Neferirkare's document 47 A, Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 346 
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(rolls). The rows beneath contain the number 20. 

Further to the left follow the columns belonging to lengths 5 and 3. These are 

the ssf-cloth of c .lw-linen. The numbers of the length and the sign c Jw are written in 

red ink, as well as the 200 (rolls) of the M-amount preserved for length 5. The two 

preserved rows of the numerical part of the table contain the number 20. 

3.11 Other accounts referring to woven materials 

In addition to the first group of documents which most probably belonged to the same 

type of records, there are also other fragments relating to textiles preserved in the 

archive of Neferre. These show multifarious features and in most cases their nature 

cannot be precisely determined. 

Some of these documents contain nothing but lists of various sizes, names of fabrics 

and numbers assigned to them. Without any explanatory headings, it is very difficult 

to understand these records. It is also possible that some of these documents might 

be inventories rather than accounting documents. However, I include them into this 

chapter so that evidence on the woven materials can later be studied in its entirety. 

Other documents described in this chapter seem to be records of the revenues of 

textiles; these are unfortunately only small fragments. 

Document 13 D (frame 5) 

This small fragment shows several rows of a table which contains badly preserved 

remnants of a writing. We can recognise "width 2" with the number 51 I beneath and 

"width 2" with the number I 131 I beneath. At the bottom of the fragment, another 

sign for "width 2" is written in red ink. 

Document 13 E (frame 5) 

This small fragment is very badly preserved and its meaning is not completely clear. 

We can recognise here the fringes-signs and the arm-signs used probably for describing 

the sizes of fabrics. Between these there are also other numbers which might refer to 

the quantitites of these fabrics. However, if that is the case, we would expect these 

numbers underneath the two measurements, not between them (compare with e.g. 

Document 14 cl-c3). 
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Document 13 G (frame 5) 

This fragment is very badly preserved. It contains plenty of lacunas and the writing 

is hardly recognisable. It shows the remnants of an account-table relating to textiles. 

The table contains red horizontal lines, but these do not divide the rows into pairs. 

In the middle of the fragment, the name of ( Jw-linen is preserved. Beneath, length 2 

is written and the number 1 follows further below. To the right, length 12 is preserved 

with traces of width 1. The bottom of the fragment also shows some traces of writing 

(some of them in red ink), which are, however, hardly identifiable. 

Document 13 I (frame 60) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. It is formed by horizontal 

lines that end at the left side of the fragment. No vertical line marks this ending of 

the table. The rows contain the remnants of an accounting record. In the first of the 

preserved rows, the term l:dw IJ,rj- ( is written, the following row shows the name of 

.Ssr-cloth and the third row contains m(l,j I I. Only the sign r is preserved in the last 

row. 

Document 14 A a1 (frame 39) 

This piece of papyrus contains several records that are clearly separated from each 

other either by means of lines or simply by their arrangement. Section a1 is located 

at the right top corner of the fragment. Although it is only partially preserved, it 

clearly relates to textiles. 

We can recognise here width 2 to length 4 written in red ink at the right edge of 

the fragment. To the left of it, two other entries in black ink follow written slightly 

higher, namely, length 5 and length 4. The numbers 40, 10 and 80 are added beneath 

these three entries, and still below these, red sums follow, namely, 160, 50 and 320. 

These red sums equal the total quantity of an individual piece of cloth, i.e. 160 = 4·40 

cubits of width 2, and 50 = 5 · 10 and 320 = 4 · 80 cubits for the two other items. 

At the very bottom of this record, "100 rolls of tlw" (g Jwt 100 tlw) is written, with 

the last word written in red ink. This record resembles similar writings that follow at 

the bottom of the same fragment (Document 14 A cl-c3, see below). They all might 

be inventories of the temple possessions or summary records relating to the revenues 

or expenses of the funerary temple. 
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Document 14 A cl (frame 39) 

This record closely resembles the above described example. It is separated from the 

other records on the same fragment by means of two vertical lines. To the right of the 

right line, there are some remnants of another writing at the very right edge of the 

fragment. This seems to be of the same character as record cl, but almost nothing of 

it is preserved. 

At the top of section cl, a heading is given in black ink, which shows us that this 

record referred to c .1w-linen. The cloth is further specified with the sign mn, which 

can either relate to mnb.t-cloth or to some other name of cloth. 

Beneath the heading, three entries in red ink follow: 5, 4 and 3. They likely refer 

to the width of the cloth because the two latter figures seem to be written in a simple 

form of the fringes signs. Nevertheless, the meaning or the function of these signs in 

this record is not clear. 

Further below, the main part of the record follows. It consists of several columns 

including the length, the width and the quantity of the accounted cloth. The lengths 

are 20, 18, 17, 16 and 15 while the width is 2 invariably in all cases. The numbers 

beneath show probably the number of such pieces of cloth, e.g. 10 for the first kind of 

cloth of the size 20 x 2. The last row of the record contains numbers in red ink; these 

obviously are the total sums of lengths of the individual entries, e.g. 200 cubits ( = 10 

pieces · 20 cubits) for width 2 of the first kind of cloth. Remarkably, these red sums 

have the very same form as we can find in the textile account from Gebelein papyrus 

archive.89 Here, the fringes-signs are used as numerals90 for tens while the arm-signs 

represent the units. Such a use of these signs might support the interpretation of their 

meaning, which shall be presented in Excursus. 

To the left, beyond all these numbers, another entry follows in red ink. It consists 

of the number 31, which is the sum of pieces of all these individual sizes of cloth. It 

is accompanied by the addition "rolls" (g.1wt) divided into two groups of 21 and 10, 

which correspond to ssp and b written in red ink. These two words probably refer to 

the type of cloth, as well as ttw in Document 14 A al. 

Document 14 A c2 (frame 39) 

This record is of the same character as the preceding one and it is also separated by 

89 Posener-Krieger 2004, document IV, pp. 18-20, Tav. 30-36 
90 Posener-Krieger 1977 
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means of vertical lines from the other writing on the fragment. This section, however, 

does not have any heading referring to the quality of linen. We might only suppose 

that it might also relate to ( Jw-quality mentioned in section cl. 

The first row of the section again contains red entries, the meaning of which is 

uncertain. These comprise the entries 8, 4, 3, 3 to length 3, and length 2(?); the 

lengths(?) are marked by the arm-sign while the other numbers are written in the 

simple form of the fringes-signs and supposedly refer to the width. 

The main record shows ten columns corresponding to different sizes of cloth. The 

lengths start with 16 in a descending sequence including 15, 14, 12, 10, 9, 8, 6, 5 and 

4(?). The widths start with 2 for lengths 16-12, then change to width 1 for lengths 

10-6 and the two last lengths correspond to width = ssf. The quantities of these 

individual sizes of cloth are given beneath, ranging from 2 up to 10 pieces. 

The red sums in the last row are not given for each of these entries individually, 

but always for two of them together. Thus the first two entries sum up to 62 cubits 

in length (16 · 2 + 15 · 2); the third and fourth entries equal 40 cubits (14 · 2 + 12 · 1), 

etc. Beneath all these writings, "rolls 130" (gJwt 130) (the number in red) is added, 

followed perhaps by the name and/or the purpose of each piece of cloths: m lJ,Jwt 

mww. 

Document 14 A c3 (frame 39) 

The last record of this type on Fragment 14 is divided into two parts by means of 

a vertical line. The right section contains two entries, namely, 15 pieces of cloth of 

length 30 to width 3, and 2 pieces of cloth of length 4 to width ssf. The red sum 

beneath gives 458 for these two together. 

The left section is introduced by the red numbers 3, 3 and length 3 (with an arm

sign); their meaning is not clear. Beneath, the heading is written, which mentions the 

hJtjw-cloth. Three entries follow then, namely lengths 20, 10 and 3, to which widths 

2, 1 and ssf are ascribed, followed by the numbers 2, 1 and 1 respectively. The red 

sum of 53 cubits is added at the bottom of the record. 

Further below, "rolls" (g Jwt) is written, which seems to refer to both sections of 

this record. The sign that is written beneath it in red ink seems to represent a man 

holding a roll of linen upon his head; it might indicate the name or the purpose of 

this cloth (or both). 
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Document 14 C (frame 30) 

This fragment contains writing only in its upper part while the bottom is blank. Some 

remnants of the heading are visible at the top of the fragment. It includes the name 

of the pyramid complex of Menkaure (njri Mn-kiw-R(). We can suppose that this 

pyramid complex represents the provenance from which a certain amount of woven 

materials was delivered to the funerary temple of Neferre. 

Beneath the heading, the commodities are listed next to each other with the 

respective quantities added below. Various kinds of materials occur here, including 

sat-linen of width 1, ( iw-linen of width 1 and width ssj, gwt-cloth likely of ( iw-linen 

too. The sb.t is assigned the number 13, the ( iw the number 84 (or 64?). The number 

203 corresponds to gwt. At the left edge of the fragment, the number 104 is preserved 

but the name of the corresponding material is lost. 

Below the commodities, "////balance for the palace attendant and tenant, Ne

djemhenu" (////sip n pr-( i antj-s N dm-hnw) is added. We can suppose that Ned

jemhenu was responsible for the transaction referred to in this document. 

This document represents most likely a record (not tabular) of a one-off delivery of 

woven materials to the mortuary temple of Neferre. Unfortunately, only a small part 

is preserved of the heading, and so we have no indications concerning the occasion 

of this transaction. Nevertheless, this writing shows a certain connection between the 

necropolis of Abusir and the one in Giza. 

Document 15 A1-A2 (frame 20 recto) 

Verso: Document 15 B1-B2, see below 

These fragments obviously belonged to the same papyrus scroll. Fragment A1 is split 

into three smaller fragments, which fit together nicely. Fragment A2 cannot be atta

ched to them immediately but contains another part of the same record. 

The top of both these documents is blank and no traces of headings are preserved. 

The bottom parts contain two rows of names of various textiles with respective quan

tities written beneath each of them. The right edge of Fragment A1 shows traces of 

//{with determinative of a sack. The next commodity is s.Sr-linen and it is ascribed 

the width 3 with the number 3 below, the width 2 with number not preserved, and 

the bundles ssj with the number I I /2. To the left, sat-linen continues, namely its 

width 2 with the number 10 beneath, and width 1 with the number not preserved. 

Beneath the former, traces of "sack" and the number 1 are visible at the left edge of 
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the fragment, which might also relate to the slJ,t-linen-information. 

The second row of textiles on Fragment A1 shows various widths of' :Jw-linen, the 

name of which is repeated several times. The first ':Jw corresponds to widths 3 and 

2 with the numbers 1 and 4 written below. One sack is ascribed them beneath. The 

second ':Jw shows widths 4 and 3, to which the numbers 1 and 2 correspond. Again, 

"1 sack" is written beneath. For the third ':Jw, widths 3 and 2 are preserved with the 

numbers 2 and 1 I/ I, and with "1 sack" written beneath. At the bottom, below the 

sacks, traces of red ink are visible, in which a summary information was likely given. 

Fragment A2 shows a similar arrangement of writing. It carries the names of 

mn(?) and ':Jw listed one after another. The former shows widths of 3 and 2 cubits, 

both ascribed the number 3. To the right of them, width of 4 cubits with the number 

1 is written, which likely corresponds to another material. Beneath ':Jw-weaving, the 

number 9 is written with the signs I written horizontally; this might be width 9, 

written in the form often used in the slab-stelae. Beneath, an arm-sign follows, with 

the number 6, i.e. length 6. After this enormous size cloth, the roll-sign ssf with the 

number 1 follow. Beneath these two entries, "1 sack" is written. The following row 

contains writing in red ink. It likely represents a kind of summary information for 

each of the items, including the numbers 40 and 60 for the widths of mn-cloth and 

the numbers 70 and 9 for the lengths of' :Jw-linen. 

The bottom of the fragment bears another row of materials. No name is preserved 

but various widths are listed with respective numbers beneath. Width 3 is written 

here twice, always with the number 1, alternating with width 2 written also twice, 

with the number 2. Below them, "1 sack" is added twice and traces of red ink are 

visible at the bottom of the fragment. 

The entries regarding the individual cloth referred to in this record require a closer 

reflection. Cloth size is specified here by fringes-signs which are followed by numbers. 

The fringes signs relate to the width of the cloth but we suppose that they do not 

mean only "width x", but that their meaning actually is "width x to 10 cubits", i.e. 

that it is the unit of area. This idea was expressed already by Paule Posener-Krieger 

and seems to be supported by this document. The entry M thus does not mean: 

"width 2 to length 3" (the length indeed should be designated by an arm-sign), but 

rather: "3 times 2 x 10 cubits". 

This document does not provide enough clues concerning its original purpose or 

character. It might be an inventory list of temple possessions or a record of revenues 
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of woven materials delivered to the funerary temple of Neferre. 

Document 15 Bl-B2 (frame 20 verso) 

Recto: Document 15 Al-A2, see above 

These fragments represent the verso of the documents described above. At the top of 

these fragments, some remnants of the headings are preserved. Fragment Bl shows the 

remnants of "mortuary temple (estate) of Neferre" (IJ,wt N fr-[Rj) while on Fragment 

B2 "southern temple" ([IJ,wt] rsjt) is preserved. 

Beneath, a record relating to textiles is given, which is of a similar but not the same 

nature as the text on the recto. On fragment Bl, ssr-linen is written above a row of 

various sizes of cloth and their quantities. These entries resemble those on Document 

14cl-c3, consisting of length (arm-signs), width (fringes-signs) and quantity. The 

record lists cloth of the following sizes: length 52 to width 4: 2 pieces; length 51 + ~ 
to width 3: 1 piece; length 21 + ~ to width 2: 2 pieces; and length not preserved to 

width 2: 1 piece. 

Below, the list continues with the second row, which includes length 18 to width 

2: 1 piece; and length 4 cubits + 6 palms to width ssf 2 pieces. 

Fragment B2 shows no specification of linen or the weaving quality, and its record 

shows one more feature: above the sizes of cloth and their respective numbers, there 

are written roll-signs accompanied with numbers. These obviously relate somehow 

to the entries below them, but their meaning is not completely clear. My suggestion 

is that these roll-signs do not stand here for ssf but rather for the meaning "roll". 

Thus, I understand e.g. the entry ~ in\lf (all signs written beneath each other in 

a single column) as: cloth of length 18 to width 2: 1 piece; 4 rolls (or: a bundle of 

4 such individual rolls). One of the entries, however, shows the word gstt instead of 

the roll-sign. The meaning of this expression is not completely clear and needs some 

more study. Anyhow, the above mentioned intepretation is to be regarded merely as 

a suggestion. 

Despite the uncertainty regarding its contents, this document seems to refer to the 

temple revenue of woven materials, with the provenances mentioned in the headings. 

This, however, does not mean that the writing on the recto also represents a revenue 

account; both writings show many dissimilarities in both their arrangement and their 

contents. 
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Document 15 C (frame 55) 

This small fragment contains only a one-fringe sign. Thus it seems to have been 

related to textiles. 

Document 15 D (frame 58) 

This small fragment contains only a two-fringes-sign. Thus it seems to have been 

related to textiles. 

Document 15 E (frame 27) 

This small fragment contains the name of the ( Jw-linen with a two-fringes-sign written 

beneath. 

Document 15 F (frame 27) 

This small fragment bears several horizontal lines marking a table. In the last preser

ved row, the remnants of two three-fringes signs are recognisable. 

Document 15 G (frame 58) 

This small fragment shows the name of sat-linen, beneath which a four-fringes-sign is 

written, followed by a one-fringe-sign. Both are ascribed numbers preserved partially 

at the bottom of the fragment. 

Document 15 I (frame 66 verso) 

Recto: Document 15 K; see below 

This small fragment of papyrus bears the name of slJ,t-linen with the number 50 

written beneath. At the bottom of the fragment, the numbers 4 and 3 written in red 

ink are partially preserved. 

Document 15 J (frame 6) 

This small fragment contains a part of a heading of an account of textiles, obviously 

intended as garments for the temple employees: "///delivery of the clothing for///" 

(//ftst Ms r///). 

Document 15 K (frame 66 recto) 

Verso: Document 15 I; see above 

This small fragment contains the remnants of an account relating to woven materials. 
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At the top of the fragment, there is partially preserved the heading of the account, 

mentioning the name of the funerary complex of Neferre (/I lntr{ bl[w Nfr-Rjl I 1). 
Below, the name of tpj b,ltj-cloth, the best of b,ltj-cloth is added. At the bottom of 

the fragment, some traces of other writing are visible, which seems to be arranged 

into columns separated by a vertical line. The nature of this record is not clear, but 

it might be a small part of an inventory list of temple possessions. 

Document 16 A (frame 32 recto) 

This piece of papyrus contains writing mostly at its top left part. It starts with 

the name of b,ltj-linen, which is only partially preserved. Beneath it, the number 5 

is written and "1 sack" is added further below. The next entry is introduced with 

partially preserved c 3w-linen, which is ascribed width 3(?) and the number 6 written 

next to each other, instead of below each other. "Two sacks" are added beneath. The 

names of the following fabrics are not preserved, however, the number 2 follows, and 

then the number 6, above which the remnants of width 3 can be recognised. Width 

1 with the number 2 beneath close the list. The last three entries are ascribed 1 sack 

together. Beneath this writing is added: "balance for the wr-division of the .St-phyle" 

(stp n st wr sl). 

To the left, another section is written, separated by a vertical line. No name of 

fabric is preserved, but it contains width 4 with the number 10, and width 1 with the 

number 2. Both of them are ascribed one sack together. After these entries, the term 

for an overall total (dmlf, 8m3) follows, with the sum 12 written in red ink. Another 

vertical line marks the end of this section; no other traces of writing are preserved at 

the left edge of this fragment. 

At the bottom half of the fragment, width 3 with the number 5 is written a few 

centimetres below the first section. It seems not to relate to the first section directly, 

rather it seems to provide extra or additional information. 

Document 16 B (frame 52) 

This small fragment of papyrus bears some writing in red ink in its right half which 

is badly preserved but includes some numbers. At the left edge, two arms signs are 

recognisable, with the numbers 10 and 101 I I, respectively. These might refer to the 

sizes of cloth. Black and red vertical lines are also visible at this fragment. 
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Document 16 D (frame 56 verso) 

This small fragment contains a large-size sign of a sack written in red ink. Beneath, the 

remnants of writing in black ink follow at the bottom of the fragment. This includes 

a bird sign, t and a partially preserved determinative of a dancing man. 

Document 16 G verso (frame 56 verso) 

Recto: Document 90 D; Chapter 3.13 

This small fragment contains the sign of a sack with the number 1 beneath. Another 

number 1 is visible to the left of it, at the edge of the fragment. 

Document 16 H (frame 66 verso) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains the remnants of a number at its top left. At 

the right side of the bottom, km s!J,t is written, which refers to the actual delivery of 

the s!J,t-linen and indicates that this record was likely an account of woven materials. 

Document 16 I (frame 29) 

This fragment is not well preserved and its surface is rough; it contains the remnants 

of a record relating to textiles but gives no information concerning the quality or the 

purpose of the cloth. At the badly preserved top of the fragment, some numbers are 

recognisable, two of which seem to be 6. Below them, several signs = are written 

next to each other, ascribed the numbers 1, 2 and 1. These entries seem to refer to 

the rolls of cloth. The total ( dmd) of these rolls follows, with the number 5 beneath. 

The character of this record is not clear. It might be a hastily made inventory, or a 

one-off record of revenues or expenses of the funerary temple. 

Document 17 A (frame 64) 

This fragment of papyrus contains an account of a one-off distribution of woven 

materials among the temple employees. The distributed commodity is described only 

with the sign =, and the record provides no indication concerning the quality of 

linen or purpose of the cloth. 

The writing is divided into two sections by means of a vertical line. At the right 

top, the remnants of the heading are preserved, including: "the 2nd month of prt, 

the last day" ( :Jbd 2 prt sw (r~j). Below, the names of Qar (If ir) and Isienshepses 

(l si-n-spss) are written next to each other. Each of them is ascribed 1 roll. To the 

left of the vertical line, some traces of the date are hardly recognisable, below which 
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the names of Qar (.If ir) and lsidjedi (l s{-Ji,d~} are preserved, the former ascribed 2 

rolls while the latter only 1 roll. Another "1 roll" is preserved to the left, but the 

corresponding name is lost. The bottom half of the fragment is blank. 

Document 17 B (frame?) 

This fragment contains a list of individuals to w horn woven materials were distributed. 

At the right edge of the fragment, the remnants of the name of Isiankhu (! sl-[cnb.]w) 

are visible. Then follow lyni (!jm) and Isidjedi (1 s{-Ji,d~} and each of them is ascribed 

1 roll. Below, at the bottom of the fragment, the term b. iw b,rj[ -1 is preserved. 

At the left part of the fragment, a vertical line marks the next section of writing, 

of which only the name of Isidjedi (J s{-Ji,d~} is preserved. 

Document 17 C (frame 13) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of an account of distribution of woven 

materials, similar to e.g. Document 17 A. Two names are partially preserved: Isidjedi 

([lst-Ji,d]~} and Isiankhu ([ls~1-cnb.w). The signs of rolls follow below them; no number 

is preserved for the former, while the number 3// is ascribed to the latter in red ink. 

Document 17 D (frame 64) 

This fragment contains a list of individuals to whom some woven materials are dis

tributed. At the top features the sign """"= which originally belonged to the heading of 

the record. Below, at the right, the name of Isinefer ( J sl-nfr) 91 is written horizontally 

above the list of the names itself. After the determinative of this name, some signs 

were added, which are not completely preserved and recognisable. The list of names 

starts with ///nf (/ //nf), who is ascribed 1 roll. Then, Shesetiteru (Sst-{trw) and Qar 

(.!fir) obtained 2 rolls each. Isiankhu (lsl-cnb.[w]) follows after them, but the number 

ascribed to him is not preserved. Beyond a lacuna, the name of Isiankhu appears 

again with the number again lost. The last entry on this fragment is the term rb.t 

dmJi,; its number is also not preserved. 

Document 17 E (frame 57) 

This small fragment contains two signs of rolls. Traces of numbers (probably tens) 

are hardly recognisable below them. 

91 In my opinion, this name might also be transcribed as Isidjedi (!si-ddt). 
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Document 17 F (frame 57) 

This fragment contains a part of a record relating to woven materials. At the right 

edge, a two-fringes sign is partially preserved with some traces of writing above it. To 

the left of it, a two-fringes sign and a one-fringe sign are written beneath each other. 

Next to these, the numbers 3 and 4 are written in red ink. The numbers seem to have 

been separated from the fringes-signs by a vertical line, drawn only lightly. 

At the bottom of the fragment below this writing, the accounting headings are 

partially preserved. At the right side, we can hardly recognise the "actual amount of 

the delivery for///" (km n inw n// /). To the left of it, the heading: "income to/ j /" 

((le rj j /) follows, next to which the remnants of the term (t:Jw l:tr[j-1 are visible. 

The left part of the fragment, separated by a bold vertical line, contains some 

traces of writing in black and red ink, which does not seem to relate to the writing 

at the right side. 

Document 17 G (frame 13) 

This small fragment contains a two-fringes sign with the number 8 written below. 

Document 17 H (frame 58) 

This badly preserved fragment is divided into two parts by a vertical line. The right 

part seems to contain the arm-signs with numbers which are hardly recognisable. The 

left part displays the number 32 written in red ink, below which the arm-sign with the 

number 30 is added in black ink. This fragment seems to relate to woven materials of 

various sizes but the character of the writing cannot be determined. 

Document 17 I (frame 13) 

This tiny fragment contains some traces of what perhaps was an account of distribu

tion of woven materials, similar to e.g. Documents 17 A, C etc. The sign of a roll is 

written here with some traces of writing (a personal name) above it at the top of the 

fragment. Below the sign, the number 28 is written in red ink. At the left edge of the 

fragment, the remnants of another roll sign are recognisable, with traces of red ink 

beneath. 

Document 67 A (frame 66 recto) 

Verso: Document 67 B; chapter 3. 7 

This piece of papyrus contains two sections of writing, separated from each other by 
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means of a vertical line. The right section bears an ending of a title written in red 

ink, of which only "///this divine temple" (/ // IJ,wt-ntr tn) is preserved. Beneath, we 

can recognise the titles of the scribe of st-phyle/ // (ss [stt]/ / /) and the porter/// 

(JJ[w]///) next to it. 

Much more is preserved of the left section. It is introduced by the heading: "that 

what was brought from the residence" (tnnt m !J,nw). Beneath, "robing room" (pr-dwJ) 

is immediately followed by the entries of 4 and 1 + ~ cubits of length which probably 

relate to the pieces of cloth listed underneath. Then, the ssf-cloth is introduced with 

[1], 10 and 13 rolls listed beneath. To the left, at the edge of the fragment, the overall 

total ( dmd sm J) 24 is written (the number in red ink), which obviously represents 

the sum of the three entries. 

At the bottom of the fragment, there seem to be listed parts of the residence, from 

which some costly commoditites were delivered to the funerary temple of Neferre. 

This text seems to have been a record of revenues of textiles and some other 

commodities coming from the residence and its specific institutions. 

Document 73 J (frame 53) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of a record referring to textiles. The num

bers //19 and 19 + 2 palms are written next to each other, and a two-fringes sign il 
is added beneath each of them. 

3.12 Records relating to woven materials together with 

other costly products 

The following group of documents refers to woven materials together with other com

modities, e.g. fat or oils. These records might be either accounting documents or lists 

of commoditites of a specific sort, maybe a kind of inventories. Although this study 

is supposed to deal merely with the accounting documents and the charater of some 

of these records is uncertain, all of these records are included in this chapter to make 

the evidence on the woven materials as complete as possible. 

These documents show that the textiles had a specific meaning in the scope of the 

functioning of the mortuary temple; they were either dealt with in separately from 

other commodities or occured together with other costly products significant for the 

rituals of the funerary cult while the basic dietary elements seem to be handled on 
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a more common level. 

Document 13 C (frame 60) 

This small fragment shows the remnants of an account-table. At the top, three deter

minatives of a seated man are written in red ink. These must have belonged to the 

heading of this record. The bottom of the fragment contains the writing: fat of beef 

('fi-il},) and mnlJ,t-cloth of width 1 written next to each other. These entries are not 

separated by vertical lines. 

Document 13 H (frame 7) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. Two vertical sections are 

partially preserved; the right section refers to width 1 of a textile the name of which 

is not preserved. The number 4 is written in red ink beneath the fringe-sign. The left 

section contains the heading: fat of beef ('fi-il},). Beneath the headings, a red horizontal 

line marks the numerical part of the table of which almost nothing is preserved. 

Document 14 A a2 (frame 39) 

This fragment contains several records; some of them were described in Chapter 3.11. 

Section a2 contains an account of various costly products, including textiles. It is 

separated from the other writings on this fragment by means of a vertical line at the 

right side, and a horizontal line below. 

Its heading includes the name of the pyramid complex of Neferre (ntri biw N fr-R') 

and the date, namely, the 25th day. Beneath this heading, three costly commodities 

are listed, two of which are ointment (mrM) and the third is incense (sntr). Below 

both ointments, further specifications are given. The first mrl},t is followed by" precious 

minerals" ('it) and the number 331 I while the second is followed by the entries dnt

jars: 1 and ds-jugs: 4. A sign of an arm with a loop (Ssp) is written beneath the gnt-jar 

in red ink. Further beneath, the items of wood are listed, namely hw-chest: 11 I and 

mlJ,tm-coffers: 3. 

To the left of this writing, an addition is made, containing a summary of several 

items, including cloth and wooden chests. It opens with "a total of rolls" ( dmg n 

giwt): 7, beyond which the kw-chests: 2 and mlJ,tm-coffers: 3 follow. 

This record seems to be a sort of a list of costly products. No indications show 

whether these products were delivered to the temple, i.e. whether it is an account of 
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revenues. In seems more probable that this record is an inventory of temple possessi

ons. 

Document 16 C (frame 56) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of a heading written in red ink; only I I I wt 

m is preserved. Beneath, the sft-oil, one of the seven sacred oils, follows. It is written 

twice, one term next to the other. The right edge of the fragment shows some traces 

of a third entry. 

Document 74 C (frame 74) 

This fragment contains a part of an account-table referring to woven materials and 

some other costly products. The preserved writing seems to constitute the headings 

of the individual rows of the table. 

At the top of the fragment, the ssf-cloth of ( iw-linen is written. Slighly lower, the 

name of ( iw-linen is written again, followed by width 4, width 3, width 2 and width 

1 written with the fringes-signs. The last two preserved rows correspond to the total 

of fabric I I lii of width 1 and to jugs of fat of beef ((d-ih ds). 

This record is a nice example of a list of woven materials and other costly products. 

Unfortunately only a small part of it is preserved. 

Document 62-63 A, section 8 top (frame 44) 

This large piece of a papyrus scroll contains several sections of independent records. 

The eighth section relates to the wr-division of st-phyle (see Chapter 3.7) and contains 

an account of grain (Chapter 3.8) and a record relating to textiles and incense. 

The account relating to textiles is written beneath the phyle-heading and above 

the grain account. The record is introduced with the phrase: "garments for the lector

priest" (hbs l;rj-hb), which gives us the purpose of the items listed later. We can find 

here the entries: "nfrw-cloth: 7", "given to the place inside the house" ( wd r bw !mw 

pr), and "ssrw-cloth: 4". The record closes with: "incense of the 1st day for the great 

offering (sntr" sw wpj m prt-lJ,rw wrt). 

3.13 Other documents and small fragments 

There are many fragments of papyri from the papyrus archive of Neferre which do 

not provide us with sufficient clues to determine their original character. A large part 
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of these are small fragments bearing nothing else than numbers, parts of numerical 

tables with no heading preserved, or other writing of a tenuous nature. 

Document 13 B (frame 17) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains a part of an account-table. Its rows contain 

the numbers 150 and 40, which are not separated by vertical lines. Regarding the 

numbers and the arrangement, this fragment might relate to the woven materials. It 

resembles Documents 13 A and similar account-tables (Chapter 3.10). However, it 

shows one important dissimilarity-it lacks the typical red horizontal lines dividing 

the table into sections corresponding to individual temple phyles. Thus we cannot be 

sure concerning the character of this record. 

Document 13 J (frame 21 verso) 

Recto: Document 40 A; small fragment of a record of uncertain type 

This small fragment contains the remnants of a date at its top. We can find here: "the 

4th month of JIJ,t, the last day" ( Jbd 4 JIJ,t (r~j). Beneath, the "moringa tree oil" ( b J~ 

mrlJ,t) is written in red ink. To the left of it, beyond a small lacuna, the last day is 

repeated in black ink. At the bottom of the fragment, fat of beef ((d-il),) is preserved, 

written in black ink. This fragment seems to be a part of a record relating to various 

sorts of oils used for the purposes of the funerary cult. 

Document 14 B (frame 59b) 

This fragment contains the remnants of an account-table. The lines marking its rows 

are hardly visible, with no lines marking the vertical sections. At the top of the 

fragment, the numbers 100, 24 and 4 are written next to each other in some of the 

rows. It is not possible to determine the character of this account. 

Document 16 E (frame 55) 

This small fragment contains the number 100 written in red ink and preserved at the 

very top of the fragment. Beneath, the sign of a head of a bull is written in black 

ink. This might be the remnant of the fat of beef ((d-ilJ,), which occurs in the texts in 

Chapter 3.12. 

Document 16 F (frame 57) 

This badly preserved fragment contains only the remnants of a writing. At its left 
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side, a vertical line is drawn, likely marking a section of writing. To the right of it, at 

the bottom of the fragment, the sign sw is written with some traces of writing visible 

beneath it at the edge of the fragment. This sw might refer to woven materials, as in 

Documents 11 A and 11 B (Chapter 3.10), but no clear determinative is preserved in 

this case. 

Document 49 C (frame 52) 

This fragment bears hardly visible remnants of a writing in both black and red ink. 

Ideograms of a conical bread, an oval bread and a jug of beer are written beneath each 

other. To the left of them, three columns of numbers are badly preserved. The first 

of them contains the numbers 220, 600 and 300 written in red ink. These quantities 

correspond to r[J.t-amount and some traces of this heading can be recognised at the 

top of the fragment above these numbers. In the second column, only the numbers 10 

and 3 are preserved for the first two commodities and in the third column the number 

8 is assigned to loaves at the left edge of the fragment. All of the numbers in both 

letter columns are written in black ink. 

This document might be compared to Neferirkare's Document 96 E, which is simi

larly arranged and seems to be an account of expenses of various goods. 92 However, 

our document refers only to basic foodstuff and the amounts are much larger. We 

cannot be sure whether it relates to the temple expenses or its revenues. 

Document 49 D (frame 66) 

Verso: Document 62 B; see below 

This small fragment bears some remnants of prw at its top, written in the form n}. 
Beneath, the term dmfi, is preserved and to the left of it a vertical line seems to mark 

another part of the record. It is possible that the prw might refer to the expenses 

of the temple-economy. However, this term is usually written without -w. Thus we 

cannot be sure about the writing on this fragment. 

Document 49 E (frame 66) 

The bottom of this small fragment shows the terms dmfi, and IJ,:Jw-IJ,rj-t written next 

to each other. The papyrus above these terms is blank. 

92 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 426-427 
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Document 50 B (frame 55) 

This small fragment is badly preserved, nevertheless some traces of a writing are 

still recognisable among numerous lacunas. At the top, the term rbt is written and 

beneath it follows the number 180. The traces of another number are visible at the 

very bottom of the fragment. At the left edge, the number 40 is written to the left of 

the number 180, but the heading is not preserved. 

Document 50 C (frame 59) 

This fragment shows an ending of a table at its right side, marked by a vertical 

line. Several horizontal lines are preserved to the right of this ending, one of them 

containing the number 460 written in red ink. Only the sign =""== is preserved above, 

which comes from its heading. At the left side of this fragment, to the left of the 

table ending, another writing is preserved. Its heading seems to end with t and the 

determinative =""==· Beneath, the numbers [1]650, 140 and 1001 I I are preserved, the 

first of which is written in red ink. We have no indications as to whether the two parts 

of writing on at this fragment were related to each other. However, both red numbers 

seem to be written on the same level, as if the writing continued even beyond the 

table grid. 

Document 50 D (frame 66) 

This small fragment of papyrus contains some remnants of an account. At the top of 

the fragment, "day 14" (sw 14) is recorded, followed by the "administration office" 

(gs-pr). Right beneath we can read the terms rlJ,t and km written in a row. At both 

sides and beneath these accounting terms, the fragment ends. Only the number 3, 

which was written in red ink, is preserved beneath rb,t. The number might have 

originally been a bit higher, as a small space seems to might have been available for 

other numerals. 

Although we have no evidence on the character of the commodity mentioned on 

this fragment, we can compare it to other documents. We can find similarities with 

Document 66 A which is described in Chapter 3.8 and contains an overview of grain 

revenue and grain distribution performed in the temple on a certain day. However, in 

this case we cannot be sure concerning the commodity. The numbers unfortunately 

do not reveal whether the commodity was grain. 
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Document 50 E (frame 66) 

This small fragment bears only a few signs that seem to be the remnants of an 

accounting record. The right side of the fragment contains horizontal lines which 

probably form the rows of a table, which is not preserved. There are no traces of an 

ending of the table by means of a vertical line. In one of the rows at the bottom of the 

fragment, a personal name I I 1-cnb,w, perhaps Isiankhu, is written. This arrangement 

resembles Neferirkare's Document 34-an account of the revenue, the last column of 

which was reserved for the names of people responsible for the transactions. However, 

this is just a speculation and we have no clear indication that the writing on Document 

50 E was an account-table of the revenues. 

To the left of this writing, a double vertical line separates the table from another 

record, written in a column. We can read here: "the 12th day, delivery for/ j /" (sw 

12 inn 11/ The date could have originally been slightly higher because it is located 

at the very edge of the fragment. The word in is written with the determinative """"'= , 

but there are no traces of w beneath n. This writing seems to be a one-off record of 

a transaction performed in the temple on a certain day. However, it might also be 

a completely different type of record. 

Document 51 B (frame 59) 

This piece of papyrus contains a part of a numerical table but no clear indications 

concerning its nature. At the right side of the fragment, three columns of red numbers 

are written into the table. The column at the very right edge contains the number 

50 in each of the preserved rows, the next column contains the numbers 12 while the 

numbers in the third column vary from 2, 10 to 12 and some of the rows contain no 

numbers. Further to the left, more columns follow which contain numbers written in 

black ink. Some of them include numbers in each of the preserved rows, starting with 

50, 52, 22, 12. Other columns contain different numbers in different rows. Then follow 

the columns containing small units (1 or 2), some of them entered only in a few rows. 

At the left edge of the fragment other columns with higher numbers follow (16, 20, 

2, 10), of which only the upper few rows are preserved. 

Above the columns containing the numbers 22 and 12, a small piece of papyrus 

relates to the text that preceded the table. It most probably represents the remnants 

of the names of commodities. Only a sign of a jug can be regognised at this place, 

beneath which two horizontal red lines follow. The sign might indicate that the ac-
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count concerned food, and the remarkable variations in numbers might reflect various 

amounts of individual commodities. This arrangement of the table might imply the 

distribution character of the record. On the other hand, it could also well be an ac

count of the revenues. The latter seems to be supported but surely not proven by 

the relatively high numbers. The smaller numbers might correspond to the butchery 

products or some other uncommon commodities. 

Document 52 E (frame 59) 

This small piece of papyrus contains a row listing several commodities. These include 

meat (iwf), birds (Jpd), Mi-bread and psn-bread. The individual commodities are 

separated by black vertical lines while the line between the birds and the bakery 

products is red. Beneath the commodities, a red horizontal line marks the numerical 

part of the table, of which only the number 1 is preserved for the meat and the number 

3 for a commodity that preceded the meat. 

It is not evident whether this fragment comes from an account of the temple 

revenues or the distribution of food. Its neat tabular form permits to accept both 

possibilities. It is clear, however, that we have here two sections of the table, separated 

by a red line. The first ends with meat while the other starts with bakery products. 

This arrangement is quite usual for the account-tables of both the revenues and the 

expenses. 

Document 59 H (frame 71) 

This small fragment bears some traces of table lines and the sign for 100. 

Document 60 B (frame 73) 

This small fragment contains some remnants of a table. The top bears a determinative 

""""'= while at the bottom, the number 120 can be recognised. 

Document 60 C (frame 72) 

This small fragment contains a part of a table at the top of which we can find the lower 

part of w-sign and beneath it, the numbers 20 and 10 written in the corresponding 

column. 

Document 60 D (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears no signs, it shows only some traces of lines that have once 
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formed the rows of a table. 

Document 60 E (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears the signs lJ, and t at its top. Beneath, some numbers follow 

but are hardly recognisable. 

Document 60 F (frame 71) 

This fragment contains five columns of a table. The content of the first and the last 

of them is not preserved. However, the other three columns contain the numbers 20, 

1 and 2 (resp. 2 + ~' 1, 20, each in one of the rows only). The fifth row contains no 

entries. At the bottom of the fragment we can clearly recognise the bottom of this 

table, marked by the final horizontal line. 

Document 60 G (frame?) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of two columns and four rows of a table. 

Two of the rows of the right column contains the number 20 while one of the rows of 

the left one bears some units. 

Document 60 H (frame?) 

This small fragment contains four rows of a single column of a table. Each row features 

the number 50. At the very bottom of the preserved horizontal lines there is a double 

line which might have designated the end of the table. 

Document 60 I (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears the remnants of a table. In the right of the two preserved 

columns, we can recognise the numbers 5 and 10 while in the few rows of the left 

column, the numbers 2 and 30 are written. 

Document 60 J (frame?) 

This fragment contains ten rows of a table. Three of its columns are partially preser

ved. The right column contains the numbers 10, the middle column the numbers 3 

and the last one some units. 

Document 60 Kl-K3 (frame 71) 

These three small fragments contain the remnants of a numerical part of a table. The 
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first of them bears the numbers 155 in the column, at the top of which the word IJ,t is 

partially preserved. The rows preserved on the second fragment contains the numbers 

110, 66 and 100. On the third fragment, we can read the numbers 154. Some units 

of another column can be recognised at the left edges of both the first and the last 

fragment. 

Document 60 L (frame 71) 

On this small fragment, seven rows and five columns of a table are partially preserved. 

All its cells are empty, except for two rows of the second column which contain the 

number 2. 

Document 60 M (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears three incomplete rows of a single column of a table. The 

second and the third rows contain the numbers 15 and 5. 

Document 60 N (frame 71) 

This fragment contains a bottom part of a table, consisting of fifteen rows and twenty

three columns. Only here and there some entries are written, none of which exceeds 

the number 20. The bottom of the fragment clearly shows the bottom of this table. 

Document 60 0 (frame 71) 

This piece of papyrus shows parts of ten rows and seventeen columns of a table. Only 

the first four columns and columns eleven to fourteen contain any numbers. These do 

not exceed 20 and even include fractions. They are not written in each row of those 

columns. At the bottom of the fragment the bottom of this table can be seen (likewise 

on Document 60 N). 

Document 60 P (frame 72) 

This fragment contains eleven rows of four partially preserved columns of a table. 

The right column contains the numbers 20, the two following columns contain some 

units and fractions; no numbers are preserved in the fourth column. 

Document 61 A (frame 72) 

This fragment of papyrus bears a part of a numerical part of a table. Its columns 

contain the numbers 13, 10 and 11 written in each of the preserved rows. The bottom 
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rows of two preceding columns are preserved too, containing no traces of numbers. 

Document 61 B (frame?) 

This fragment contains seven columns of a table, each of which has only a few rows 

preserved. All columns are quite narrow. The first column contains some fractions, 

the second the numbers 5 and the next one no numbers at all. The following columns 

contain the numbers 10, 20, fractions and the number 5. Of the last column too little 

is preserved. The bottom rows of this table, which are preserved for the first column, 

contain no entries. 

Document 61 C (frame 72) 

This fragment bears several columns of a table. The rightmost of them contains units 

from 4 to 8, the next column has no entries and the following columns contain the 

numbers 1, 10 and 1. The last columns have no entries. 

Document 61 D (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears two partially preserved columns of a table. Both of them 

contain the number 20. 

Document 61 E (frame?) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of two columns of a table. The first of 

them contained some units while the latter the numbers 1 to 2 including fractions. 

Document 61 F (frame 73) 

This small fragment bears the remnants of three columns of a table. The middle 

column contains the number 13 in each of the four preserved rows. The numbers in 

the first and the last column are only partially preserved; the numbers of the former 

include 2 while those of the latter must have been higher than 10. 

Document 61 G (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears a few rows of eight columns of a table. The rightmost 

column contains the number 3 + ~, the following one the number 20 and the next one 

the number 10. The following three columns repeat this series once more while the 

last two columns contain no numbers. 
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Document 61 H (frame?) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of two columns of a table. The one at the 

right side has no entries while the other one comprises units that do not exceed the 

number 5. 

Document 61 I (frame ?) 

This small fragment bears a column of a table; its rows contain the numbers 1 + 1, 2 

and 5. 

Document 61 J (frame 72) 

This piece of papyrus is a remnant of a numerical part of a table. Nine columns 

and more than ten rows are partially preserved, some of them containing units and 

fractions, none of which exceeds the number 5. 

Document 61 K (frame 72) 

This small fragment bears some traces of a table. In some of the rows, we can recognise 

the fraction ~. 

Document 61 L (frame 72) 

This tiny fragment contains a single row of a table. In the remnants of four columns, 

the numbers 3 + ~' 10 and 20 are written, the penultimate row has no entry. 

Document 61 M (frame 72) 

This tiny fragment shows traces of two columns of a table. Its seven preserved rows 

contain the number 4 and some fractions. 

Document 61 N (frame 73) 

This tiny fragment contains the remnants of a table. In one of its cells, we can read 

the number 5. 

Document 61 0 (frame?) 

This tiny fragment of a table contains entries of the number 1 written in a column. 

Document 61 P (frame 72) 

This small fragment seems to contain the bottom of a table. Its last three rows contain 
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the number 1 written in one of its columns. The other three partially preserved 

columns have no numbers written in them. 

Document 61 Q (frame 73) 

This small fragment bears the remnants of a table. In the partially preserved column, 

we can recognise the number 4. 

Document 61 R (frame 72) 

This small fragment contains two rows of two columns of a table, the right of which 

comprises the number 4 while the left one the number 20. 

Document 61 S (frame 72) 

This small fragment shows some traces of a table, of which only the number 3 can be 

recognised in one of its rows. 

Document 61 T (frame 72) 

This small fragment of a table contains the numbers 1 and ~ in one of the two partially 

preserved columns. 

Document 62 B (frame 66 verso) 

Recto: Document 49 D; see above 

This small fragment of papyrus contains only a few signs. At its right edge, rlJ,t '!); is 

written and at its left edge, remnants of iwj follow in the same row. Beneath, a red 

stroke is visible, which might be a part of a number written in red ink. There are no 

lines in this record, suggesting it was not an account-table. 

Document 62 C (frame ?) 

This small fragment contains two columns of a table, the right one entitled "meat" 

( iw/) and the other one "birds" (Jpd). Beneath each of them, the number 1 is written. 

This fragment might have belonged to an account of distribution as well as to an 

account of temple revenues. It seems not to deal solely with the butchery products 

as in specific accounts of meat because only general terms for meat and poultry are 

used here. 
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Document 62 D (frame 60) 

This piece of papyrus bears some writing on its left side while the right half of the 

fragment is blank. The handwriting seems much hastier than that of the large account

tables but is quite legible. 

The record is entitled by the heading: "taken from the storeroom" (Sd m pr-sn(). 

Beneath this heading, four personal identifications are written, including washerman 

(1/tj), Khenu (f.Jnw), Djedi (Dd{) and Ankh ((nb). Right beneath the names, the 

fragment ends. To the left of the personal names, a few centimetres of blank papyrus 

are left. 

It is not clear whether this is a record of some commodities being brought from 

the storeroom, mentioning the people responsible for this action, or whether it is 

rather a one-off distribution of extra rations coming directly from the storeroom to 

four people. The latter seems more plausible. 

Document 63 C (frame 3) 

This small fragment contains some horizontal lines and the sign of n.ds-bird written 

in red ink. This might designate the name of the fourth phyle. However, the names of 

the phyles in other accounts are usually written in black ink (see Chapters 3.6, 3.7). 

Document 63 E (frame 57) 

This small piece of papyrus seems to bear a part of an account. At the right edge of 

the fragment, a vertical line marks a new section of the record. The left top edge of 

this section bears some traces of writing, almost illegible, but resembling the front half 

of the sign ~. This might have been some sort of a heading of this record. Beneath, 

mn(t can be found with the determinative only partially preserved. It seems to be the 

head and horns of a bull, the whole word then meaning "a cow". A horizontal line 

follows, with the number 2 written right below mn(t. 93 

Document 64 B (frame 28) 

This is a horribly fragmentary piece of papyrus, the fibres of which are almost se

parated from each other. However, the surface still bears some traces of writing. At 

the right side, we can recognise the cartouche of Isi and some other signs that in the 

93 Note that the hieroglyphic transcription of Paule Posener-Krieger differs from what I 

present here. 
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transcription are nfr and sd. To the left, the tenants (lmtjw-s) follow. The left half 

of the fragment shows two columns of writing, one of them corresponding to ds of 

perhaps beer, the other one to wheat (swt). The former is assigned the number 4 

below while the latter the number 2, which originally might have been even higher. 

It is not entirely clear whet her this fragment was a part of an account of revenues or 

of distribution of supplies to the tenants of Isi's funerary temple. 

Document 64 D (frame 28) 

This small fragment contains a red writing, reading:"// /from the storeroom" (///m 

pr-snl It might have been a distribution record. 

Document 64 E (frame 5 recto) 

Verso: Document 64 F; Chapter 3.7 

This fragment of papyrus bears a double vertical line and a few signs to the left of 

it. These seem to be the numbers 30 written in a column. Some traces of horizontal 

lines can be recognised too, thus it seems that it might have been an account-table. 

It is not clear however, whether this recto writing did or did not relate to the list of 

phyles on the verso. 

Document 67 C (frame 56) 

This fragment contains the remnants of a heading at its top. Beneath, ds is written 

in a whole word and below it, three numbers are written, 11 beneath the sign d, 10// 

beneath the sign s and //2 beneath the determinative of a jug. To the right of these 

numbers, the number/ /14 is preserved at the right edge of the fragment. Beneath it, 

some writing follows. 

Document 67 D (frame 11) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table, listing various commodities. 

At the right edge of the fragment, the remnants of" good things" ( lJ,t-nfrt) are preser

ved. To the left of it, a vertical line separates it from the other commodities. These 

include b,ti-bread, psn-bread and beer. No traces of numbers beneath are preserved 

and only a sign which seems to be the bottom of a vessel is preserved above. The 

individual commodities are not separated by vertical lines and so the numerical part 

of the table has no distinct columns. This record seems to relate to distribution of 

food, however, it might also be an account of revenues. 
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Document 67 E (frame 11) 

This fragment contains several nicely written hieratic signs and is divided into halves 

by means of a vertical line. The right part of this fragment seems to bear the endings 

of horizontal lines that might form rows of a table. The upper row contains the sign s 

while the lower one the sign :J. The left part of the fragment bears some writing too. 

It is not clear whet her this fragment comes from an account or from a different sort 

of record. 

Document 67 F (frame 11) 

This small fragment contains only a few signs. We can read here bs t and gw written 

next to each other. Then, "for Isi" ( lJ,r isz} follows. 

Document 67 G (frame 11) 

This fragment seems to contain several rows of a table. The top is not well preserved, 

but we can recognise here the word mnct. The determinative is not preserved. Beneath, 

ds is written. The other rows are blank and not much of them is preserved. 

Document 69 B (frame 43) 

This small fragment of papyrus bears a few signs in a neat and clear handwriting. Its 

verso reads: "prophet Seshemu" (b,m-ntr Ssmw) while the recto contains: "expenses 

11" (pr 11) (M:Jt)". 

Document 70 E (frame 66) 

The bottom of this small fragment contains the terms dmg and b,:Jw [b,rj-J. 

Document 70 G (frame 13) 

This small fragment bears only one sign at its top-the sign of a standing bull. It is 

written in red ink a nicely drawn. 

Document 70 H (frame 58) 

This small fragment contains two columns of a table. The one at the right contains 

the numbers 40 and 50 while the left column the numbers 1. 

Document 70 I (frame 52) 

This small fragment contains a few numbers written in red ink and arranged in a table. 
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We can recognise the number 201 I I at the top, 2 in the middle and 20 at the bottom 

of this fragment. 

Document 70 J (frame 58) 

This small fragment seems to contain two vertical lines and a the sign for 10 at the 

left edge. 

Document 70 K (frame 58) 

This small fragment contains only the sign w followed by the word inn. 

Document 70 M (frame 59) 

This small fragment contains two columns of a table. The only row preserved of the 

right column contains no number. The left column however contains the numbers 2, 

40 and 6 written in red ink in three preserved rows. All of the numbers might have 

been higher as they are found at the very edge of this fragment. 

Document 70 N (frame 58) 

This little fragment is divided into two parts by a vertical line. The right half contains 

the bottom part of the pr-sign and a number beneath, which might have been 3 (or 

22?). The left part of this fragment bears the remnants of two columns of writing. Of 

the first, tsw is preserved while none of the signs of the latter is recognisable. 

Document 70 0 (frame 66 verso) 

At the top of this small fragment, the numbers 10 and 14 are written next to each 

other in red ink. Beneath each of them, a sign of "a sack" can be recognised. The 

bottom of the fragment seems blank. 

Document 70 P (frame 55) 

This fragment of papyrus features a multitude of small lacunas. At the bottom are 

listed some of the well known account-terms, namely r[b.t]-amount, km-amount and 

b,:Jw b,rj- t. There are no traces of any table lines or other writing. The rest of the 

fragment is blank. 

Document 70 Q (frame 66 recto) 

This piece of papyrus bears a row of four determinatives of seated men. These must 
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have belonged to personal names of the temple employees that are not preserved. 

Beneath each of them, a number is written in red ink, namely 2,000, 2,100, 2,200 and 

100. Each of these entries had been verified by adding the km-sign. 

Document 11 A (frame 53) 

This fragment contains two sections of writing separated by a vertical line. The rem

nants of the right section show the term dmfi smi with the number 42 written in ink. 

It seems to have been an ending of a preceding account. 

The left section is introduced by the heading: "evening offering" (i!J,t-!J,Jwj) written 

in red ink. Beneath, several bakery products are listed in a row, including si I I, dpt 

and pit. Each of them is assigned 2 pieces written below. Beneath these commodities, 

another title in red ink follows, of which only d and the top of a sign of star can be 

regognised, perhaps the remnants of the heading for the "morning offering" ( t!J,t-dw J). 

Document 71 B (frame 52) 

This piece of papyrus contains a part of a table. Its upper half contains only horizontal 

lines while the bottom half is divided also by means of vertical lines. The table is 

blank, only the heading I I I /:l,tp is written in the second row of the upper half of the 

fragment, with the signs of conical bread, a jug and an oval loaf as its determinatives. 

This record obviously referred to an offering. 

Document 71 C (frame 10) 

This fragment is damaged by many lacunas and its surface is far from smooth. 

However, some traces of writing are still visible. The document shows a grid of a table, 

in the middle of which runs the heading: "carried to the Treasury" (ts r pr-IJ,fi) written 

in red ink. 

Document 11 D (frame 66) 

This dark fragment bears two columns of writing. The right column at the right side 

of the fragment consists of psn-bread and the number 25 that follows beneath. Of the 

heading of the left column only the determinative of loaf = is preserved, beneath 

which the number 23 is written. The left side of the fragment is blank. 

Document 71 F (frame 56) 

This fragment bears hasty writing on both its sides. Document 71 E includes the 
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remnants of the heading I I I b,wt at the top of the fragment, beneath which the terms 

r!J,t and km n sb, follow written next to each other. Beneath both of them, the number 2 

is written; in red ink for the former and black ink for the latter. At the left edge of the 

fragment, another number 2 is written in black ink with no heading preserved. Beneath 

the km-entry, another number is preserved at the very bottom of the fragment. It is 

written in black ink and seems to be 26 Mit. 

The partially preserved heading ending with I I I b,wt might indicate that this wri

ting refers to the temple revenues delivered on a certain day and consisting of various 

goods including grain. The heading km n sb, might however indicate, that this account 

relates not to the temple as a whole but only to a part of it. Thus this account might 

also be record of a distribution of food. 

Document 71 G (frame 66 recto) 

This fragment contains a record relating to Ptahdewa (Ptb,-dwJ) whose name is writ

ten at the very top of the fragment. Beneath this name, the red heading I I I m in l;rl I I 
is preserved, followed by "fat" Cd) in black ink below. At the bottom of the fragment, 

a bold vertical line seems to mark this section of the writing. To the right of it, two 

headings are preserved written next to each other, first of them being hbnt-jar while 

the second one is designated only by the sign of a jug e. Beneath the former, the 

numbers 2 and 9 are written. The latter is assigned 31 I I and 3+ something hardly 

recognisable. Remarkably, the second row of these numbers is written a bit lower and 

the vertical line does not reach them, ending next to the first row of numbers. 

Document 71 H (frame 53) 

This piece of papyrus bears a column of writing at its right side, the rest is blank. 

The writing is introduced by the heading: "carried to the Treasury" (!,sj r pr-b,g) 

written in red ink. Beneath follows: "today they lie in the storeroom" (mint(?) l;r.sn 

m pr-snc). 

Document 72 A (frame 31) 

This fragment contains a nicely written account with considerably high numbers. At 

the top of this fragment, the numbers 500, 160 and 3[40] are written next to each 

other. The first and the third are written in red ink and likely correspond to the terms 

rl;t and b,Jw b,rj-c while the black number in between must be assigned to the term 
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km. Beneath, wheat (swt) and ddw-grain are listed in a row. Three rows of numbers 

follow below; the wheat is ascribed 114 in each row while the ddw-grain has 284 in the 

first row and 283 in the two following rows. To the right of these numbers, a column 

listing }J,p, s J and M it is written. It is not clear whether these are the headings of 

individual rows of the above described record or whether they represent the heading 

of the whole record, referring to the }J,p-division of the widt-phyle and the grain in 

MJt. The former seems quite obscure while the latter shows no indications of what 

the individual rows correspond to. 

Document 72 B (frame 66 recto) 

This small fragment has quite a rough surface and the writing is hardly visible. At 

the right side runs a bold vertical line. To the right of it, the number I 13 is preserved. 

To the left, rb,t 'rf dmd I I 11 is written in a column. 

Document 72 C (frame 57) 

This fragment is badly damaged and many of its fibres are discrete. However, its light 

brown colour enables us to recognise some of the signs in black ink. The writing was 

arranged into columns, two of which are preserved on this fragment. Both of them 

contain numbers at the bottom of the fragment, which is better preserved than the 

top. The numbers are quite high, 160 for the right column and 860(?) for the left 

column. The headings of these columns are badly preserved. The right one shows 

the remnants of the sign of a bird while the left one comprises the title "overseer 

N efer I I I I" ( imj-rJ N fr I I I I). We might suppose that this document might be a part 

of a distribution record. 

Document 72 D (frame 56) 

This fragment bears writing on its bottom left part only, the rest of it is blank. The 

handwriting seems hasty and the record represents the beginning of an account. The 

terms rb,t, km and }J,Jw b,rj-' are written in a column beneath each other. To the left 

of them, traces of numbers are visible at the very edge of the fragment. Only the 

traces of a number exceeding a thousand are recognisable for rlJ,t; it was written in 

red ink. The number is considerably high. This record might be a summary of temple 

revenues or expenses for a certain period of time. 

To the right of the terms, the traces of another column of writing are preserved. 
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It is written upside down and must be the remnant of another record written on the 

same scroll. 

Document 72 F (frame 58) 

This small fragment contains I I lw ts rl I I written in a column at the right edge of 

the fragment. The rest of the fragment remains blank. 

Document 73 A (frame 4) 

This fragment of papyrus features a bold vertical line running through its middle. 

To the left of it, a column of writing is hardly visible, of which only a few signs can 

be recognised. At the bottom of the fragment, we can find the terms km and dmd 

written next to each other, each assigned the number 1 below. Beneath them, wdiw 
9 is added at the very bottom of this fragment. 

Document 73 B (frame 55) 

This fragment is blank, only on its right edge, the number 6 is visible. It was preceded 

by some tens, which are not preserved. 

Document 73 C (frame?) 

This tiny fragment bears horizontal and vertical lines of a table. The number 20 is 

written in one of the four rows of the only preserved column. 

Document 73 D (frame 28) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. The surface is quite dark 

and the writing is hardly visible. However, the term IJ,Jw IJ,rj-( can be recognised 

in the middle of the fragment. Beneath, a horizontal line separates it from another 

row that contains names of commodities, including Mi-bread, psn-bread and traces 

of beer (IJ,n~t). These products are separated from each other by means of vertical 

lines. This document shows no indication as to whether the account-table referred to 

temple revenues or expenses. However, the table was quite elaborate with individual 

accounting terms listed one after another. A similar arrangement can be found e.g. 

in Document 51 A (see Chapter 3.7), which shows a distribution table relating to 

a phyle. 
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Document 73 E (frame 19) 

This fragment shows a part of a table, consisting only of horizontal but no vertical 

lines. Three rows are preserved. On the left side, the numbers 140 and 10 are written 

beneath each other in the first and second row. On the right side of the fragment, 

only some units are preserved in the third row. The ending of the table is marked by 

a red horizontal line. Below this line, the record continues with the numbers 1,100 

written beneath each of the two columns of numbers. These high amounts might be 

the sums of the entries in the table. 

Document 73 F (frame 66) 

This fragment bears a badly preserved writing, which seems to contain names with 

numbers beneath, but too little is recognisable. The numbers include hundreds. 

Document 73 G (frame 55) 

This small fragment shows a bold vertical line on its upper left side. To the left of it, 

at the very edge of this fragment, the number 4,0001 I I is written in red ink. 

Document 73 H (frame ?) 

This fragment contains some numbers written likely in columns. Only 200 and 9 can 

be recognised written one beneath the other. 

Document 73 K (frame 56) 

This small fragment bears the term rlJ,t dmd on its left side, beneath which some 

traces of red number can be recognised. At the right edge of the fragment, "day 3" 

([sw] 3) is written. 

Document 74 A (frame 74) 

This fragment contains a part of an account-table. Seven rows and two columns are 

preserved. Both columns seem to comprise the same entries. The first two rows contain 

the number 2, the third row the number 4, the number 24 is written in the fourth 

row and the following row has no entry. The last two rows contain the number 30. 

Document 74 E (frame 74) 

This small fragment contains a part of a table. At the top, tnw and ml are written 

but the following rows contain no numbers. This document resembles the distribution 
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tables described in Chapter 3.6. However, the BW photograph is not sufficient for 

comparing the use of black and red inks on this fragment. 

Document 74 F (frame 72) 

This small fragment contains the number 30 written in a table. 

Document 74 G (frame 72) 

This fragment bears a table formed by horizontal lines. One of the rows contains the 

number 2, the following one the number 60 and the in the last row, some traces of 

tens are preserved at the very bottom of the fragment. 

Document 74 K (frame 74) 

This small fragment bears an ending of a personal name. Only i is preserved at the 

top of this fragment. Beneath follows the determinative of a kneeling woman together 

with the sign~. 

Document 74 M (frame 74) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of a table containing partially preserved 

units in each row. 

Document 74 N (frame 74) 

This fragment contains the remnants of a table. On its right side, the number //3 is 

written. On the left side, inw is partially preserved, separated from the number by 

means of a vertical line. 

Document 74 0 (frame 74) 

This small fragment show three horizontal lines drawn very carefully and ending in 

the middle of the fragment. Between them, the number 10 is written at the right 

edge of the fragment. To the left of these lines, a vertical line seems to mark another 

section of writing. 

Document 74 P (frame 74) 

This small fragment contains traces of a number at its top and the sign ssm beneath 

it. 
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Document 75 K (frame 35) 

This fragment of papyrus shows some evidence of a connection between various fune

rary cults. We can read here: "j j /from the pyramid complex of Userkaf, given to the 

temple (estate) of Neferre" (///m w<b {swt Wsr-kJ.f dd m IJ,wt Nfr-R<). Above this 

writing, the remnants of a cartouche seem to have been preserved. At the left edge of 

the fragment, a vertical line marks another section of writing, of which only the sign 

r is preserved. 

Document 77 H (frame 13) 

This narrow fragment bears writing that is hardly visible. We can recognise here: "the 

4th month" ( Jbd 4), beneath which follows the term rl;t and the sign pr. It might be 

a part of the heading of an account of expenses. 

Document 80 P (frame 53) 

This small fragment is badly preserved. However, we can recognise the date: "the 22nd 

day" (sw 22) beneath which ideograms of a conical bread, an oval bread and a jug 

are listed. Below the jug, the number 2 is preserved at the very edge of the fragment. 

Another sign of jug is preserved to the right, at the right edge of the fragment. Some 

traces of writing are visible also at the top of the fragment. 

Document 85 A verso (frame 66) 

Recto: Document 50 F; Chapter 3.5 

At the top of this fragment, "the 14th/ j day" (sw 14/ /) is preserved. Beneath, the 

number 1 is written and to the left of it at the edge of this fragment, some traces 

of a number in red ink can be recognised. The bottom of the fragment contains the 

remnants of three columns of writing. The right one is badly preserved at the right 

edge of the fragment, the middle one consists of "requirements" ( db/:tw) beneath which 

an oblique stroke is written. Of the left column only the determinative of an oval bread 

is preserved and the number 15 written below. This document seems to be a part of 

a summary record referring to a certain day. 

Document 85 B (frame 66) 

This small fragment contains some rows of an account-table and the remnants of the 

name of MJ-bread. It might be a part of a record of temple revenues or of distribution. 
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Document 85 I (frame 64) 

This fragment contains the name of Isidjedi Nekh/ /w (1 sl-fi,dl N lJ,w). To the right of 

it, miwd is written with the determinative -....-- and the number 1 below. 

Document 86 B recto (frame 56) 

Verso: Document 76 D; Chapter 3.8 

This fragment bears some writing at its bottom; p ilJ,t and m!% are written next to each 

other, both with the determinative -....--. The number 3 is written beneath both these 

designations of plants. At the top of the fragment, the number 1 is written, which 

likely belonged to another writing. 

Document 86 C (frame?) 

The top of this fragment bears the remnants of a heading, of which only wand three 

determinatives of seated man are preserved. Beneath, at the bottom of the fragment, 

personal names are listed. Only the name of Ihy ( J /:tj) is preserved and traces of 

a cartouche of a basiloform name at the right edge of the fragment. The nature of 

this document is not entirely clear. 

Document 86 D (frame 6) 

This fragment is very badly preserved. Some traces of writing can be recognised on 

it which seem to include personal names and numbers below. 

Document 86 J (frame 66) 

This small fragment contains only the name of the phyle lmj-nfrt with si written 

below. 

Document 86 K (frame 55) 

This small fragment contains only the ideograms of a conical bread and an oval bread. 

Document 87 E (frame 58) 

This small fragment is badly preserved. It is separated into two parts by means of 

a vertical line. To the right of it, traces of red ink are preserved at the top while at 

the bottom we can read: "remainder pertaining to the temple (estate) of Neferre" 

( wfi,iwt lmj [b.wt N fr-R1). The left part of this fragment shows the remnants of the 

cartouche of Sahure with traces of unrecognisable signs beneath, and with the term 
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wd:Jw. The character of this writing is not clear, however, it seems to relate to the 

remnants of entries in relation to various institution. 

Document 88 H (frame 3) 

This small fragment bears some writing on its right side. It includes the hf-bread and 

to the left of it another commodity was written, of which only the determinative of 

a conical bread is preserved. Beneath is drawn a horizontal line and at the bottom of 

the fragment, the remnants of numbers in red ink can be recognised. 

Document 88 R (frame 53) 

This small fragment contains an oblique stroke beneath which the number j j /3 is 

preserved. Below the number, a small bow shape in red ink is added and at the 

bottom of the fragment, the sign """"= is preserved. 

Document 89 B (frame 59b) 

This fragment of papyrus contains a part of an account-table. At the very top of 

this fragment, ///fist is preserved, which must be the remnant of a heading. In the 

following row of the table, commodities are listed that include bakery products. The 

second and the third of the five partially preserved columns contain the determinatives 

of a conical bread, resp. of the oval bread. Above both of them, signs is written. The 

names of commodities in the other columns are lost. 

Beneath, a red horizontal line marks the numerical part of this table. Ten rows 

of it are preserved, the tenth is highlighted by another red line, marking a week of 

a month. The first partially preserved column contains some units in each row but 

these numbers were originally higher, as we can recognise also some tens in the tenth 

row. The following column, which corresponds to the commodity designated by the 

sign G, contains numbers written in red ink. The highest preserved entry is 22 in 

the tenth row. The numbers in the third column that refers to the commodity = 
are also written in red ink. The highest preserved number is 37 in the fifth row. The 

following column contains no entries while in the last one units in red ink are partially 

preserved. 

The character of this account-table is not clear but it might refer to the temple 

revenues. 
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Document 89 C (frame 59) 

This fragment is badly preserved but some columns of an account-table can be identi

fied on it. At the top of the fragment, the remnants of a heading row seem to show the 

tail of wr-bird beyond which a vertical line marks a new section. Beneath the swallow 

at the bottom of the fragment, traces of some units can be recognised in several rows. 

In the left part of the fragment beyond the vertical line, another column of numbers 

is preserved. This contains units of which 6 is the highest one preserved; the last rows 

of this column seem to contain numbers over 10. 

Document 89 D (frame 59) 

This small fragment shows a part of a table containing units written in red ink. 

Document 89 E (frame 59) 

This small fragment is badly preserved, but it obviously bears the remnants of an 

account-table. The middle column is the best preserved. Most of its preserved rows 

contain the number 2, one row however contains the number 1 written in red ink. 

The column at the left edge of the fragment shows traces of numbers written in red 

ink. The column at the right edge contains the remnants of numbers in black ink. 

Document 89 F (frame 59) 

This small fragment shows the remnants of an account-table. Only two numbers are 

preserved, both of them being 2. 

Document 89 G (frame 59b) 

This small fragment contains the remnants of two rows of an account-table. Both of 

these contain the number 2 written in several columns. One of the horizontal lines is 

drawn in red ink. 

Document 89 H (frame 63) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. The last horizontal line seems 

to be drawn in red ink. The two rows preserved above it include the number 1. No 

numbers are written in the left part of the fragment. 

Document 89 I (frame 63) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. Its horizontal lines are drawn 
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only at the top of the fragment and the last of them is made in red ink. This seems to 

be the original bottom of the table. However, three entries continue below and these 

are separated only by means of vertical lines at the bottom of the fragment. The right 

of the two preserved columns contains the number 1 while the left column shows the 

number 3 and also the number 4 in one of its rows. No numbers are written in the 

left part of this fragment. 

Document 89 J (frame 59) 

This fragment contains a part of an account-table with numbers written in red ink. 

One of the preserved columns contains the number 20 in each row except of the last 

one which shows the number 3 instead. At the left edge of the fragment, traces of 

higher numbers can be recognised. Some of the horizontal lines are drawn in red ink. 

Document 89 K (frame 59) 

This fragment contains the bottom part of an account-table. At the right side of this 

fragment, a bold vertical double line is drawn. It probably represented the ending 

of a table which was later extended further to the left, which is suggested by the 

thickening of the horizontal lines just behind the vertical double line. The last ten 

rows are preserved of this table, the tenth row being followed by two red horizontal 

lines. Another red line highlights the fifth row from the bottom. In the columns that 

follow to the left of the vertical double line, numbers are written, namely 1, 2 and 2 

in each of the preserved rows. 

Document 89 L (frame 59) 

This fragment contains a part of an account-table. Three columns of numbers are 

preserved; the first of them contains the number 5 in each row while the number 2 

is written in the rows of the second and third column. One of the horizontal lines is 

drawn in red ink. 

Document 89 M (frame 59b) 

This small fragment bears a part of an account-table. In most of the rows of two 

preserved columns, the number 1 is written; only one row of the left column seems to 

contain no entry. 
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Document 89 N (frame 59 b) 

This small fragment bears the remnants of three rows of an account-table. One column 

comprises the numbers I 14 and I 13 while the other three columns contain the number 

1 in their rows. One of the horizontal lines is drawn in red. 

Document 89 0 (frame 59b) 

This small fragment contains a small part of an account-table. Number 2 is written 

in each of the preserved rows of all three preserved columns. One of the horizontal as 

well as one of the vertical lines of the table are drawn in red ink. 

Document 89 P (frame 59) 

This small fragment bears part of a table containing no entries. One of its vertical 

lines is drawn in red ink. 

Document 89 Q (frame 59) 

This small fragment contains the last five rows of an account-table. The bottom of 

this table is designated by means of red vertical line and another a red line highlights 

the fifth row from the bottom. The numbers written in individual rows of the only 

preserved column vary from each other, including numbers 26, 20 and 31+~. The 

numbers at the top of the fragment seem to be higher but are badly preserved. 

Document 90 A (frame 11) 

This small fragment contains the term [ d] md and traces of a vertical line to the right 

of it. 

Document 90 B (frame 58) 

This fragment of a papyrus contains the remnants of the heading at its top. These 

include the sign LJ on the right side edge and b,wt on the left side. Beneath, the 

accounting terms are listed next to each other, including rlJ,t, km n im(?) and b,iw 

[b,ry]-(. To the right of the determinative of rlJ,t, traces of red ink are visible at the 

edge of the fragment. No lines are used in this record. We can suppose that it might 

be a part of a revenues account, but not of tabular character. 

Document 90 D (frame 56) 

Verso: Document 16 G; Chapter 3.12 
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This small fragment contains signs of a conical bread, an oval bread and a jug, written 

beneath each other. To the left of them at the edge of the fragment, numbers written 

in red ink can be recognised. The sign of a thousand is preserved for both conical 

bread and oval bread. The jug seems to be ascribed some hundreds(?). At the right 

side of the fragment, a double vertical line marks an ending of a table that preceded 

this writing. The endings of its rows show no entries. 

Document 90 E (frame 59) 

This small fragment shows some partially preserved tens (likely 80) written in the 

remnants of table. 

Document 90 F (frame 55) 

This small fragment contains the name of bakery gw:J and traces of the number 33(?) 

written beneath. The number is separated from the name of the commodity by means 

of a horizontal line. 

Document 90 J (frame 52) 

This small fragment contains a row of an account-table. The number 4 is written 

there in red ink. 

Document 90 K (frame 52) 

This small fragment contains a part of an account-table. It shows two rows of two 

columns, the right of which contains the number ///3 in both rows while the left 

column contains the number 52// in both rows. All numbers are written in red ink. 

Document 90 L (frame?) 

This small fragment contains the number 11 written in its middle. 

Document 90 P (frame 52) 

This fragment is badly preserved but obviously bears a part of an account-table. 

The top of it contains black and red writing which is hardly identifiable. Beneath, 

a red horizontal line marks the numerical part of the table. Only the first row of five 

columns is preserved. The number 1 is written in the second column while the fourth 

one comprises the number 20. The entries of other columns are not preserved, but 

some of them seem to have been written in red ink. 
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4 Accounting terminology 

This chapter focuses on the specific accounting terminology used by the ancient Egyp

tian scribes and bureaucrats. A fundamental study of these terms makes part of Paule 

Posener-Krif~ger's publication of Neferirkare's papyri,94 and this is the major critical 

apparatus available at the moment. We hope that further observations made by us 

during our study of Neferre's papyrus archive will advance the general lines of her 

important study. Moreover, the use of the accounting terms was not restricted only to 

the Abusir accounting records since they also occur in other texts, including tomb in

scriptions, official royal records or mathematical examples. In some cases, the meaning 

of the terms may differ slightly, being usually more general than in the accounting 

texts. 

The following pages will introduce the reader to the manifold examples showing 

the application of these accounting terms. I will mention various occurrences of these 

terms in the extant written evidence not only from the Old Kingdom, but also from 

later periods. Of particular importance are the Gebelein papyri95 from the late Fourth 

or early Fifth Dynasty and, undoubtedly, also the papyri Reisner96 and the Kahun 

accounting documents97 dating to the Twelfth Dynasty, and papyrus Boulaq no.1898 

from the Thirteenth Dynasty. The three last sources provide not only examples whose 

administrative character is similar to the Abusir accounts, but also might show a possi

ble shift of the meaning or of the use of the individual terms over a period of time 

between the Old and the Middle Kingdoms. 

The accounting documents from Neferre's archive provide extremely valuable ad

ditional information to the previously analysed Neferirkare's accounting records and 

might help to verify the suggestions made previously by Paule Posener-Krieger. 

4.1 The anticipated amount- rbt 
<:::> 

The term ~ can be written with or without the determinative of an abstract. The 
<:::> =""= 

Wb (II, pp. 448-449) presents also the variant ®o I 1 1, which is not used in the Abusir 

94 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 211-231 
95 Posener-Krieger 2004 
96 Simpson 1963-1986 
97 Griffith 1898; Quirke 1998 
98 Griffith 1891; Scharff 1922; Spalinger 1985; Quirke 1990 
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papyri, and attests two basic meanings of this term: "Verzeichnis mit Zahlenangabe 

(Liste)", and "Zahl, Betrag". 

When used in the accounting documents, rlJ,t represents the theoretical, or anti

cipated amount of account items.99 It occurs in the accounts of both revenues and 

expenses, referring respectively to the quantity that should have been delivered to 

the funerary temple, or that was determined to be distributed. The term rlJ,t obvi

ously designated a quantity fixed for the given context and it could presumably be 

regulated by royal decrees and official resolutions. 

The term rb,t outside the Abusir documents 

The term rlJ,t was used in a variety of contexts outside the Abusir accounting docu

ments. Its meaning generally is "amount" or "quantity". In the tomb inscriptions, 100 

the term occurs in relation to animals from the estates of the deceased owner, na

mely to the number of all his bulls (r!J,t n k:J.f nb), 101 to the number of goats (rlJ,t n 

'wt), 102 and the (appropriate) number of offsprings produced by a satisfied ox ( mk 

tw :J IJ,tp tr mswt r r!J,t.f) .103 We can also find the term in relation to weighing the 

quantity of copper (fit rlJ,t). 104 The term appears to describe in these examples not 

only a quantity, but particularly the sufficient amount. 

We can find the term rlJ,t referring also to the offerings for both the gods, namely, 

this amount of divine offerings ( r!J,t pn [ b.tp]-n:trl I I), 105 and the deceased, namely, the 

funerary offering according to (a given) quantity ( .. . prt-!J,rw !J,jt rlJ,tl I 1).1°6 In these 

99 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 211-212 
100This study is limited by the tombs from the Old Kingdom while some of the other sources 

are of a later date. 
101 The tomb of Shedu at Deshasha (Sixth Dynasty): Kanawati-McFarlane 1993, p. 54, Pl. 

51. 
102 The tomb of Wahi at El-Hagarsa (Eighth Dynasty?): Kanawati 1995, p. 16, Pls. 1-4, 

20-23. 
103 The tomb of Meryaa at El-Hagarsa (Eighth Dynasty?): literaly "behold the satisfied ox 

which produced offspring in its (appropriate) number", Kanawati 1995, p. 30, Pls. 13-16, 

42-45. 
104 The tomb of Iymery (Fourth Dynasty): Weeks 1994, p. 35, Pl. 30. 
105 Fragment of decree Koptos H (Eighth Dynasty): Goedicke 1967, pp. 163-164; Schenkel 

1965, pp. 11-12; Weill1912, pp. 90-91; Pirenne 1935, p. 215; Hayes 1946, pp. 11-13. 
106Inscription of Kaemnefret on a stela No.1432 (Fifth Dynasty): Catalogue general 1937, 

pp. 112-113, Pl. 28; Sethe 1933, p. 15; Goedicke 1970, pp. 44-67, Taf. V; Breasted 1906, 
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examples, the term r!J,t was often translated as "list" and interpreted as referring to 

a list of offerings that followed in the destroyed parts of the inscriptions. 107 However, 

regardless the lack of evidence concerning the question whether such lists actually 

did or did not follow after these phrases, the term r!J,t seems to refer rather to the 

sufficient and maybe fixed quantity of these offerings, so that the offerings would be 

adequate or appropriate for the needs of the divine cult or for the most enjoyable 

afterlife of the tomb owner.108 

In addition to the tomb inscriptions and other similar sources, the term r!J,t is used 

in the accounting records preserved from both the Old and the Middle Kingdom. In 

the Gebelein papyri, which are of south Egyptian origin and date to the Fourth/Fifth 

Dynasty, the term is used in the meaning "amount", "quantity", 109 as e.g. "amount 

of emmer" ( rlJ,t bdt) 110 or "amount of M it" ( rb,t bJ~ it) 111 . Several documents from 

Gebelein show the phrase rlJ,t dmd known from the Abusir papyri (see below), used 

as the headings of sections in the table-records referring to distribution of grain.U2 

The papyri Reisner from the early Twelfth Dynasty provide us with a couple of 

examples of the term rb,t. William Kelly Simpson translates the term as "account" 

and this meaning seems fitting in these documents. The records relate to cargo (rat 

i.tpw), 113 to shares of some months (rat ~sbw) 114 and to the straw (rlJ,t d~i). 115 One 

document shows the heading "account of the scribe Neferkhau (rbt ss Nfr-a<w) 116 

while another record shows "from this account/amount" (ant rbt pn) 117 known from 

other texts as well (see below). 

Papyri from Kahun which date to the Twelfth Dynasty and relate to the admi-

§200-§209; Pirenne 1934, pp. 335-336; Moret 1907, pp. 57-95 
107See e.g. Breasted 1906, p. 93; Pirenne 1934, p. 336; Moret 1907, pp. 89-90 
108See. e.g. Hayes 1946, p. 12 
109 Posener-Krieger 2004, document I recto C, Tav. 4; document II recto B, Tav 10; document 

V verso A, Tav. 40. 
110 Posener-Krieger 2004, document V verso B, Tav. 42. 
111 Posener-Krieger 2004, document IX verso C, Tav. 52 
112 Posener-Krieger 2004, document Ill recto passim, pp. 16-18, Tav. 19-23; document VII 

recto passim, p. 21, Tav. 44-46; document VIII recto passim, pp. 21-22, Tav. 48-51. 
113Simpson 1963, document I L, pp. 48-49, PI. 18 
114Simpson 1969, document Ill D, pp. 20-21, PI. 9 
115Simpson 1969, document Ill F, pp. 24-25, PI. 12 
116 Simpson 1969, suplementa recto I, p. 36, Pl. 20 
117Simpson Ill, document Ill L, p. 30, Pl. 19 
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nistration of a pyramid town 118 display several types of records using the term rb,t. It 

occurs in the general meaning "amount" in relation to load (r!J,t Jptw), 119 goods (r!J,t 

b.nw),120 taxation (r!J,t b.trw), 121 and vessels (r!J,t 1crb.wt).l22 In other records, it refers 

to the number of workmen (r!J,t b.Sbw),123 to the amount for this day (r!J,t sw pn),124 

and to the share for six months for a scribe of the temple, Horemsaf ( rlJ,t !J,rt Jbdw 6 

n ss b.wt-nf,r Ifr-m-s J.f) _125 

Some records from Kahun show the term r!J,t in the headings of accounts listing 

the cattle (r!J,tj / jirw n rnpt 9) 126 and the poultry (r!J,t n bJMw n st]) 127 accompanied 

by their respective quantitites. These examples were translated by Griffith as "list of 

[oxen]", "list of produce" 128 , however, it seems that in these instances, the term rlJ,t 

refers not only to the items enumerated in the lists but at the same time also to the 

quantities corresponding to them. Thus, it rather can be translated as "quantity" and 

understood as listing or enumeration, as the German "Verzeichnis mit Zahlenangabe" 

says ( Wb II, 448-449). Similarly, we can find in the Kahun papyri the phrases kmt 

n.f IJ,nt rlJ,t pn129 and mlt IJ,nt rlJ,t pn. 130 Griffith translated the former as "paid to 

him from amongst this list", however, it should rather be understood as "expended 

for him from this amount" and "spent from this amount". 

Other examples of the use of the term rlJ,t are provided by papyrus Boulaq no.18 

from the Thirteenth Dynasty, which was discovered in Thebes. 131 We can find here 

the accounts of supplies for the royal court introduced with the headings "amount of 

provisions for the Lord" ( rlJ,t tlcw n nb) followed by the date. 132 These records also 

ll 8 Griffith 1898 
119 Griffith 1898, document LXIII.l, p. 44, Pl. XV 
120Griffith 1898, document VI.lO verso, p. 47, Pl. XVIII; document Vl.lO, p. 48, Pl. XIX; 

document VI.ll recto, p. 50, Pl. XX. 
121 Griffith 1898, document XVI.l, p. 54, Pl. XXI 
122Griffith 1898, document IX.1 recto, p. 63, Pl. XXVI 
123 Griffith 1898, document XII.1 recto, p. 52, Pl. XXI 
124 Griffith 1898, document III.l verso, p. 58, Pl. XXIII 
125 Borchardt 1899, pp. 89-103 
126Griffith 1898, document VI.21, p. 43, Pl. XV 
127 Griffith 1898, document LV.4, p. 18, Pl. VIII 
128See the two preceding notes 
129 Documents XII.1 recto and XVI.1, see notes above 
130 Borchardt 1899, pp. 92-93 
131 For the details about the discovery of papyrus Boulaq no.18 see Mariette 1872, pp. 6-8 
132 Records 12, 25, 41, 49, 58 and 77, after Scharff 
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contain another heading, namely "expenditure from this amount" (ssm lmt rlJ,t pn) 

followed by the list of rations given to the individual people from the palace. 133 

Another account refers to divine-offerings for the god Montu and contains the 

heading "amount of the divine-offerings ... for Hornedjheritef (Harendotes) Montu 

from Medamud" (r!J,t b,tpw-ntr ... n /:tr-nfl,-IJ,r-it.f mntw m midw .. . ). 134 There is also an 

account of provisions for the chief of Medjai. It includes "their amount" ( rlJ,t irj) .135 

The examples in the mathematical papyri show that the abstract rlJ,t can relate to 

various mathematical problems. In the Moscow mathematical papyrus, the term rlJ,t 

is used in relation to the results of a work of a man, in the phrase "amount/volume 

of his work" ( rlJ,t n b J!J;w.f) .136 This example resembles some of the records from the 

Kahun papyri. 137 

Rhind mathematical papyrus from the Fifteenth Dynasty138 shows the term rlJ,t 

in relation to the areas of fields or land ( rlJ,t m JlJ,t) 139 and volumes of granaries ( rlJ,t.f 

pw m !J,Jr).l40 In other examples, it refers to the amount of loaves to be distributed as 

rations for four men ( rlJ,t 700) 141 and the amount of flour required for baking a loaf 

(rlJ,t we nt t m wfi,jt). 142 There are also two records mentioning the amount of food 

required for fattening the geese ( rlJ,t sd im.j s J 1 0) 143 and the amount of food at 

Hebenti ( rlJ,t imjw m H bntj) .144 These two examples resemble some of the accounts 

from Kahun. 

Thomas Erik Peet in his commentary on the term rlJ,t claims that it designates 

133See the comments in Scharff 1922, pp. 51-68 
134Record 16, after Scharff 
135Record 70, after Scharff 
136Problem 11, Struve 1930, pp. 101-106, Pl. col. XXI 
137 Namely, document LV.4; Griffith 1898, p. 18, Pl. VIII 
138 Date of the Rhind mathematical papyrus is clearly demonstrated by its heading, which 

refers to King Auserre of the Fifteenth Dynasty. Nevertheless, the original document(s), from 

which the copy of RMP was made, is generally considered to be of older date. See e.g. 

Vymazalova 2001, p. 7; Peet 1923, etc. 
139 Problems 50, 52, and 53; Peet 1923, pp. 90, 94, 95, Pis. 0, P; Couchoud 1993, pp. 53, 59, 

62; Imhausen 2002, pp. 249, 253, 254. 
140 Problems 44, 46; Peet 1923, pp. 84, 87, Pl. N; Couchoud 1993, pp. 68, 70; Imhausen 2002, 

pp. 238, 242. 
141 Problem 63, Peet 1923, p. 107, PI. S; Couchoud 1993, p. 156; Imhausen 2002, p. 273. 
142 Problems 69, 74; Peet 1923, pp. 114-115, 119, Pis. U, V; Imhausen 2002, pp. 285, 296. 
143Problem 82B, Peet 1923, p. 125, Pl. X. 
144 Problem 86, Peet 1923, p. 128, Pl. Y 
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an abstract entity, and he sums up that it is being used in connection with various 

mathematical subjects (areas, volumes etc.).145 Battiscombe Gunn who reviewed in 

detail Peet 's publication of the Rhind mathematical papyrus notes that "amount" su

its every instance of rlJ,t cited in this passage. 146 His opinion seems absolutely correct. 

The term rb,t in the Abusir documents 

The meaning of the term rbt in the accounting documents of Neferirkare and Neferre 

seems to be a bit restricted in comparison to the more general usage that appears 

in the previously described examples. Its strict accounting meaning in the context 

of both the revenues and the expenses is quite clear in relation to the other specific 

accounting terms. Nevertheless, it can also simply designate the possessions or equi

pment of the funerary temple or relate to the accomplished works, as is shown in the 

examples below. 

Neferirkare: Document 33-35 A 147 contains an account table of monthly temple 

revenues which can be divided into three sections. The term rlJ,t here constitutes the 

heading for one of the three columns corresponding to each of the commodities in the 

first section; the other two columns are assigned to km and J;,:Jw J;,rj-(. 

Neferirkare: Document 35 C 148 also contains a part of an account table. The 

term rlJ,t here constitutes the heading of one of the columns of numbers, followed by 

km and J;,:Jw J;,rj-(. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c1 149 contains an account of grain. The term rb,t is 

included among other items. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c2 150 is an account of revenues of grain. The term rbt 

n sspt represents the first of several accounted items. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c3 151 contains an account of textiles. The term rlJ,t is 

written above the numbers corresponding to the two different kinds of cloth. 

145 Peet 1923, p. 81 
146 Gunn 1026, p. 132 
147 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 14; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 259-272 
148 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 14; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 284-285 
149 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 327-328 
150Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 328-331 
151 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 360 
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Neferirkare: Document 50152 contains several records, including an account table 

of revenues of grain in its section la. The term rl;t used here heads one of the three 

columns corresponding to the three different provenances. The other two columns 

have the headings km and }:dw b,rt- (. 

Neferirkare: Document 53 A 153 contains an account of the distribution of cloth. 

The term rlJ,t is written as the first item, followed by the personal names of the people 

who were given their shares. 

Neferirkare: Document 54 F 154 contains a small part of an account of food. The 

term rlJ,t corresponds to some of the numbers, followed by km. 

Neferirkare: Document 61 C1155 contains a part of an account table relating to 

food. The term rlJ,t is written to the right of the column containing the names of 

distributed commodities. No other accounting terms are included in this record. 

Neferirkare: Document 66 D 156 is a small fragment bearing the remnants of an 

account. The term rlJ,t is partially preserved at the top of the fragment above a number. 

Neferirkare: Document 66 G 157 is a small fragment containing the remnants of 

an account. The term rb.t is written above a number. 

Neferirkare: Document 71 B 158 bears a part of a record relating to building

works. It includes a one-off record mentioning the term rb.t, accompanied by km gmjt 

and iwtt. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 D 159 contains the remnants of an account-table. The 

term [r]lJ,t dmd is preserved at the right side of the fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 92 A 160 contains an account of woven materials. The term 

rlJ,t is incorporated into the heading of one section of the record. 

152 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival1968, pp. 20-21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 331-336 
153 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 359-360 
154 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 22 
155Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 24 
156Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 27 
157Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 27 
158Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 29; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 443-444 
159Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 31 
160Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 44; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 355-359 
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Neferirkare: Document 94 A, a 161 contains a non-tabular account of the distri

bution of meat. After the personal names of individuals who are given their supplies, 

the term rbt dmg follows. 

Neferirkare: Document 95-96 A 162 contains several accounts of food. The term 

rl;,t corresponding to certain numbers is included in each of these records, followed by 

other accounting terms, above all km and }J,Jw IJ,rt-<. One of the accounts, which gives 

summary information about a share for a month (of bread), shows rl;,t dmg. 

Neferirkare: Document 96 E 163 contains a part of an account-table relating to 

food. The term rl;,t dm!i constitutes the heading of the first column of numbers re

ferring to individual commodities. Two following preserved columns correspond to 

the terms prr and wg Jw. 

Neferirkare: Document 98 F 164 is a small fragment bearing the remnants of an 

account table. The term rbt is partially preserved at the left top edge of the fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 99 Z165 is a small fragment containing the remnants of an 

account of meat. The term rbt is partially preserved at the right edge of the fragment, 

preceding individual butchery products. 

Neferirkare: Document 102 D 166 contains a part of an account of grain. The term 

rbt is partially preserved at the right edge of the fragment. 

Neferre: Document 2 F (Chapter 3.1) bears a tabular record of temple revenues. 

The term rl;,t constitutes the heading of the first line of the numerical part of the 

table. 

Neferre: Document 7 B (Chapter 3.1) contains the beginning of a record of grain 

revenues of a non-tabular character. The term rl;,t is written next to the km-delivery. 

Neferre: Document 11 A (Chapter 3.10) relates to the distribution of woven ma

terials among temple phyles-divisions on the occasion of a religious feast. The term 

161 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 322-323 
162 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
163 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 46; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 426-427 
164 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 46 
165 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 49 
166 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 51 
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rlJ,t constitutes the heading of the first row of the numerical table, which itself is not 

preserved. This example closely resembles the following Document 11 B. 

Neferre: Document 11 B (Chapter 3.10) relates to the distribution of woven ma

terials among the temple phyles' divisions on the occasion of a religious feast. The 

term rlJ,t constitutes the heading of the first row of the numerical part of the table 

which is not preserved. 

N eferre: Document 17 D (Chapter 3.11) bears a part of a record of allocation of 

clothes. After the personal names, the summary rlJ,t dmd is written. 

Neferre: Document 31 D contains an inventory record enumerating the possessions 

of the funerary temple and their respective amounts. The last entry in this list is rl;t 

mi-~d n pr mnlJ,t 206, which relates to the quantity of belongings in the department 

of linen. 

Neferre: Document 49 C (Chapter 3.13) contains a part of an account-table. The 

term rlJ,t constitutes the heading of the first column of the numerical table, the rows 

of which correspond to the products for which the account is given, namely bread 

and beer. 

Neferre: Document 50 B (Chapter 3.13) bears an accounting record of a non

tabular character. The term rlJ,t constitutes the heading of one of the columns of 

numbers. 

Neferre: Document 50 D (Chapter 3.13) contains a part of an accounting record 

of a non-tabular character. The term rlJ,t constitutes the heading written above the 

numbers; it is followed by the heading of km-delivery. 

Neferre: Document 51 A (Chapter 3.6) contains an account-table of supplies re

lating to a temple phyle. The term rl;t is used in the headings above the enumerated 

products, beside km and b,Jw b,rj-( in both sections of this record. 

Neferre: Document 52 C (Chapter 3.9) contains a small part of an account of 

butchery products of a non-tabular character. The term rl;t is written at the top of 

the fragment above the enumerated kinds of meat. 

N eferre: Document 59 I (Chapter 3.1) bears a part of an account table. The term 

rl;t constitutes the headings above individual columns of the table, alternating with 
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the terms km nb and IJ,Jw iwtt. 

Neferre: Document 62-63 A6 (Chapter 3.7) shows a non-tabular account of trf 

deposited into the pr-snt (magazine). The term r!J,t is followed by additional accounting 

information. 

Neferre: Document 62-63 A9 (Chapter 3.8) contains a non-tabular account of 

grain. The term rbt is followed by additional accounting entries, namely km n inw, 

1/w IJ,rj-( and wdlw m pr-sn(. 

Neferre: Document 62 B (Chapter 3.13) bears the remnants of an accounting 

record. The term rbt is preserved at the top of the fragment, accompanied by (I% 

"foodstuff''. 

Neferre: Document 64 A (Chapter 3.7) contains summary records relating to the 

monthly supplies of the temple phyles. The term rbt introduces the first entry, namely 

r!J,t n inw n Jbd. After that follows also km n inw and [IJ,Jw /:l,rJ]t-t. 

Neferre: Document 66 A (Chapter 3.8) contains an account of revenues and ex

penses of grain on a certain day. The term rbt is written together with km gmj and 

IJ,Jw IJ,rj- tin its central section, in part relating to the revenues of three kinds of cereals. 

N eferre: Document 67 B (Chapter 3. 7) bears a part of a summary account relating 

to the supplies of the temple phyles. The term rbt is written after the entry of" daily 

portion" (sw !J,rt) while beneath, the expenses pr and the existing surplus wg]w.s m/ 

are added. 

Neferre: Document 68 A (Chapter 3.7) contains a summary record and a distribu

tion account written beneath each other and relating to one of the temple phyles. The 

term rbt constitutes the first entry of the summary record, followed by km and IJ,Jw. 

The second time that rbt is used, it precedes the list of individuals in the distribution 

account. 

Neferre: Document 69 A (Chapter 3.7) contains a record of works pursued in 

relation to constructing a wall, namely, the manufacture of mud-bricks, and the con

struction itself. The term rbt is used to introduce two lists of individuals forming two 

working groups; it likely refers to the number of mud-bricks required to be made. The 

last entry in each list is dmd sm]. 
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Neferre: Document 70 C (Chapter 3.8) contains the remnants of an account of 

grain. The term rlJ,t is partially preserved at the left edge of this fragment. 

Neferre: Document 70 P (Chapter 3.13) bears the remnants of an account. The 

term rlJ,t is partially preserved at the bottom of the fragment, followed by km and 

(IJ,iw)IJ,rt-c. 

Neferre: Document 71 F (Chapter 3.13) contains a part of an account of a non

tabular character. The term rlJ,t constitutes the heading of the first column of numbers, 

while the other one refers to km n s}J,b. 

Neferre: Document 72 B (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. The 

term rlJ,t constitutes the first and only preserved entry, in the expression rlJ,t crf dmfi,. 

Neferre: Document 72 D (Chapter 3.13) contains the beginning of an account. 

The term rlJ,t constitutes the heading of the first row of this record, while the following 

rows refer to km and }J, iw }J,rj- c. 

Neferre: Document 73 K (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. 

The term rlJ,t dmfi, constitutes the only preserved entry. 

Neferre: Document 76 D (Chapter 3.8) contains a part of an account of revenues 

of grain. The term rlJ,t constitutes the heading of the first column of numbers, followed 

by km. 

Neferre: Document 77 D (Chapter 3.8) contains the remnants of an account re

sembling in its arrangement the above mentioned account of grain. The term rlJ,t is 

partially preserved at the bottom left section of the fragment. 

Neferre: Document 90 B (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. The 

term rlJ,t is followed by km and }J,iw [Q,rJ1t-c. 

The preserved documents from the papyrus archives of Neferirkare and Neferre show 

that rlJ,t as an accounting term appears in both the account tables and the short 

records of a non-tabular character. The documents containing rlJ,t concern both the 

temple revenues and the expenses or redistribution of the possessions. 

In all these accounts of temple revenues, the term rlJ,t designates the expected 

quantity of items. Some of the more elaborate account tables of recurrent temple 
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revenues also show the term rlJ,t together with km and l:dw /:trj- c entries as headings 

of the respective columns of numbers (e.g. Neferirkare 33-35 A). That the term was 

of importance to the ancient bureaucrats is indicated by the fact that the numbers 

corresponding to rlJ,t are sometimes written in red ink. The shorter form of the account 

tables of recurrent temple revenues shows only the term r!J,t, not the other terms; it 

must therefore be understood to be the fundamental accounting information. In these 

cases, it constitutes the heading of the first row of numbers, which is usually written 

in red ink (e.g. Neferre 2 F, 11 A etc.). The one-off records of temple revenues, which 

in the preserved documents often relate to grain, show again the above mentioned 

combination of three accounting items, rlJ,t, km and l},Jw /:trj-c (e.g. Neferre 66 A, 68 A 

etc.), written next to each other. 

Temple expenses, and above all the records of distributions of food and other 

commodities among the temple employees or phyles, features the term r!J,t in its 

meaning of "anticipated quantity of supplies". This is usually accompanied by other 

accounting terms, namely km and l},Jw /:trj-c (e.g. Neferre 51 A), or by the amount of 

commodities to be distributed. In the latter case, the term is usually written as the 

first entry of the account, followed by a list of personal names and their respective 

shares (e.g. Neferirkare 53 A, Neferre 68 A). This arrangement may remind us of the 

example RMP 63, where the r!J,t of 700 loaves was to be distributed among four men 

(regardless of the actual mathematical problem to be practiced in the exercise). The 

same use is demonstrated also in the distribution tables of the Gebelein papyri. In 

the same form, it also occurs in the record of works undertaken by temple employees 

(Neferre 69 A), the subject of which can be compared to examples MMP 11 and 

Kahun IX.l, referring to the manufacture of certain products. 

Beside these simple occurrences, we can also find the term r!J,t in more detailed 

expressions, e.g. rlJ,t n inw n Jbd "anticipated amount of supplies for a month" m 

a summary account (N eferre 64 A) or r!J,t n ss pt "amount of what was received" m 

an account of revenues of grain (Neferirkare 41 c2) or r!J,t swt "amount of wheat" 

in a small fragment of a grain account (Neferre 70 C). Of particular importance is 

the phrase r!J,t dmli "total amount", which occurs in several records various in nature 

(Neferirkare 75 D, 94 Aa, 95 Ab5, 96 E; Neferre 17 D, 72 B, 73 K). The expression 

r!J,t dmg is used in the same way also in the Gebelein papyri, where it constitutes the 

headings of sections in the accounts of grain (Documents Ill rto, VII rto, VIII rto). 

In some cases, the term r!J,t seems to be used in the accounting documents of 
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Neferirkare and Neferre in its more general meaning of "quantity", similarly as it was 

used in the previously described documents various in nature. E.g. in an inventory 

list (Neferre 31 D), we can read rlJ,t mi-~d n pr-mnlJ,t "the complete quantity of the 

storeroom of clothes", where the rlJ,t obviously does not refer to the accounting item 

of an apposite character. 

The term is also sometimes used as part of the headings of accounts, e.g. ts r sn( 

rlJ,t sin IJ,m-ntr !J,ntjw-s "carried to the storeroom: the amount due to the phyle of the 

priest and the tenants" (Neferirkare 92 A), where the term might again supposedly 

be understood as appropriate quantity. 167 

In the previous pages, I have attempted to show the multifariousness of contexts in 

which the term rlJ,t was used, and the possible shift of its meaning with regard to the 

date and character of the examined texts. 

We saw that outside the Abusir accounting documents, this term occurs in various 

inscriptions in the Old Kingdom tombs and on stelae, in the royal decrees, in the 

Middle Kingdom accounting documents and mathematical examples. These described 

instances confirmed that the term rlJ,t had quite a general meaning of "account" 

and "amount", "quantity", which in many cases could have had an undertone of 

appropriate or sufficient, mainly with regard to the offerings or the manufacture. 

Some texts featured the term rlJ,t in relation to the listing of items and their respective 

quantities. In the mathematical examples, the term turned out to be a totally abstract 

mathematical term used in various contexts (areas, volumes, quality of products etc.). 

Only the Gebelein papyri constitute an exception to this general meaning, due to their 

particular resemblance to the documents from Abusir. 

The Abusir accounts, on the other hand, carry a restricted meaning of the term 

rlJ,t referring to the "anticipated quantity" as the counterpart of the "actual delivery" 

(km), for both the revenues and the expenses of the royal funerary temple. These 

instances usually lack any literary context, constituting the headings of rows or co

lumns of numbers. In addition, there are also cases in these papyri where the term 

rlJ,t was used in its general meaning, similarly to the occurrences given above. 

Summing up the evidence that was presented here, we can claim that in the 

Abusir accounting documents of both Neferirkare and Neferre, the term rlJ,t constitu

ted a specific accounting term with a precisely defined meaning, a part of the accoun-

167Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 357 gives the meaning "!'attribution" for this use of rl;t. 
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ting terminology used for the basic bureaucratic records. The same use of this term 

is evident in the Gebelein papyri accounting records. The meaning of rlJ,t turned out 

to be slightly shifted when used in the purely accounting and quite detailed context 

of the Abusir (and Gebelein) accounting documents, in comparison to its occurences 

in other texts. Remarkably, this change of meaning is noticeable also between the 

Abusir (and Gebelein) accounts and the Kahun records of a later date. However, it is 

necessary to point out that in the Kahun documents we cannot find the same sort of 

accounts enumerating in detail the revenues and expenses as in the Abusir archives; 

the accounting records from Kahun rather have the form of simple lists of quantities 

of the accounted commodities and resemble some of the mathematical examples of 

a similar nature. 

4.2 Actual delivery - km 

The term .£ can be written with or without the determinative of an abstract. This 

term is obviously associated with the verb LJ~=""'== km with the general meaning 

"vollenden", "zum Gelinen bringen", "das Zahl vollmachen" ( Wb V, p. 128). However, 

as Paule Posener-Krieger remarks in her study of the accounting terms ofNeferirkare's 

papyri, the term km in the Abusir papyri is undoubtedly a substantive. 168 She de

scribes the meaning of this term in the records as "versement effectif', "paiement", 

"livraison", and she admits that "ce traductions ne rendent pas compte du sense de 

la racine km." 169 The term km in the accounting documents constitutes a counterpart 

of the anticipated amount rlJ,t, and it designates the actually delivered amount. 

The term km outside the Abusir papyri 

Besides the general utilisation of the verb km and its various forms, we can find 

a few examples featuring the substantive km used in a similar way as in the Abusir 

documents. The Gebelein papyri provide a clear parallel to the Abusir papyri in this 

respect. The term km is used as one of the headings in a table-record,170 and km nb 

occurs in an account of grain. 171 

On the other hand, the accounting records from the Twelfth and the Thirteenth 

168 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 212~213 
169 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 212 
170Document II recto B, Posener-Krieger 2004, pp. 15~16, Tav. 10. 
171 Document V verso B6, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 20, Tav. 42. 
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Dynasty, namely, papyri Reisner, papyri from Kahun, and papyrus Boulaq no.18, 

display the verb in the form of a participle, kmt, used as a noun, 172 instead of the 

substantive accounting term km. We can find it in the Kahun papyri in the expression 

kmt n.f ( !J,nt r!J,t pn) and in papyri Reisner also as kmt n.f. m ... , 173 which Francis 

L. Griffith translated as "paid to him" while William Kelly Simpson prefers the 

translation "what was completed for him", "furnished-in-full for him" or "expended 

for him", and he moreover emphasises that this kmt n.f is the opposite of rdlt n.jY4 

In papyrus Boulaq no.18, we can find the participle kmt used in several ways. Some 

records show it as the heading of one of the columns of numbers. This kmt-column is 

usually followed by the column of /J,rjt-(175 (Chapter 4.3) and kmt seems to have here 

the same meaning as the accounting noun km in the Abusir papyri. In other records, 

the participle kmt occurs as part of phrases, e.g. kmt m (b:w n nb, 176 which Alexander 

Scharff translated as "tatsachlich eingegangen (wortl. 'vollendet') als Eingange des 

Herrn" 177 and we understand it as "expended from the provisions for the Lord"; or 

kmt m wd it tn "expended from this remainder"; 178 etc. 179 

The phrases in the Kahun papyri and papyrus Boulaq no.18 relate to the verb km 

but seem to have nothing to do with the accounting term km. However, the headings 

occuring in papyrus Boulaq no.l8 have the same meaning as the accounting term 

although they also have the participial form. 

The substantive km can be found in one problem of the Rhind mathematical pa

pyrus. However, in this instance it has a very specific mathematical meaning relating 

to the addition of fractions, which can be understood as "completion" .180 

The term km in the Abusir documents 

The term km used in its accounting meaning occurs in records of both the temple 

revenues and the temple expenses. In most cases, it appears together with other 

172Allen 2000, p. 331 
173Worth noting, a similar phrase occurs in papyrus Boulaq no.18 with the verb ssm instead 

of kmt, see records 12, 25, 41, 49 and 58, after Scharff. 
174Simpson 1963, p. 83 
175 Records 10, 34 and 68, after Scharff. 
176Record 2; similar example also in record 19, after Scharff 
177Scharff 1922, p. 55 
178 Record 41, after Scharff. 
1790ther examples of the participle kmt are used in records 2, 39, 48, 67, after Scharff. 
180Peet 1923, pp. 74-75, PI. M; Couchoud 1993, pp. 124-128; Imhausen 2003, pp. 226-227 
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accounting terms, namely r!J,t and l.dw /:trj- <. Unlike the term r!J,t, km cannot be used 

alone as the only, individual accounting term in the records. Its specific accounting 

meaning is delimited only in relation to the term r!J,t, which it complements. If it is, 

despite all, used alone and individually, it fulfils a different function (see below). 

Neferirkare: Document 33-35 A 181 contains an account table of monthly temple 

revenues which can be divided into three sections. The term km here constitutes the 

heading for the second of the three columns corresponding to each of the accounted 

commodities in the first section; the other two columns carry the terms to r!J,t and 

IJ,Jw IJ,rj-<. 

Neferirkare: Document 35 C 182 also contains a part of an account-table. The 

term km here constitutes the heading of one of the columns of numbers, preceded by 

r!J,t and followed by 1}, Jw IJ,rj- <. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c2183 is an account of revenues of grain. The term km 

occurs twice in the record: the expression km n w}J,mt follows after the introductory 

r!J,t n sspt; and km gmj m }J,wt-ntr is added nearly at the end of the record. 

Neferirkare: Document 50 1a184 contains an account-table of revenues of grain. 

The term km constitutes the heading of the second of three columns in each of the 

sections, which correspond to different provenances. The other two columns have the 

heading r!J,t and 1}, Jw /:trjt- <. 

Neferirkare: Document 54 F 185 contains a small part of an account of food. The 

term km follows after r!J,t at the bottom of the fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 71 B 186 bears a part of a record relating to building works. 

The term km gmj is written here together with r!J,t and iwtt. 

Neferirkare: Document 73 A 187 is a fragment with an uncertain content. The 

term km is preserved at the top of the fragment, followed beneath by a number and 

181 Posener-Krh)ger-de Cenival 1968, p. 14; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 259-272 
182 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 14; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 284-285 
183 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 328-331 
184 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, pp. 20-21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 331-336 
185 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 22 
186 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 29; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 443-444 
187Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 30 
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the term w!f,lt.j. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 H 188 contains an account mentioning deliveries. The 

term km with a number beneath is partially preserved at the top of the fragment; at 

its bottom, slightly beneath the km-entry, nt sl;Ji, l;m-nJr is preserved. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b1 189 contains an account of a special distribu

tion made in the sun-temple. The term km is written to the left of a small account of 

food, beneath the terms I; lw l;rjt-' and rlJ,t. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b4190 contains an account of the food required 

for one month. The term km in the expression km n inw is written here together with 

rlJ,t and I; lw l;rjt- '. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b5191 contains an account of the food required 

for one month. The term km in the expression km n w ll;t occurs here together with 

rlJ,t dm!f, and w!f,lw. 

Neferre: Document 7 B (Chapter 3.1) contains at its left part the beginning of 

a record of grain revenues. The term km follows after the term rlJ,t. 

Neferre: Document 17 F (Chapter 3.11) contains some remnants of an account 

relating to woven materials. The term km is written at the bottom of the fragment 

in the phrase km n int nl I I. It is followed by the term I; lw-l;rj[-J. 

Neferre: Document 50 D (Chapter 3.13) contains a part of an accounting record 

of a non-tabular character. The term km constitutes the heading of one column of 

numbers and it follows after the column corresponding to rlJ,t. 

Neferre: Document 51 A (Chapter 3.6) contains an account-table of supplies re

lating to a temple phyle. The term km is used in both sections of this record, as the 

heading next to the rlJ,t and l;lw l;rj-'. The first section features it in the expression 

km nb while the second section only as km. 

Neferre: Document 59 I (Chapter 3.1) contains a part of an account-table. The 

188 Posener-Krh~ger-de Cenival 1968, p. 31 
189Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
190Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
191 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
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headings of the individual columns of this table include the term km nb, alternating 

it with rlJ,t and IJ,Jw iwtt. 

Neferre: Document 60 B (Chapter 3.13) contains traces of the term km and anum

ber beneath. 

Neferre: Document 62-63 A9 (Chapter 3.8) contains a non-tabular account of 

grain. The term km is used as one of the headings in the expression km n inw, next 

to the headings rlJ,t, IJ,Jw IJ,rj-c and wfi,Jw m pr-snc. 

Neferre: Document 64 A (Chapter 3.2, 3.7) contains summary records relating to 

the monthly supplies of temple phyles. The term km is used in one of the headings, 

in the expression km n inw, next to r!J,t and [IJ,Jw IJ,rj]t-c. 

Neferre: Document 68 A (Chapter 3.7) contains a summary record and a distri

bution account written beneath each other and related to one of the temple phyles. 

The term km constitutes one of the headings in the summary record, next to r!J,t and 

IJ,Jw. 

Neferre: Document 70 P (Chapter 3.13) bears the remnants of an account. The 

term km is written at the bottom of the fragment, preceded by the partially preserved 

rlJ,t and followed by IJ,rjt- c. 

Neferre: Document 71 F (Chapter 3.13) contains a part of an account of a non

tabular character. The term km is used as the heading of one of the columns of 

numbers, in the expression km n s/J,b; it follows after the column corresponding to r!J,t. 

Neferre: Document 72 D (Chapter 3.13) contains the beginning of an account. 

The term km constitutes the heading of one row of the record, while the other rows 

correspond to rlJ,t and 1J, Jw IJ,rj- c. 

Neferre: Document 73 A (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of a record. The 

term km is written next to dmd, each of them has the number 1 entered. The term 

wfi,Jw follows beneath them. 

Neferre: Document 76 D (Chapter 3.8) contains a part of an account of revenues 

of grain. The term km constitutes the heading of one column of numbers, following 

after r!J,t. 
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Neferre: Document 90 B (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. The 

term km is written here together with rlJ,t and /:tiw [/:trJ1t-(. 

In some documents, the term LJ km, written always without the determinative, is 

used as a confirmation or verification of the recorded transaction. It occurs bene

ath the number or the accounted item and indicates that this particular transaction 

has been truly performed. In this case, the term km does not balance its meaning 

towards the anticipated amount of rlJ,t; it just provides the affirmation that the recor

ded transaction was completed, furnished-in-full. The complement of this km, i.e. its 

opposite, which alerts to the fact that the recorded transaction has not been realised, 

is conveyed by the term ~ iwtt, often written in red ink. According to Mounir Me

gally, however, the term iwtt designates the difference between rbt and km gmj in the 

storeroom e.g. at the moment of an inspection (just as the term /:tiw /:trj-( describes 

the difference between rlJ,t and km (Chapter 4.3)).192 But it rather designates the 

items that do not exist. 

This utilisation of the term km can be found in both the records of temple revenues 

and the distribution accounts; it verifies that the accounted amount of goods was 

indeed received by the temple administration, or expended for the benefit of the 

temple employees. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 A 193 bears an account relating to woven materials, 

including a list of individuals. The term km is written beneath each of the numbers 

assigned to the individuals. It verifies the recorded entries. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 B 194 contains an account of woven materials and fat. 

The term km is written beneath each of the columns of this account to verify the 

entries for individual kinds of cloth. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 D 195 contains a small remnant of an account-table 

of a similar nature as Document 47 B. The term km is written beneath the only 

preserved column of numbers. 

192 Megally 1977, p. 71 
193 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 345-349 
194 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 349-352 
195Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 352 
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Neferirkare: Document 51 A 2b196 is a part of the large Document 50-52 A 

containing an account which Paule Posener-Krieger dessignated as "comptabilite sai

soniere" and which consisted of several sections. Section 52 A 2b displays commodities 

brought from the storeroom of St-tb-Rc; these include several kinds of cloth, natron 

etc. Above one of the sizes of the fabric, the term km is written, the meaning of which 

is not entirely clear but seems to indicate that part of the transaction has already 

been performed. 197 

Neferirkare: Document 52 A3 198 is a part of the large Document 50-52 A con

taining the "comptabilite saisoniere". This section seems to contain a list of released 

materials and some of the items are designated by the term km to confirm that the 

transaction has been performed, while some other items are accompanied by the term 

twtt, which means the opposite. 199 

Neferirkare: Document 61 B 200 contains a list of commodities, which might be 

a record of temple revenues. The term km is written beneath some of the commodities 

while beneath others, the lacking amount is highlighted. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 0 201 bears the remnants of an account. The term km 

is written twice here; it might refer to the verification. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 U 202 bears a remnant of an account. The term km 

is written twice here, separated by vertical lines of a table. It might refer to the 

verification. 

Neferirkare: Document 99 B 203 contains the remnants of an account-table. The 

term km is written beneath some of the columns of numbers, verifying the respective 

entries. 

Neferre: Document 70 Q (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of a record enu-

196Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, pp. 20-21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 368-384 
197See Posener-Krieger 1976, 382-383 
198Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, pp. 20-21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 368-384 
199Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 383 
200 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 24; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 421-424 
201 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 32 
202 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 32 
203 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 48 
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merating individuals who are ascribed high numbers. The term km is written beneath 

these entries as a verification. 

The documents of Neferirkare and Neferre display the term km used as a specific 

accounting term in both the account-tables and the records of a non-tabular character. 

The documents containing km concern both the temple revenues and the expenses 

or redistribution of the possessions and the term designates the actually delivered 

amount of goods, the actual delivery. 

The term km usually appears in the preserved records together with the terms rlJ,t 

and hJw J;,rj-c; these three terms seem to constitute the basic triad of the accounting 

system of the Abusir papyrus archives. The numbers corresponding to the two latter 

terms are often written in red ink, while the numbers entered for km are always 

written in black ink. Thus it seems that the ancient bureaucrats intended to highlight 

in the accounts not the amount which was actually delivered to the temple, but the 

amount which was expected, and the amount that was still missing (for more details 

on I},Jw J;,rj-c see below 4.3). 

Beside the simplest examples in which the term km constitutes the heading of 

certain numbers in an accounting record (of a both tabular and non-tabular form), 

together with the other basic accounting terms, we can also find more detailed ex

pressions. Some of them seem to emphasise the meaning of the term km, e.g. the 

expression km gmj and km nb. Paule Posener-Krieger refers to km gmj in Neferir

kare's documents204 ; she understands the perfective passive participle of the verb gm 

as "verifie" (lit. "found", i.e. "confirmed") and considers it to be the certificate of 

the inspection and verification of the delivery recorded for the km entry.205 This ex

pression occurs in an account of revenues of grain (Neferirkare 41 c2) and in a record 

relating to the building works in the temple (Neferirkare 71 B). No examples of this 

expression are known from the preserved documents of N eferre. 

The expression km nb on the other hand, is not known from Neferirkare's do

cuments, but can be found in a grain account from the Gebelein papyrus archive 

(Document V vso B6) and in two account tables in Neferre's papyrus archive (Do

cuments 51 A, 59 I). It refers to the whole actual delivery. Both km gmj and km nb 

occur only seldomly in the preserved documents and they do not seem to be used in 

204 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 212-213 
205 See the previous note 
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any particularly specific context. They seem to be nothing more than emphasising 

phrases for the term km. 

Some other documents display the term km in the expression km n inw "the 

actual delivery of supplies"; it occurs in the summary records of monthly supplies 

(Neferirkare 94-96 Ab5; Neferre 64 A) and in an account of grain (Neferre 62-63 A9). 

In an account of grain revenues (Neferirkare 41 c2), we can find two phrases comprising 

the term km, namely, km n w/:tmt "actual amount of the renewal" and km gmj m IJ,wt

ntr "verified amount (delivered) from the temple". Another expression, km n wJ}J,t 

"actual amount of what is offered/stored up" appears in a summary account of the 

food required for one month (Neferirkare 94-96 Ab5). The expression km n s/:tb "actual 

amount for the hall" occurs in a small fragment of a non-tabular account (Neferre 

71 F); of its heading only "temple" ( }J,wt) is preserved. 

In addition to these expressions, the Abusir documents also feature the term km 

used for the verification and confirmation of the pursued transactions, as was shown 

in the second group of examples. This word is of the same base as the accounting 

term km but as the previous km was the counterpart for r!J,t, this km is the opposite 

of iwtt; these two words designate the completed, executed delivery and its opposite, 

the uncompleted, unexecuted transaction. 

In the above presented examples, we could see that in the accounting documents, the 

term km has a specific meaning, different from the other use of the verb km in the 

later administrative records (Papyri Reisner, Kahun papyri, papyrus Boulaq no.18), 

and also different from the use of the substantive km in a non-accounting context 

(e.g. Rhind mathematical papyrus). 

4.3 Arrears - 1}, Jw IJ,rj- t 

t Q t 6 tg fV... = The expression ~, var. ---ll 1 ---ll, ~Q~ can be written with or without 

the determinative ~. It is composed of two elements, namely f 1\} 171 }J, Jw mea-
9 .-..Jl~ 

ning "Zuwachs", "Vermehrung" ( Wb Ill, 16), and "3" I I I I /:trjt-c, "RticksUinde bei 

Angaben", "Fehlendes" ( Wb Ill, 134). 

This term generally occurs together with other accounting terms, above all with 

rl;,t and km. It designates the difference between these two items, i.e. the difference 

between the anticipated and the actual amount of goods. Thus the term }J,Jw /:trj-c 

denotes the rest to be paid-off, the arrears. In her study of Neferirkare's papyrus 
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archive, Paule Posener-Kri<~ger proposed for this term the translation "supplement 

restant dii" 206 which indeed reflects the use of this term in the accounting documents. 
<::> 

In addition to the term Q, :Jw Q,rj- <, also the term 9 o --JJ l:trjt- (occurs in the A busir 

papyri, which can be translated as "what remained" or "ce qui reste dii" of Paule 

Posener-Krieger. It was obviously used in the same meaning as Q,(w Q,rj-( in the Abusir 

documents. 

The term lJ,Jw lJ,rj-( outside the Abusir documents 

This composite form of the term Q, :Jw Q,rj- ( is not commonly used in Egyptian ad

ministrative texts. Beside the Abusir papyri, we can find it in the documents from 

the Kahun papyri from the Twelfth Dynasty, in the form f}'171~~~~.207 It 

is a part of the phrase "brought for him as the arrears I I I I I" ( lnt n.f [m] b. :Jw Q,rjt

(/ /I I I), followed by the date. Another part of the same record shows "remainder, the 

arrears" ( ws.t :Jt b. :Jw Q,rjt- ~. 

Another text from Kahun shows the shorter form, hrjt- <, which is remarkably 

written with the sign ~.208 The term occurs here together with kmt and Francis 

L. Griffith explains that this abbreviation form has the same meaning as Q,:Jw Q,rjt

(. William Kelly Simpson agrees and he claims that the term Q,rjt- ( of the Middle 

Kingdom had the meaning "arrears" . 209 

Other accounting texts feature the term Q,rj-( instead of Q, :Jw Q,rj- ( and its meaning 

seems to be slightly different. We can find it e.g. in the papyrus Boulaq no.18, usually 

together with kmt as the headings of two columns of numbers.210 It is used here also 

next to the term wsJ:Jt which usually follows the term dmsJ (see below). Thus there is 

a clear difference between the "rest" of Q,rjt-( and the "remainder" of wsJ:Jt. 

Paule Posener-Krieger claims that the term Q,rjt-( of the Middle Kingdom was in 

use already at the end of the Old Kingdom.211 However, the term occurs already in 

the Gebelein papyri from the middle of the Old Kingdom.212 

We can only suppose that the preference for the compose term Q, :Jw Q,rj-( in the 

206 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 213-214 
207 Griffith 1898, Document VI.lO, pp. 45-48, Pl. XVII; Quirke 1998, pp. 11-12 
208 Document III.l A verso, Griffith 1898, pp. 58-59, Pl. XXIII 
209Simpson 1063, p. 83 
210 Records 10, 34 and 68 after Scharff 
211 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 214 
212 Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 16, 18, 20, 21, Tav. 18, 30, 35, 42, 45 
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region of Abusir was due to a local bureaucratic tradition. 

The term /:tlw J:trj-' in the Abusir documents 

The meaning of the term IJ,Jw /:trj-' in the Abusir papyri occurs in the accounts of 

temple revenue (e.g. Neferirkare 33-35 A), and in the accounts relating to cereals (e.g. 

Neferirkare 41 c2), some of which refer to both the revenue and the distribution of 

grain (e.g. Neferre 66 A). We can find it also in the summary records (e.g. Neferirkare 

94-96 A b4; Neferre 68 A,B). The character of some of the documents that contain 

the term IJ,Jw /:trj-' is not certain but they supposedly also relate to the revenues rather 

than expenses. 

N eferirkare: Document 33-35 A la213 contains an account table of monthly tem

ple revenues which can be divided into three sections. The term }J,Jw /:trj-' constitutes 

the heading of the last of the three columns corresponding to each of the listed com

modities in the first section of this account table. The other columns feature to the 

terms rb,t and km. 

Neferirkare: Document 35 C 214 contains a part of an account table. The term 

}J,Jw /:trj-' constitutes the heading of one of the column of numbers, preceded by rlJ,t 

and km. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c2215 is an account of the revenues of grain. The term 

}J,Jw }J,rjt-' constitutes the last of the listed entries. 

Neferirkare: Document 50 la216 contains several records, including an account 

table of the revenues of grain in its section la. The term /.I,Jw-/.l,rjt-' constitutes here 

the heading of one of the columns corresponding to the individual provenances. 

N eferirkare: Document 76 F 217 contains small remnants of an account of incomes. 

Traces of l),Jw [/.l,rj-j can be recognised at the very bottom of the fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 92-93 A a5 218 is an account of woven materials. The 

213 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 14; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 259-272 
214 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 14; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 284-285 
215 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 282-331 
216Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, pp. 20-21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 331-336 
217 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 33 
218 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 44; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 355-359 
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term b,iw-b,rjt-( is written above some of the personal names. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b1219 contains an account of a special distribu

tion made in the sun-temple. The term b,iw b,rjt-( is written to the left of the small 

account, together with rlJ,t and above km. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b4220 contains an account of the food required 

for one month. The term b,iw b,rjt-( constitutes the heading of one of the columns of 

numbers, preceded by rlJ,t and km n inw. 

Neferirkare: Document 96 B 221 contains the remnants of an account. The term 

[b,iw] b,rj-( is partially preserved at the top of the fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 98 M 222 contains the remnants of a beginning of an ac

count. The term b,iw b,rj-( is preserved at the bottom of the fragment, together with 

wdiw. 

Neferre: Document 17 B (Chapter 3.11) contains the remains of an account re

lating to the distribution of clothes. The term b,iw b,rj-[1 is partly preserved at the 

bottom of the fragment. 

Neferre: Document 17 F (Chapter 3.11) contains some remains of an account 

relating to woven materials. The term b,iw-b,rj[-1 is partly preserved at the bottom 

of the fragment after the term km. 

Neferre: Document 49 E (Chapter 3.13) contains small remnants of an account. 

The term b,iw b,rj-( is written at the bottom of the fragment, next to the term dmd. 

Neferre: Document 51 A (Chapter 3.6) contains an account table of supplies 

relating to a temple phyle. The term b,iw b,rj-( is used as one of the headings in both 

sections of the account, together with rlJ,t and km ( nb). 

Neferre: Document 59 I (Chapter 3.1) contains a part of an account-table. The 

headings of the individual columns of this table include the term b,iw iwtt, which can 

be regarded as a variant of the term b,iw b,rj-(, with the meaning of "excess of what 

219Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
220Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
221 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45 
222Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 47 
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was not realised". It occurs next to the rlJ,t- and km nb-columns. 

Neferre: Document 62-63 A6 (Chapter 3.7) shows a non-tabular account of crf 

deposited into the pr-snc (magazine). The term IJ,Jw-hrjt-c is the last entry of this 

account. 

Neferre: Document 62-63 A9 (Chapter 3.1, 3.8) contains a non-tabular account 

of grain. The term IJ,Jw IJ,rj-c occurs here next to rlJ,t, km n inw and wfi,Jw m pr-snc. 

N eferre: Document 64 A (Chapter 3.3, 3. 7) contains summary records relating to 

the monthly supplies of the temple phyles. The term [/:tiw IJ,rj]t-c (written with the 

complementary sign r) is partially preserved after the entries rlJ,t n inw n Jbd and km 

' nmw. 

Neferre: Document 66 A (Chapter 3.8) contains an account of revenues and ex

penses of grain on a certain day. The term IJ,Jw IJ,rj-c can be found together with rlJ,t 

and km gmj in the central section of this record, which relates to three kinds of cereals. 

Neferre: Document 66 B (Chapter 3.8) contains a part of an account of grain at 

its right side. The term IJ,Jw IJ,rj-c follows the term dmfi, in the preserved writing. 

Neferre: Document 68 A (Chapter 3.7) contains a summary record and a distri

bution account written beneath each other and relating to one of the temple phyles. 

The term IJ,Jw can be found here, following rlJ,t and km in the summary record. 

Neferre: Document 68 B (Chapter 3.7) contains a summary record of supplies 

distributed likely among the members of a phyle. The term IJ,Jw /:trj-c follows here 

after the list of individuals as the last entry of this record. 

Neferre: Document 70 E (Chapter 3.13) contains small remnants of an account. 

The term 1), Jw IJ,rj[ -1 is found partially preserved following the term dmfi,. 

Neferre: Document 70 P (Chapter 3.13) bears the remnants of an account. The 

term (IJ,Jw) IJ,rjt-c follows after rlJ,t and km, preserved at the bottom of the fragment. 

Neferre: Document 72 D (Chapter 3.13) contains the beginning of an account. 

The term IJ,Jw IJ,rj-c constitutes the heading of the third row of this record, following 

beneath rlJ,t and km. 

Neferre: Document 73 D (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account table 
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relating to food. The term l;Jw l,!,rj[-1 constitutes the heading of a section comprising 

several columns corresponding to individual commodities. 

Neferre: Document 90 B (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. The 

term l;Jw [l;ry1t-c follows after rlJ,t and km. 

The preserved documents show that the term l;Jw l;rj-C, resp. l;Jw l;rjt-c appear in 

both account tables and short records of a non-tabular character. These documents 

concern mainly the temple revenues, which is in accordance with the meaning of the 

term. 

The term l;Jw l;ry·-c, resp. l;Jw l;rjt-c designates the difference between the anticipa

ted and the actual amount of the delivered goods. Thus it most often occurs together 

with rlJ,t and km. In the elaborate account tables, each of these three terms has its 

own column of numbers, which provide a nice overview of the state of things (e.g. 

Neferirkare 33-35 A). On the other hand, in the non-tabular records, the terms are 

simply written next to each other, with the respective figures assigned underneath 

(e.g. Neferre 66 A). 

The numbers corresponding to l;cw l;rj-C, resp. l;Jw l;rjt-c are often written in red 

ink, suggesting that this entry was of particular importance from the bureaucratic 

point of view. Naturally, it was necessary to highlight what still remains to be deli

vered, in order not to overlook it and not to forget about it. 

In addition to the accounts of temple revenue, the term occurs also in summary 

records. Some of these relate to one month - either to the food required for one 

month (Neferirkare 96 B) or to the monthly supplies of the temple phyles (Neferre 

64 A). Another summary record seems to refer to the amount of goods which were 

probably distributed among the members of a phyle (Neferre 68 B). 

Beside the composite form of the term, we can also find the short form l;rj-c, which 

is well-known from the Gebelein papyri and later accounting documents. It appears 

in an account of woven materials (Neferirkare 92 A) and in two small remnants of 

accounts (Neferirkare 96 B; Neferre 70 P). In the summary record relating to a temple 

phyle, we can find only l;Jw at the place of l;Jw l;rj-c (Neferre 68 A). This word was 

from the Middle Kingdom onwards used prepositionally (m l;Jw) with the sense "more 

than", "beyond" 223 and it is clear that already in the Old Kingdom it could be used 

223James 1962, p. 24 
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by itself with the same meaning. 

The examples presented in the previous pages show that the term IJ,iw }J,rj-'j}J,iw }J,rjt-' 

known from the Abusir papyri has a clear and precisely defined accounting meaning. 

It can be easily compared to }J,rj-'j}J,rjt-' which occurs in the accounting documents 

from both the Old and the Middle Kingdoms. Both the composite and the shorter 

form might relate to the same accounting items; this is confirmed by the occurence 

of both forms in several documents of the Abusir papyrus archives with no difference 
0 0 

m meamng. 

4.4 Remainder - w!J,Jw 

The term ~ can be written with or without the determinative """"=· It can be associ

ated with the Middle Kingdom~~~\ var. ~~' ~~' ~ sJ,it?24 "der Rest" ( Wb V, 517) 
An='"'= 

and its later variant ~.!.!. "\..1 1 1 wfi,it ( Wb I, 404). 

The meaning of the term wd iw can be defined as the remainder after performing 

a transaction (in relation to pr, see below Chapter 4.5) or the existing surplus which 

is available for further use. According to Paule Posener-Krieger, the term wfi,iw re

presents "la difference entre le montant theorique r!J,t ou le montant effect if km, d 'une 

part, et les depenses, d'autre part." 225 Indeed, there is evidence of wfi,iw used in place 

of }J,iw }J,rj-'. However, it is not clear whether the term wfi,iw actually had the meaning 

of }J,iw }J,rj-', i.e. whether it designated the difference between r!J,t and IJ,iw IJ,rj-' (see 

further below). 

The term wfi,Jw outside the Abusir papyri 

In addition to the Abusir papyri, we can find the term wfi,iw, resp. wfi,it also in 

the other sources. The meaning of this term, however, seems not to differ from the 

accounting term so that no influence of the given context is apparent in the examples. 

It appears in the inscriptions in some non-royal tombs of the Old Kingdom, where 

it often describes the remaining amount of objects, such as linen (ssr wfi,iw 10),226 

224 We prefer the reading wgit for the Old Kingdom as well as for the later examples. 
225 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 214-215 
226The inside of the lid of a wooden box from the tomb of Nefer and Kahay at Saqqara 

(Fifth Dynasty), Moussa-Altenmtiller 1971, pp. 43-45. 
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sheafs ( wdJw n p}J, 1300),227 etc. which are in the possession of the tomb-owner and 

which probably should have been at the disposal for his funerary cult. Worth noting is 

a scene from the tomb ofHesi at Saqqara (Sixth Dynasty) which shows the scribes who 

take care of a goose farm. Two of these scribes are accompanied by the inscriptions: 

"recording the geese of the remainder" (ss m lJ,t- c J n wdJw) and "recording the geese of 

the expenses" (ss m bt- c J n pr), which clearly mentions the surplus and the expenses 

of geese, one next to the other.228 The same combination of these terms occurs also 

in the Abusir and the Gebelein documents (Neferirkare 41 cl, 47 B, 53 A, 55, 96 E, 

Neferre 67 B, Gebelein II verso A, see below). 

The Gebelein papyri provide us with some examples of a slightly earlier date. In 

these texts, the term occurs regularly in the form l~, i.e. without the determinative 

of an abstract. All of these documents refer to cereals229 and one of them to melt. This 

one displays the term wdJw next to the expenses pr.230 Two other larger accounts of 

grain show this term as the heading of some of their sections alternating at regular 

intervals.231 

Remarkably, after the end of the Old Kingdom, the variant wdJt was used for the 

remainder.232 It occurs in papyri Reisner in the form ~~,233 and in a number of 

records of papyrus Boulaq no. 18 in the form ~~ ~ 1, often standing right next to the 

term dmd. 234 The Kahun papyri show some more examples of this term. 235 

We can also find the term in the Moscow mathematical papyrus from the late 

227Tomb of Methethi at Saqqara (Fifth Dynasty), Kaplony 1976, p. 22-23. 
228 Kanawati-Abder-Razig 1999, pp. 34-35, Pls. 27, 56; this publication offers a different 

intepretation of these captions. 
229 Document I recto C, Posener-Krif:~ger 2004, p. 14, Tav. 4; document 11 recto, Posener

Krieger 2004, pp. 15-16, Tav. 14; document 11 verso G, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 16, Tav. 16; 

document V verso B, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 20, Tav. 42; document IX C, Posener-Krieger 

2004,p. 22, Tav. 52 
230Document 11 verso A, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 16, Tav. 15 
231 Document VII recto passim, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 21, Tav. 44-46; document VIII 

recto passim, Posener-Krieger 2004, pp. 21-22, Tav. 48-51. 
232 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 215 
233Simpson 1963, p. 50, document I H, pp. 55-56, Pl.; document I M, p. 50, Pl. 19; document 

IN, pp. 46-47, Pl. 20; Simpson 11, p. 29, document 11 C, J; Simpson 1969, pp. 24, 42-43, 

document Ill F, pp. 25-26, Pl. 12; document Ill G, pp. 26-27, Pls. 14-15; document Ill H, 

pp. 32-33, Pl. 16; Simpson 1986, document IV F, p. 12, Pl. 22 
234 Scharff 1922, record 12, 25, 30, 41, 49, 58 
235 Griffith 1898 
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Middle Kingdom and its meaning in this context shows no difference from the ac

counting documents. 236 The Rhind mathematical papyrus of a slightly later date237 

shows the use of this term in relation to the subtraction and its result in calculating 

an equation. 238 Thomas E. Peet notes that the "remainder" of the RMP is the wg.Jt 

known from the account papyri. 239 

The term wfi,Jw in the Abusir papyri 

The meaning of the term wsJ,Jw in the accounting documents ofNeferirkare and Neferre 

shows no differences in comparison to the above mentioned appearances of the term. 

It occurs in relation to both the temple revenues and the expenses and refers to 

various sorts of goods. 

N eferirkare: Document 44 D 240 contains the remnants of an account of meat. The 

name of Sekhemka and the term wsJ,Jw are written together beneath an incompletely 

preserved name of a meat product. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 B 2241 contains an account of woven material and fat. 

The title of the record is wsJ,J m-b(!), Jbd 2 J!J,t. The term wsJ,Jw is partially preserved 

at the left edge of the fragment, behind dmsJ, smJ n pr. 

Neferirkare: Document 53 A 242 contains an account of redistribution of pieces 

of cloth offered to Neferirkare. The term wsJ,Jw is written here together with pr; the 

numbers assigned to these terms equal to the number of r!J,t, which introduces the 

account. 

Neferirkare: Document 54 C 243 contains the remnants of an account. The term 

wsJ,Jwt constitutes the last of the preserved entries, following after dmsJ, and lwtt lnn. 

236Problem 9, Struve 1930, pp. 73-74, Pis. coils. XII, XIII, XVI-XVII; problem 10, Struve 

1930, pp. 157-169, Pis. coils XVIII-XX 
237For the date of this text see above Chapter 4.1 
238 Peet 1923, pp. 63-64, PI. J 
239Peet 1923, p. 12 
240Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 17; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 321 
241 Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 349-352 
242Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 359-360 
243 Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 22; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 418 
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Neferirkare: Document 55244 contains an account of disbursements to temple 

attendants or to the benefit of the cults of private persons. The term wfi,iw is written 

here together with pr, next to the names of individuals. 

Neferirkare: Document 66 A 245 contains the remnants of an account of fowl and 

meat. The term wfi,iw is written above some of the butchery products. 

N eferirkare: Document 73 A 246 contains a text of an uncertain content. The term 

wfi,it.f can be found here. 

Neferirkare: Document 74 G247 contains a part of an account of revenues. The 

term wfi,iw is written at the bottom of the table, beneath the entry sd/ / 10. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 W 248 contains the remnants of an account of revenues. 

The term wfi,iw is partially preserved at the bottom of the fragment. 

N eferirkare: Document 78 1249 contains a fragment of an account. The term wfi, iw 

is partially preserved in the central part of this fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-95 A b5250 contains an account of the food required 

for one month. The term wfi,iw constitutes the heading of one of the columns of 

numbers, together with r!J,t dmfi, and km n w il;t. 

Neferirkare: Document 96 E251 contains a part of an account of food. The term 

wfi,iw constitutes the heading of one of the columns of the table, following after rlJ,t 

dmfi, and pr. 

Neferirkare: Document 98 M 252 contains the remnants of an account. The term 

wfi,iw is partially preserved at the bottom of the fragment, together with l),iw l).rj-<. 

Neferre: Document 62-63 A9 (Chapters 3.1, 3.8) contains a non-tabular account 

244 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 22; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 405 
245Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 27; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 424 
246 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 30 
247Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 31 
248 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 32 
249 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 36 
250Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406-409 
251 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 46; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 426-427 
252 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 47 
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of grain. The term wsf,Jw stands here as the last entry, after rbt, km n inw, and l),Jw 

IJ,rj-(. It constitutes a part of the following expression: wdJw m pr-sn( "remainder in 

the storeroom", which nicely reflects the meaning of this term. 

Neferre: Document 66 A (Chapter 3.8) contains an account of revenues and ex

penses of grain on a certain day. The term wdJw occurs in the left section in the 

heading wdJt n pr-sn( wdJw "what remained in the storeroom: remainder". 

N eferre: Document 67 B (Chapter 3. 7) bears a part of an overview of the supplies 

given to a temple phyle. The term occurs here in the form wdJw.s m{ with a number 

next to the entry pr + number. 

Neferre: Document 70 B contains small remains of a record the content of which 

is uncertain. It seems to have the heading wd Jw n Jbd 3. 

Neferre: Document 73 A (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of a record. The 

term wdJw follows beneath the terms km and dmd, each of them is ascribed a number. 

The preserved documents from the papyrus archives of Neferirkare and Neferre feature 

the term wdJw mostly in the non-tabular records. The documents containing wdJw 

concern both the temple revenues and the expenses or redistributions. 

The figures relating to this term are often written in red ink. They were of par

ticular importance to the ancient bureaucrats, which is absolutely in harmony with 

the meaning of this term. 

In some of these accounts, the term wd Jw with the meaning "remainder" repre

sents a counterpart of the term pr, "the expenses" (Neferirkare 53 A, 55, 96 E). In 

these instances, wdJw designates the existing surplus after a performed transaction, 

and it can be accompanied by other terms, namely, rbt, km and IJ,Jw IJ,rj-( (also e.g. 

Neferre 66 A, 62-63 Ab5). 

Remarkably, wdJw sometimes seems to be used in the same meaning as l),Jw IJ,rj

(.253 There is a document which shows two summary records written next to each 

other: one of them comprises the terms rbt, km and l),Jw IJ,rj- (while the other one shows 

rbt, km and wdJw (Neferirkare 94-95 A b5). However, both these records bear the 

headings "portion for one month" and it is possible that the first of them concerns the 

summary of the revenues while the other one refers to the summary of the expenses 

253 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 214-215 
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during the given month. Thus, the use of both l},iw l:trF and w!}.iw in the same 

document and in similar records would not necessary mean that these two terms 

have the same meaning. However, the document is not completely preserved and the 

two records give no indications that would help to confirm or to exclude one of the 

possibilities. Another document shows the terms l:tiw l},rj-' and w!}.iw written next to 

each other but unfortunatelly the fragment is very small and contains nothing more 

than the two terms and a date, providing us with no further clues concerning the 

meaning (Neferirkare 98 M). 

In addition to the simple form of w!}.iw, there are also more detailed expressions 

used in the Abusir documents. An account of woven material and fat shows the 

expression w!}.iw m-b'l}, "existing remainder", lit. "remainder as formerly" (Neferirkare 

47 B2). In two grain accounts (Neferre 62-63 A9, 66 A), we can find w!].iw m pr

sn' "remainder in the storeroom", resp. w!].it n pr-sn': w!].iw "what is kept in the 

storeroom: the remainder" which nicely reflects the meaning of the term in relation 

to the other, previously discussed accounting terms. The overview of supplies for 

a temple phyle provides the phrase w!}.iw.s mi' "its true remainder" (Neferre 67 B) 

while the expression w!}.iw n ibd 3 occurs in one of the small fragments (Neferre 70 B). 

In the above presented examples we could see the term w!}.iw used in the accounting 

texts in the meaning of the remainder. Also the tomb inscriptions and other sources 

show the same use of this term in relation to various objects. In the mathematical 

texts, we can find w!}.iw in relation to the subtraction where it designates the result of 

the operation, i.e. the difference between the two numbers involved in the subtraction. 

Generally, we can conclude that the meaning of w!}.iw used in the accounting docu

ments from Abusir shows no alternations in comparison to the term w!}.iw, resp. w!}.it 

from the other examples. 

4.5 Expenses - pr 

The term ~ is always accompanied by the determinative of an abstract. This sub

stantive is undoubtedly related to the verb ~.I) "herausgehen" ( Wb I, 518-525) as 

well as to the substantive ~}~ "Lieferungen" ( Wb I, 526) which is known from 

the Middle and New Kingdom evidence. 

The meaning of this term in the accounting documents from Abusir is clear; it de

signates the expenses, i.e. the quantity of goods belonging to the funerary temple that 
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was spent or used for the daily procedures, including the temple ceremonies, offerings 

and rations of the temple attendats. Paule Posener-Krieger used the translation "les 

depenses" for this term. 254 

The term pr outside the Abusir documents 

There are several examples of the term pr used in the written evidence in the same 

meaning as in the Abusir documents. A clear parallel in the use of this term provide 

the Gebelein papyri, where the term pr is written without the determinative """"=· It 

occurs in these documents next to the term wfi, :Jw in two short accounts of grain. 255 

The expression pr km nb constitutes one of the alternating headings in the account

tables relating to grain.256 

A similar use of the term is recorded in one of the wall scenes in the tomb of Hesi 

at Saqqara (Sixth Dynasty). The scene shows scribes who take care of a goose farm. 

Two of these scribes are described as ss m bt- c :J n wg :Jw and ss m lJ,t- c :J n pr, which 

clearly mentions the surplus and the expenses of geese, one next to the other. 257 The 

same combination of these two terms can be found in both the Gebelein and the 

Abusir papyri. 

Another term pr is provided by the Sixth Dynasty decree of Pepi II (decree Koptos 

D). 258 Goedicke remarks that this word can be associated with the later prw of the Wb 

but he considers the evidence not sufficient for final conclusions on this problem.259 

It is worth noting that the Middle Kingdom documents offer other means of 

designating the expenses. We find that those records which include both the revenues 

and the expenses mark the expenses-sections of these records with the heading-phrases 

kmt n.f lJ,nt rlJ,t pn "expended for him from this amount", ml lJ,nt rlJ,t pn "spent from 

this amount" or ssm lJ,nt rlJ,t pn "expenditure from this amount". All of these occur 

254 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 214 
255 Document 11 verso A, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 16, Tav. 15; document IX C, Posener-

Krieger 2004, p. 22, Tav. 52. 
256 Document Ill recto passim, Posener-Krieger 2004, pp. 16-17, Tav. 19-23; document VII 

recto passim, Posener-Krieger 2004, p. 21, Tav. 44-46; document VIII recto passim, Posener

Krieger 2004, pp. 21-22, Tav. 48-51. 
257Kanawati-Abder-Razig 1999, pp. 34-35, Pis. 27, 56; this publication offers a different 

interpretation of these captions. 
258 Goedicke 1967, pp. 137-147, Abb. 11; Sethe 1933, pp. 288-293. 
259 Goedicke 1967, p. 140 
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in the Kahun papyri260 and the last phrase can also be found in papyrus Boulaq 

no.l8.261 

The term pr in the Abusir documents 

The meaning of the term pr in the Abusir accounting documents needs no further 

explanation. It occurs in the accounts of expenses and can be found in the account

tables as well as in the non-tabular records. The preserved documents which show 

this term relate to grain, woven materials, fat or food. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c1262 contains an account of grain. The term pr is 

included among other items, just before the entry of wsf,:Jt. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c2263 is an account of the expenses of grain. The term 

pr occurs here in the expression dmsf, sm:J n pr as one of the headings of this record. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 A 264 bears an account relating to woven materials, 

including a list of individuals. The term pr is written in the expression pr tk:J in the 

second section of this record, among the numbers. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 B 265 contains an account of woven materials and fat. 

The term pr occurs in the bottom record relating to fat, it stands here in the expression 

dmsf, sm:J n pr next to other entries and just before the wsf,:Jw. 

N eferirkare: Document 53 A 266 contains an account of the distribution of cloth. 

The term pr is written beyond the first group of people; it is followed by the term 

wsf,:Jw and the other group of people. 

Neferirkare: Document 55267 contains an account of disbursements to temple 

attendants or to the benefit of the cults of private persons. The term pr is written 

260 Documents XXII.1 recto, XVI.l, Griffith 1898, pp. 52, 54, Pls. XX-XXI; Borchardt 1899, 

pp. 92-93; document VI. 21 verso, Griffith 1889, p. 43, Pl. XV 
261 Scharff 1922, p. 57 
262Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 327-328 
263Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 328-331 
264 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 345-349 
265 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 349-352 
266 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 21; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 359-360 
267Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 22; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 405 
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here next to wfl,Jw and the names of individuals. 

Neferirkare: Document 96 E 268 contains a part of an account-table relating to 

food. The term pr follows after dmd r!J,t and precedes wfl,Jw. 

N eferre: Document 67 B (Chapter 3.7) bears a part of an overview of the supplies 

given to the temple phyle. The term occurs here next to wfl,Jw. 

Neferre: Document 69 B recto (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an ac

counting record. Only pr with a number is preserved on this fragment. 

The preserved documents from the papyrus archives of Neferirkare and Neferre show 

that the accounting term pr occurs in both the account-tables and the records of 

a non-tabular character. As expected, the documents containing pr concern the temple 

expenses. 

The accounts of temple expenses preserved in the archive of Neferefe show the 

term pr in records relating to various commodities and we can recognise several fe

atures associated with the term pr in these documents. It stands alone in only one 

instance, on a small fragment with no other writing preserved (Neferre 69 B recto). 

In other documents, it represents additional information in a detailed account-table 

relating to woven materials, namely, to the cloth used in lamps (Neferirkare 47 A). 

Most often, the term pr occurs together with other accounting terms, Namely with 

the term wfl,Jw. This is quite understandable because records referring to the outco

mes of an institution are expected to include also information about what remained 

in this institution for further use. We can find these two terms next to each other in 

a document referring to the expenses of fat (Neferirkare 47 B) and to the distribution 

of food (Neferirkare 55; Neferre 67 B). All of these three records are not completely 

preserved and we cannot exclude that they originally contained also some other ac

counting terms. Other accounts of expenses show the terms pr and wfl,Jw concluding 

the records that consist of several entries, introduced with the term r!J,t, i.e. the an

ticipated amount to be distributed. Such form records appear in documents relating 

to grain (Neferirkare 41 cl, 41 c2) and distribution of cloth (Neferirkare 53 A). The 

account-table relating to food (Neferirkare 96 E) contains the headings r!J,t dmd, pr 

and wfl,Jw, referring to "total amount (of goods)", "expenses" and "remainder". 

268 Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 46; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 426-427 
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In addition to the simple occurrences of this term, we can find pr in more detailed 

expressions, e.g. pr tki "expenses of the lighting" 269 in an account of woven materials 

(Neferirkare 47 A) and dmd smi n pr "overall total of expenses" in an account of 

grain and an account relating to fat (Neferirkare 41 c2, 47 B). 

The term pr designating the expenses can be found mainly in the accounting docu

ments. The Abusir archives of both Neferirkare and Neferre, as well as the Gebelein 

papyri show pr in the detailed account-tables and in the short records of expenses. 

Moreover, they nicely display a close connection between the terms pr and wdiw. The 

meaning of pr is clear and it only rarely appears outside the accounting documents. 

In the Old Kingdom evidence, we can find it in only a few instances, namely, in 

a tomb inscription and in a royal decree. It seems that this term was not a widely 

used expression, which is in accordance with its specific meaning. 

4.6 Total - dm.d 
~ 

The term l>ft, var. 0 can be written with or without the determinative of an abstract. 

In Wb, dmd is ascribed the following variants of writing *~.::::!, !1:., ~' l>ft and 

the meaning "Gesamtheit", "Summe" ( Wb V, 460-461). 

The meaning of the term dmd brings about no troubles. It designates the total.270 

In the Abusir papyrus archives, dmd is used not only in the accounting documents but 

also in some other types of records, namely in the inventory lists of temple possessions. 

Term dmg outside the Abusir documents 

In addition to the Abusir documents, we can find the term dmfi, in many other sources. 

It occurs in various contexts because its meaning is not restricted to the accounting 

terminology. 

In the Old Kingdom tomb scenes, the term dmd appears in relation to the share of 

goods required for a month ( dmd n lJ,rt rnpt).271 In another case, it can be found among 

depictions of tomb equipment ( dmd 2770000)272 and in relation to the granaries and 

269 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 346, 365 
270 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 215-216 
271 The tomb of Pepiankh I:Ienykem at Meir (Sixth Dynasty): Blackman-Apted 1953, p. 26, 

Pl. XV.4 
272The tomb of Pepiankh I:Ierib (the Middle) at Meir (Sixth Dynasty): Blackman 1924, pp. 
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heaps of various sorts of cereals.273 

The Gebelein papyri show the term dmfi, only as part of the term dmfi, sm:J (see 

below Chapter 4. 7). In the Kahun accounting documents from the Twelfth Dynasty, 

the term dmfi, is used as the heading of columns of numbers or of a part of the 

record in several accounts relating to cattle,274 as the heading in the account of 

land,275 in a summary account276 and in a record relating to the performers attending 

a festival. 277 Other headings featuring dmfi, can be found in a fragment of an official 

journal278 where the number ascribed to the term dmfi, equals the sum of kmt and 

wfi,:Jt following in the same row. 

In the accounting records from the early and the late Middle Kingdom, we can 

find the term dmfi, in many records. The meaning of this term shows no difference 

from the Old Kingdom sources, but it might be written in the form =""=, as e.g. in 

the papyri Reisner. 279 In papyrus Boulaq no.18, the term has the form ~~ with 

=""= added immediately before the corresponding numbers. 280 In several instances, the 

term dmfi, is followed by the term dmfi, sm:J.281 Also the Kahun papyri document the 

use of the term dmfi,. 282 

It is natural that the term dmfi, appears also in the mathematical texts for the 

designation of results of various calculations. 283 The Moscow mathematical papyrus 

displays the term dmfi, written ~"""""' in the descriptions of a calculation relating 

to mixing the offering bread of various qualitites,284 the volume of work of a shoe-

46-49, Pis. XIX.2, XX.6 
273 The tomb of Pepiankh I_Ierib (the Middle) at Meir (Sixth Dynasty): Blackman 1924, p. 

49, Pis. XVIII.2, XX.14 
274 Griffith 1898, document VI.lO, page 1, pp. 45-47, Pl. XVI; document VI.lO page 2, pp. 

45-47, PI. XVIII; document VI.21 verso, p. 43, PI. XV 
275 Griffith 1898, document XIII.l, pp. 52-54, PI. XXI 
276 Griffith 1898, document XVI.l, pp. 54-55, PI. XXI 
277 Griffith 1898, document XLI.l, pp. 59-62, Tab. 1, PI. XXIV 
278 Griffith 1898, document III.l A recto, pp. 55-56, 59, Pis. XXII, XXIII 
279 Simpson 1963, p. 24 
280 Scharff1922,records 10, 12, 25, 34,36, 38, 41,45,47, 48,49, 55, 57, 58, 59,60, 72, 73,77 
281 Scharff 1922, records 11, 18, 61, 74 
282 Griffith 1898 
283However, there are also other ways of designating the result of a calculation, see e.g. 

Vymazalova 2001, pp. 17-18 
284 Struve 1930, problem 21, pp. 98-101, Taf. VIII, col. XXXVIII 
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maker285 and the equation.286 In addition to these examples, we can find the term dmsf, 

written in the form =""= in the reckoning parts, i.e. appendant calculations relating to 

the volume of a truncated pyramid287 and to the area of a triangle. 288 

The Rhind mathematical papyrus shows the term dmsf, in the short variant =""= 

in many examples, mainly in the reckoning parts of the problems.289 These examples 

relate to various mathematical problems, including the algebraic, the geometric and 

the practical problems.290 The full writing 0~(=""=) occurs only in four examples, 

namely in the completion (skm) problem, 291 in the equation rb/-problem),292 in the 

equation relating to grain 293 and in the calculation relating to dividing loaves among 

men according to the given proportions. 294 

The term dm!J in the Abusir documents 

The Abusir documents show the term dmsf, not only in the accounting records but in 

addition to it, it occurs also in some of the inventories. The accounts containing dmsf, 

refer to both the revenues and expenses of the temple. These relate to grain, woven 

materials, distribution of food and include also very small fragments. 

Neferirkare: Document 26 A 295 contains a top part of an inventory of temple 

furniture. The term dmg constitutes the heading of one of the columns of the table, 

likely the last column of a section. 

N eferirkare: Document 27 A 296 bears a part of an inventory of temple furniture. 

The term dmsf, constitutes the heading of one of the columns of the table, likely the 

last column of a section. 

285 Struve 1930, problem 23, pp. 106-110, Taf. IX, col. XLII 
286 Struve 1930, problem 25, pp. 112-113, Taf. X, col. XLV 
287 Struve 1930, problem 14, pp. 135-145, Taf. VI, col. XXIX 
288 Struve 1930, problem 17, pp. 128-133, Taf. VII, col. XXXIV 
289Problems 1-22, 24-43, 48, 52-53, 58-59, 62-65, 67-70, 76 and 79; also nrs. 19, 23, 41 and 

53 in the 2 -;- n-table 
290Peet 1923, Couchoud 1993, Vymazalova 2001, Imhausen 2002 
291 Peet 1923, problem 22, p. 59, Pl. H 
292 Peet 1923, problem 32, pp. 67-68, Pl. K 
293Peet 1923, problem 38, pp. 75-77, Pl. M 
294 Peet 1923, problem 63, p. 107, Pl. S 
295 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 9; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 145-146, Fig. 10 
296 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 10; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 148, Fig. 12 
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Neferirkare: Document 40-41 a297 is a monthly account-table relating to food. 

The term dmfi, is written in the far right part of this record above the enumeration 

of individual days of a month. It constitutes the heading of the first row of the table, 

which immediately follows beneath the personal names. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c2298 contains an account of two cereals received on 

a certain day. The term dmfi, is used here in the expression ?J- r dmfi, among other 

accounting terms. 

Neferirkare: Document 47 A 2299 contains an account of woven materials and the 

list of names of the people concerned. The term dmfi, is written among the personal 

names as the heading for one column of numbers. 

N eferirkare: Document 54 C 300 bears the remains of an account. The term dmfi, 

constitutes the heading of one of the columns of numbers; it is followed by iwtt inn 

and wfi,Jw. 

Neferirkare: Document 56 B 301 contains the remnants of an account. The term 

dmfi, constitutes the heading for numbers at the rear of the record. 

Neferirkare: Document 61 B 302 bears notes of deliveries. The term dmfi, is written 

beneath each of the items above the respective numbers. 

Neferirkare: Document 63 D 303 contains an end part of an account. The term 

dmfi, nb occurs at the right side of the fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 C 304 contains the remnants of an account-table. The 

term dmfi, constitutes here the heading of a part of the record. 

Neferirkare: Document 75 D 305 bears the remnants of an account-table. The term 

dmfi, occurs here in the expression [r]b.t dmfi,, behind a double vertical line of the table. 

297 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 289-291 
298 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 327-331 
299 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 345-349 
300 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 22; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 418 
301 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, pp. 22-23; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 405-406 
302 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 24; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 421-424 
303 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 25; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 392 
304 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 31 
305 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 31 
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N eferirkare: Document 79 0 306 contains badly preserved remnants of an account

table. The term dmd is the only preserved writing in the remnants of a grid. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b3307 contains of an account of a distribution 

of food. The term dmd is used here in the expression dmd n km as the heading of one 

of the columns of numbers. 

Neferirkare: Document 94-96 A b5308 contains an account of the food required 

for one month. The term dmd occurs here in the expression r!J,t dmd. 

Neferirkare: Document 96 E 309 contains a part of an account-table relating to 

food. The term r!J,t dmd is followed by pr and wd iw. 

Neferirkare: Document 100 0 310 bears small remnants of an account. The term 

dmd is the only preserved writing on this fragment. 

Neferre: Document 14 A a2 (Chapter 3.12) contains a record relating to woven 

materials and other costly products, such as oil and incense. One of the entries bears 

the heading dmd n gwt. 

Neferre: Document 17 D (Chapter 3.11) bears a part of a record of distribution. 

After the personal names, the summary r!J,t dmd is written. 

Neferre: Document 47-48 A (Chapter 3.1) contains an account-table of revenue 

delivered to the funerary temple on a special occasion. The term dmd constitutes the 

heading of the first column in each of the provenance-sections of this table. 

Neferre: Document 49 D (Chapter 3.13) contains only a few remains of a record. 

The term dmd is preserved at the bottom of the fragment. 

Neferre: Document 49 E (Chapter 3.13) contains the remains of an account. The 

term dmd is written at the bottom of the fragment, followed by l;iw l;rj-(. 

Neferre: Document 60 A (Chapter 3.4) contains the remains of an account-table 

306 Posener-Krh§ger-de Cenival 1968, p. 37 
307Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406~409 
308 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 45; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 406~409 
309Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 26; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 426~427 
310Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 49 
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of distribution(?). The term dmfi, constitutes the heading of one of the columns of this 

table, in the expression dmfi. n nfr. 

Neferre: Document 66 B (Chapter 3.8) contains a part of an account of grain 

at its right side. The term dmfi. is written at the edge of the fragment, followed by 

/:t,Jw /:t,rj-(. Another term dmfi, is written in the second section of this document and 

constitutes the heading of the first row of an account of food. 

Neferre: Document 70 E (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. The 

term dmfi. is preserved at the bottom of the fragment, followed by /:t,iw /:t,rj-(. 

Neferre: Document 72 B (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. The 

term dmfi. is preserved here in the expression rb,t (rf dmfi,. 

Neferre: Document 73 A (Chapter 3.13) contains the remains of a record. The 

term dmfi. is written here next to km and the term wfi,iw follows beneath them. 

Neferre: Document 73 K (Chapter 3.13) contains the remnants of an account. 

The term rb,t dmfi, is the only preserved entry. 

Neferre: Document 75 C bears the remains of a writing which mentions the name 

of the mortuary complex of Neferefe, Divine are powers of Neferre. The term dmfi. is 

written to the left of it, beyond a vertical line. 

Neferre: Document 90 A (Chapter 3.13) bears small remnants of a record. The 

term dmfi. is the only entry preserved on this fragment. 

The term dmfi, occurs in the preserved documents of Neferirkare and Neferre in both 

the account-tables and the records of a non-tabular character. The documents conta

ining dmfi, concern both the temple revenues and the expenses. 

The accounts of the revenues and expenses show no difference in the use of dmfi,. 

It always designates the total of the commodities that are dealt with in the respective 

records. It usually constitutes the heading of one of the entries. 

We can find the term dmfi. in a number of small fragments the character of which 

is hard to specify. In these instances, it is either preserved alone on the fragments 

(Neferirkare 75 C, 79 0, 100 0; Neferre 49 D, 75 C), or it is accompanied by other 

accounting terms, such as /:t,iw /:t,rj-( (Neferre 49 E, 66 B right, 70 E), km and wfi,iw 

(Neferre 73 A), and iwtt inn and wfi,iwt (Neferirkare 54 C). 
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The term dmfi. can also figure alone as the heading of an entry in a larger record or 

account. It relates to the last entry of a record or its section, as e.g. in inventories of 

temple possessions (Neferirkare 26 A, 27 A) or in an account listing the personal names 

(Neferirkare 56 B). In an account-table of temple revenue, the term dmfi. constitutes 

the heading of the first entry of every section (Neferre 47-48 A) and in an account 

referring to the distribution of cloth, it introduces the list of people who obtained 

their shares (Neferirkare 47 A). 

A special use of the term dmfi. is shown in a document noting the deliveries, where 

dmfi. occurs beneath every entry, above the respective number (Neferirkare 61 B), and 

in an account of a distribution of food, where it is written above the column listing 

the days of a month (Neferirkare 40-41 a). 

Beside the simple occurrences of the term dmfi., there are also composite expres

sions. The account of the woven materials and other costly products show the entry 

dmfi. n gwt "total of the rolls" (Neferre 14 A a2), an account-table of distribution 

includes the heading dmfi. n nfr "total of grain" (Neferre 60 A), an account relating 

to a distribution of food shows the expression dmfi. n km "total of the delivery" (Ne

ferirkare 94-96 A b3), and c!J, n dmfi. "birds in total" occurs in an account of grain 

(Neferirkare 41 c2). On a small fragment, we can find the expression dmfi. nb "total 

of all" (Neferirkare 63 D). 

Of particular importance is the phrase rlJ,t dmfi. "total amount" which occurs 

in records varied in nature, including an account of food required for one month 

(Neferirkare 94-96 A b5), an account of a distribution of meat (Neferirkare 94-95 A a), 

an account-table relating to food (Neferirkare 96 E) and an account of a distribution 

(Neferre 17 D). It occurs also on small fragments (Neferirkare 75 D; Neferre 73 K). 

On one of the small fragments, we can find the expression rlJ,t crf dmfi. "total amount 

of sacks" (Neferre 72 B). 

The previous examples show that the term dmfi. was used in a variety of contexts inclu

ding administrative documents from the Old and Middle Kingdom (both accounting 

records and inventories), mathematical problems, tomb inscriptions, etc. There is no 

difference in the meaning of this term in the different sources and no shift of the 

meaning between the two periods. The term dmfi. designates the total invariably in 

any of the preserved sources, regardless the conditions. 
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4.7 Overall total- dmd smJ 

The term *' can be written with or without the determinative of an abstract. It 

can also be written in the form *'* which seems to confirm the reading of this 

expression. 311 The term designates the overall total or the grand total of items listed 

in the records. The Abusir documents display the term in the accounting records and 

in the inventory lists of temple furniture and possessions where dmd smi refers to the 

sums of individual groups of items. 

The term dmd smJ outside the Abusir documents 

Besides the Abusir papyri, the term dmd smi occurs in the accounting documents 

from the Gebelein papyri, namely in an account of grain, in the form *'*' 312 and 

above the account-tables relating to the distribution of grain in the form*'' showing 

the total of the cereals distributed ( dmd sm J bs :J dfi,w). 313 At the very end of another 

account-table of the distribution of grain, we can find the heading of an overall total 

of the day-share ( dmd sm :J !J,rt-hrw) above the total sums of four sorts of cereals. 314 

Later examples are known from papyrus Boulaq no.18, where the term dmd sm:J 

occurs in several records right next to the term dmfi,.315 Thus, dmd designates the 

total of the listed items while dmd sm:J refers to the overall total for the whole record. 

The term dmd smJ in the Abusir documents 

The term dmd smi occurs in the Abusir documents not only in accounting documents 

but also in inventory lists of temple furniture and possessions. The accounting records 

containing dmd sm:J relate to grain, woven materials, meat and various deliveries. 

Neferirkare: Document 20-21316 contains a part of an inventory of temple furni

ture drawn up for three successive inspections at the moment of the changing of the 

phyle. The term dmd sm:J is used here several times, i.e. in each of the sections of this 

table record. The first section contains sm:J n nbw-b,d; the second section shows sm:J 

n ( :Jt, while the third section contains sm:J b,tt. 

311 Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 216-218 
312 Posener-Krieger 2004, document Ill verso A, Tav. 24-25 
313 Posener-Krieger 2004, document V recto, Tav. 37-39; document V verso A, Tav. 40-42 
314 Posener-Krieger 2004, document 11 recto, Tav. 10-14 
315 Scharff 1922, records 11, 18, 61, 74 
316 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 8; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 134-136, Fig. 3 
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Neferirkare: Document 22 B 317 bears an inventory of temple furniture. The term 

dmfi. sm:J followed by nl 11 is the first preserved heading of the table. 

Neferirkare: Document 23-25 d 318 contains an inventory of temple furniture. 

The term dmfi. sm:J dmsf. constitutes the heading of a section of the table. 

Neferirkare: Document 29 E 319 bears inspection notes which are part of an inven

tory of temple furniture. The term dmfi. sm:J is partially preserved at the right edge 

of the fragment, preceding the enumeration of the temple possessions. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 c2320 contains an account of grain. The term dmsf. sm:J 

is used here in the expression sm:J n pr next to the accounting terms rlJ,t n ... , km n 

wb,mt, etc. 

Neferirkare: Document 41 B 2321 bears an account of woven material and fat. 

The term dmfi. sm:J is used here in the expressiondmfi. sm:J n pr at the bottom of the 

fragment. 

Neferirkare: Document 49 D 322 bears an account of textiles given to temple 

attendants. The term dmfi. sm:J, specified as dmsf. sm:J st:J ssp constitutes the heading 

of one of the numbers. 

Neferirkare: Document 58 F 323 contains an account of meat and a list of personal 

names. The term dmfi. sm:J is written beyond the list of names, together with km gmjt, 

iwtt and other entries. 

Neferirkare: Document 62 A1324 contains an account of brick deliveries to the 

storerooms of the temple. The term dmfi. sm:J is written as a sum among the titles 

and names of the individuals required to make the deliveries. 

Neferirkare: Document 63 C 325 bears the end section of an account of deliveries. 

317Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 8; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 136-140, Figs. 5, 5a 
318 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival1968, p. 9; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 143-144, Figs. 7, 8 
319 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 12; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 155, Fig. 19 d 
320Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 16; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 327-331 
321 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 19; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 349-352 
322 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 20; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 354 
323Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 23; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 412-415 
324 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 25; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 384-388 
325 Posener-Krieger-de Cenival 1968, p. 25; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 391 
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The term dmff, smJ constitutes the heading of the last number of the section. 

Neferirkare: Document 63 E 326 bears an account of deliveries. The term dmff, smJ 

is written at the top of the fragment, above the subheading !J,rt sw nb "portion for 

every day". 

Neferirkare: Document 63 F 327 bears and account of deliveries. The term dmff, 

smJ is written at the top of the fragment, above two columns corresponding to the 

summary entries !J,rt sw nb "portion for every day" and Jbd !J,rt "month-portion". 

Neferirkare: Document 74 J 328 contains the remnants of an account. The term 

dmfi smJ, in the expression 11 linw dmfi smJ, is written to the right of the rows with 

numbers as the heading of the last preserved row. 

Neferre: Document 27-28 A contains an inventory list of temple possessions. Each 

of the sections of this record is concluded with the entry dmff, sm J. 

Neferre: Document 31 A contains an inventory list of temple possessions. The 

term dmff, smJ is written in the first section in the expression dmff, smJ lJ,t. Another 

term dmff, smJ is used in the heading of the second section. 

Neferre: Document 68 B (Chapter 3.7) contains a summary record of supplies 

distributed among the members of a phyle. The term dmff, smJ is partially preserved 

at the edge of the fragment in front of the numbers. 

N eferre: Document 69 A (Chapter 3. 7) contains a record of works pursued in 

relation to constructing a wall, namely the manufacture of mud-bricks and the con

struction itself. The term ( dmff,) smJ constitutes the last entry in each list. 

Neferre: Document 71 A (Chapter 3.13) contains the remains of an account. The 

term dmff, sm] is preserved at the right side of the fragment. 

Neferre: Document 73 A (Chapter 3.13) bears the remains of an account. The 

term dmff, smJ is written in the right part of the fragment while the left part contains 

another record. 

326 Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, pp. 25-26; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 392 
327 Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 26; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 393 
328 Posener-Krieger~de Cenival 1968, p. 31 
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In the preserved documents of Neferirkare and Neferre, the term dmg smJ occurs in 

both the account-tables and the records of a non-tabular character. The documents 

containing dmd smJ concern the temple revenues and expenses, and in addition to 

that, the term occurs also in the inventories. 

The character of the documents has no influence on the meaning of the term 

because it always designates the overall total of goods. It usually constitutes the 

heading of one of the entries. 

We can find the term dmd smJ as one of the entries among the titles and names 

of people in a record relating to the deliveries of bricks (N eferirkare 62 A1). In a sum

mary of supplies for the members of a phyle, dmd smJ stands before the numbers 

corresponding to individuals (Neferre 68 B). The term can be found alone also in two 

small fragments of accounts (Neferre 71 A, 73 A). 

In other instances, the term dmg smJ is accompanied by other accounting terms. 

Thus it follows after inn m pr-snc n St-ib-Rc in an account relating to deliveries 

(Neferirkare 63 C), or it is followed by km gmj, iwtt and some other entries in an 

account of meat (Neferirkare 58 F). In two other accounts of deliveries, it is followed 

by !J,rt sw nb "share of every day" (Neferirkare 63 E, 63 F). Besides that, the term 

( dmd) smJ appears together with rlJ,t in an account relating to manufacturing mud

bricks and constructing a wall (Neferre 69 A). 

In addition to the simple occurrences of the term dmd sml, it is also used in 

composite expressions in the Abusir accounting documents. We can find dmd smJ n 

pr "overall total of the expenses" in an account of grain (Neferirkare 41 c2) and in an 

account relating to fat (Neferirkare 47 B). The phrase dm!i smJ st] ssp "overall total 

of the ssp-cloth of st]-quality linen" occurs in an account relating to woven materials 

(Neferirkare 49 D) and in a small fragment bearing the remains of an account we can 

read inw dmd sm] "deliveries: overall total". 

Apart feom accounting documents, we can find the term dmg smJ in several 

inventory lists of temple furniture (Neferirkare 22 B, 23-25 d, 29 E; Neferre 27-

28 A). In these lists, it occurs in every section of the records either at the beginning 

or at the end of the list. 

Some of the inventories also feature the term dmd smJ in more detailed expressi

ons, as dmd smJ n nbw-hd "overall total of the silver (objects)" (Neferirkare 20-21), 

dmd smJ n c Jt "overall total of the stone (objects)" (Neferirkare 20-21), dmd smJ lJ,tt 

"overall total of the liquids" (Neferirkare 20-21), dmd sm J lJ,t "overall total of things" 
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(Neferre 31 A). One of the inventories (Neferre 31 A) also mentions the term dmd smJ 

in the heading of the record, namely in the phrase dmd sml ssm m lJ,t m rn "overall 

total of items by name". 

The above presented examples illustrate the use of the term dmd sm J in administrative 

documents of the Old and late Middle Kingdom. However, this term does not appear 

in other sources. The meaning of the term dmd sml is not restricted to accounting 

records because the Abusir papyrus archives of both Neferirkare and Neferre show 

this term used also in inventory lists. 

4.8 Some unclear terms 

Besides the previously discussed accounting terms, specific in their use in the ac

counting records, there are several terms in the documents of Neferre which seem to 

represent a special group of expressions. They are used in Documents 56 A-58 E and 

in some small fragments and always constitute the headings of distinct columns in 

account- tables. 

The first of these terms is~' var. ~ f,nwt. It can be found in other documents, 

too, such as the papyrus archive of Neferirkare329 and also in the Gebelein papyri.330 

Neferre's Documents 56 A-59 A, 60 A and 74 E, 90 C show this term together with 

other unclear expressions, J;,tmt and ir m( J (see below). In Document 7 B it stands 

alone at the very edge of the fragment. The meaning of f,nwt is "Zahlung", "Zahl" ( Wb 

V, 375) therefore we can generally understand it as "account". Its precise meaning in 

the account-table headings in Documents 56 A-59 A is, however, not quite obvious. 

In the account-tables 56 A-59 A and 60 A the heading l~ l},tmt follows after 

f,nwt. The meaning of this term is not clear; it is probably related to the verb IJ,tm 

"versehen mit" ( Wb Ill, 196-198), i.e. we can understand the heading as "equipped", 

"furnished", or it relates to the verb IJ,tm in the meaning "vernichten", "vergehen" 

i.e. we can interpret it as "missing". 

Next to the two above mentioned terms, we can usually find .<:0>~~, var. ); ir 

m/. The numbers in the column with this heading are usually written in red ink which 

329 Posener-Krieger 1976, Documents 1 A, 2 A, p. 2-13 
330Posener-Krieger 2004, Document I verso B, p. 15, Tav. 5; Document IV recto A, p. 18, 

Tav. 30; Document VI A, p.21, Tav. 43 
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indicates that this term was of a particular importance in relation to tnwt and }J,tmt. 

We suggest to interpret this term as "fulfilled" (lit. "make true"). It is particularly 

worth noting that Document 59 A shows the word ir ml with the determinative G, 

as referring to the type of bakery product. 

Unfortunately, the fragmentary evidence available provides insufficient clues to 

determine the nature of tnwt, b,tmt and ir ml with the help of numbers. In Documents 

56 A-59 A, ir ml is very often one half of tnwt but this is not the rule for all its 

occurrences. However, it never is higher than tnwt. The particular importance of ir 

m l is indicated by the use of red ink. In Documents 56 A and 56 E, the heading tnwt 

relates to higher numbers than the heading b,tmt. However, in all the other documents, 

the figures ascribed to b,tmt are higher than those of tnwt. 

There are hardly any evident regularities in the use of these headings which can 

help us to determine the meaning of the three words in the accounting documents. 

It seems that they represent some sort of terminology relating to a transaction, but 

in such case this terminology would be used next to the above studied regular ac

counting terms. In the above listed account-tables, these terms are always followed by 

columns with the headings ~and ~' i.e. "meat" and "poultry". Surprisingly, the 

columns corresponding to these two headings do not contain any numbers in any of 

the preserved fragments. Thus in these account-tables, there are three specific terms 

with numbers standing next to two identifications of commodities with no numbers. 

We might suppose that the bull- and bird-headings somehow represent the object of 

the transaction referred to in these account-tables which generally seem to relate to 

distributions. It seems possible that the documents relate to a transaction (probably 

a distribution) of meat and poultry to the members of the temple phyles and that 

this transaction was recorded with the help of the three specific terms. The preserved 

evidence is, however, inconclusive and the problem should be granted more attention 

in the research on Egyptian accounting terminology in the future. 
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5 Accounting documents from the papyrus ar

chive from mortuary temple of Neferre 

Comparing accounting documents from the archive of Neferre with those from the 

archive of Neferirkare, we can find many similarities and also some differences. The 

archive of Neferre contains documents that are more or less of the same type as the 

ones which Paule Posener-Krieger defined for the accounting records from the archive 

of Neferirkare. Nevertheless, some new features were discovered in these records that 

were not known before. This fact is not surprising. The preserved documents represent 

only a small fragment of the total volume of bureacuratic work once undertaken in the 

funerary temples of both deceased kings. Moreover, we must take into consideration 

that the formal features of these documents might to a certain extent depend on the 

skills and punctuality of the scribes and their personal approach towards their work. 

Each of the archives provides a slightly different picture based on the documents 

which survived in the remains of the funerary temples of Neferirkare and Neferre. 

It is doubtful that these preserved pieces of papyrus would cover all the variety and 

multifariousness of the original archives kept in the storerooms of these temples. We 

can suppose that the scrolls were stored in wooden chests and this seems to be proven 

by the discovered examples of a chest containing the papyri from Gebelein331 and parts 

of a wooden chest from the temple of Khentkaus II in Abusir. 332 It is probable that 

after the cults of the deceased kings stopped to be maintained and after their temples 

were abandoned, the temple archives lost their importance and were dealt with as 

a useless group of records. On the other hand, some of the furniture might have been 

taken away to be used again. Thus it seems that the people who came to take the 

furniture emptied the chests of the scrolls. Other scrolls might have been taken with 

the chests and thrown out or rather reused in the settlements. This was undoubtedly 

one of the factors, the most coincidental one, that influenced which documents were 

left in the desert-area. Of these scrolls, however, only a part was naturally preserved 

until this time. 

The account-tables of temple revenues from the archive of Neferre revealed that not all 

of these records related to regular monthly incomes coming day by day for the needs 

331 Posencr-Kriegcr 1994b 
332 Vcrncr 1995, p. 24, Fig. 21 
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of the royal cult and the temple attendants. The specific Document 47-48 A clearly 

indicates that such tabular records were made not only for regular transactions but 

also for specific occasions of particular significance, as were e.g. important festivals. 

The account-tables of distributions of various products to the temple attendants 

show several interesting features. Some of these texts list the persons who obtained 

their rations not by their names, but by their occupations. These are usually lower

ranking men, as e.g. the cook, the doorkeeper etc. (while the higher-ranking men are 

listed with their names and titles). Other texts of this category contain the heading 

with the name of the phyle to which the listed people belonged. No examples of both 

the former or the latter specific types of records are preserved in the archive of Nefe

rirkare. However, neither of the two possibilities is surprising. The temple employees 

were organised into five phyles and we can expect that most of the records made by 

the temple bureacrats naturally reflected this system. At the same time, the persons 

who took care of the background, the every-day needs of other employees, could have 

been listed only with their occupations because this was the important information 

in regard to them, more important than their name. Moreover, this additional temple 

personnel could change quite often. 

The accounts of meat are particularly interesting. Only a few small fragments are 

preserved in the archive of Neferre. These documents show the specific butchery pro

ducts while the accounts of distribution list only the general terms designating meat 

and poultry. The low number of the accounts of meat is slightly surprising because the 

pyramid complex of Neferre provides the archaeological evidence of a slaughterhouse, 

the House of Knife, situated at the south-east corner of the pyramid temple.333 More

over, none of the preserved documents shows any relation to the House of Knife. This 

might be due to the fact that the House of Knife stopped to be used as an abbatoire 

very early in its history, already during the reign of Niuserre, while the preserved 

documents come from a later time, most of them from the reign of Djedkare Isesi. 

The accounts of grain are of particular importance. Grain appeared to have been 

dealt with separately; it occurs only rarely together with other commodities. Most of 

the preserved documents relating to grain have a similar form which can be described 

as daily overviews of income and outcome of cereals. These daily overviews are not 

the same category as the detailed daily accounts, les comptabilites journalieres of 

333Verner 1986, Verner 2002, pp. 129-130; Verner 2005, forthcoming; for the evidence about 

the slaughterhouses of the Old Kingdom see Ikram 1995, pp. 89-95 
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Paule Posener-Krieger.334 These accounts of grain do not have the form of a table; 

the documents are usually divided with lines into vertical sections corresponding to 

days. These sections contain the record of revenue in the upper part and the record 

of distribution in the bottom part. 

Of particular significance are the accounts of woven materials. Some of them 

are obviously account-tables of the revenue of woven materials and their distribution 

among the temple phyles on the occasion of religious feasts. In these texts, each of the 

phyles-divisions is given the same amount of distributed cloth of various qualities. All 

of these documents relate to sf.}J,wtjt- and wig-feasts. Some other documents relating 

to textiles might be parts of inventories, listing the property of Neferre's temple. 

There are also some brief records documenting the revenues and the distributions for 

the benefit of the people associated with the funerary temple. Only some of these 

documents provide us with details on the quality of the fabric and with the names of 

various textiles. All of them, however, contribute to our picture of different types of 

textiles and their use around the temple. 

5.1 The commodities 

The accounts of both the revenues and the expenses display various sorts of commo

dities, including bakery and brewery products, meat, poultry, grain, woven materials, 

fat and other costly products. On the following pages, I shall mention the indivi

dual kinds of products which occur in the papyrus archive of Neferre. These can 

be easily compared to the variety of products mentioned in the papyrus archive of 

N eferirkare. 335 

Bakery and brewery 

The accounting records from the archive of Neferre refer above all to bakery and 

brewery products. In some instances, these are designated only with the ideograms 

G=e, which refer to "a conical bread", "an oval loaf' and "a jug of beer". 336 These 

commodities constituted the basic nourishment components of the ancient Egyptians. 

The signs G and= probably referred to the lG Mi-bread and 
0 

= psn-bread while 

the sign e stood for jugs of beer. Jugs of beer are sometimes designated as l&.e /:Ln~t 
334Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 298-310 
335Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 231-255 
336 Documents 49-50 A1, 50 F, 52 B, 71 D, 90 C 
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but there are also instances when the word re ds "jug" stands alone for the "jugs of 

beer", among some other the commodities which are designated by their names.337 

The M-bread features in Neferre's documents as the most common of all the 

bakery products338 and it must be distinguished from the similarly written l~ G 

MJt-bread.339 These two commodities are listed one next to the other in the account

table in Document 60 A (as well as in Neferirkare's Documents 35 B, 36 A, 42, 43 A, 

52 B, 74 L, 96 E, 98 P).340 

The psn-bread occurs also very often in Neferre's documents. 341 There is also 
0 

a variant as ps,342 which is most probably a shorter or defect writing of the same 

commodity. 343 

Among the bakery products occuring in Neferre's documents, we can find the JWQ' 
bst-bread,344 ®1~ ~ lJ,Jdw-pastry,345 ~G dw-pastry,346 Ill:;; hf-pastry,347 ~~= 
sclJ,t-pastry,348 urf\= gwJ-pastry,349 ~G dptj-pastry350 and +!:J lmj-wJd-pastry.351 

Most of these products occur only once or a few times in these papyri and no details 

about them are given. We can hardly specify what types of bakery products these 

names designate. 

~~ p)t-bread seems to be a rather specific commodity.352 Almost all occurren

ces of this bakery product are associated with the sun-temple of Neferirkare, St-lb-Rc. 

Some of these bakery products are known from the offering lists, as e.g. MJ, psn, 

p)t, lJ,Jdw and dptj. 353 However, it is obvious that the offering lists provide a much 

337 Documents 2 F, 49 B, 63 G 
338Documents 2 F, 47~48 A, 49 B, 51 A, 52 E, 52 G, 54~55, 60 A, 66 B, 67 D, 73 D, 82 E, 

85 B 
339 Documents 59 A, 59 J, 60 A 
340Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 236~237 
341 Documents 2 F, 47~48 A, 49 B, 54~55, 66 B, 67 D, 73 D 
342 Documents 51 A, 52 E, 62~63 A9, 63 F, 63 G 
343 Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 235 
344Documents 62~63 A9, 63 F, 63 G, 67 F, 70 L; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 233 
345Documents 51 A, 62~63 A9 
346 Documents 62~63 A9, 67 F 
347Documents 62~63 A9, 88 H 
348 Documents 52 G, 82 E(?) 
349 Document 90 F 
350Document 71 A 
351 Document 66 B 
352 Documents 47~48 A, 52 F, 66 A, 71 A 
353Barta 1963 
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bigger variety of products than the documents from Abusir papyrus archives. In the 

accounts of temple revenues and of distribution of food among the temple attendants, 

there are usually listed only basic bakery and brewery commodities (M:J, psn, l:mbt), 

while other specific kinds of pastry usually do not occur in these records of a regular 

character. Sometimes, birds and oxen are also included in some of the account-tables 

of revenues and distribution, however, numbers are given for them only rarely. 

Meat and poultry 

The butchery products which occur in the documents of Neferre are sometimes de

signated by general terms for poultry and oxen, written as ~ and ~' or with the 

sign of an ox with its legs tied together.354 In this form, the birds and cattle occur in 

the account-tables of distribution of food among the members of temple phyles.355 

The poultry and bulls are more closely designated as ~ ~ l;t- t :J "goose", ~ ~ 
(S:J "pigeon", and ~-f\~ tw:J "ox" in an account-table of temple revenue.356 It is 

possible that these terms refer to the living animals while the slaughtered animals 

were generally described with the terms :Jpd and iwj or with the detailed names of 

various butchery products (see below). 

In some documents, mainly in the account-tables of distribution of food and possi

bly also of temple revenue, the poultry is designated with the word ~~ ~ :Jpd 

"bird". This term usually stands next to the ~~ iwj "meat" 357 or individual but

chery products.358 Twice, iwj is accompanied only by ~ which obviously stands for 
1\"-.--D 

:Jpd here.359 In one example, iwf has the form of 'i ~ o ~ iwj (t "meat of limb" 360 

The accounts relating to meat are not many in the archive of Neferre, however, 

they provide us with many examples of butchery products. Some of them occur in 

several documents while others can be found in a single record. The former include 

~- tw( "beef hind thigh" "femur" 361 + }~ swt "beef hind tibia" 362 ro~~ 
' ' ' 

354 Document 47-48 A2 
355 Documents 56 A, 57 A, 57 C, 58 A, 58 B 
356 Document 47-48 A, B 
357 Documents 52 G, 52 E, 54-55 
358 Documents 52 A, 53 C 
359 Documents 52 B, 52 D(?), 52 E, 62 C 
360 Document 52 G 
361 Documents 52 A, 53 C, 65 B. Ikram 1995, p. 133-134; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 242 
362 Documents 52 A, 52 F, 53 C. Ikram 1995, p. 136; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 245 
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spb,t "cutlets"' "beef ribs" ,363 ~~ lJ,ps "beef foreleg" ,364 ~} }~ JJ,rww "flank" 365 

c:::;:, 
and Do~ dpt "loins" .366 The latter group of butchery products, which occur only -oo once in the preserved documents, in a few accounts of meat, includes ..!.. ~ slJ,n 

"pancreas" ,367 r~~ sdt "tail" ,368 ~~~ l%nl%n "joint of meat" ,369 =,.,~ cg, il}, "fat 

of beef' ,370 ,_,J}~ JJ,bw "pieces of meat" ,371 ~ ~ b-it "forepart" ,372 ~ s(t "bloody 

piece of meat"(?),373 ~c:::;:,~~ midi "piece of beef', "edible part of an animal",374 

~~ lJ,nd "part of leg"' "foot" ,375 ~~ sssst "piece of meat" 376 and or) psfi, "chin"' 

"back, spine" .377 

Again, we can find some of these butchery products in the offering lists, as e.g. ipd, 

iwi, iwc, iwf, swt, spb,t, lJ,ps, sf,rww, 1%nl%n, cg,, midi and pssf,. 378 The butchery products 

are designated only by general terms (ideograms) in the accounts of distribution of 

food among the temple attendants. The specific terms referring to individual parts 

of animals' bodies and reflecting the ancient Egyptian butchery-terminology can be 

found in a specific group of accounts which relates to the butchery products only. 

Unfortunately, there is not enough evidence about the character of these records, it 

is not certain whether they refer to the temple revenues or/and to the distributions. 

Particular species of living animals are listed only in Document 47-48 in relation to 

the temple revenue on a very special occasion. 

Grain 

The accounts of grain preserved in the papyrus archive of Neferre provide us with 

363 Documents 52 A, 52 F, 53 C. Ikram 1995, pp. 127-129; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 246 
364Documents 52 A, 52 C, 53 B. Ikram 1995, pp. 129-130; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 244 
365 Documents 52 A, 53 B; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 247 
366 Documents 52 A, 52 C, 53 B. Ikram 1995, p. 139; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 246 
367 Document 52 A. Ikram 1995, p. 138; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 245 
368 Document 53 B. Ikram 1995, p. 137; Posener-Krieger 1976, p. 246 
369Document 53 B. Ikram 1995, p. 139 
370Document 53 B 
371 Document 53 B. Ikram 1995, p. 139; Posener-Krieger 1976, pp. 246-247 
372 Document 53 B 
373 Document 52 C 
374 Document 65 B. Ikram 1995, p. 139 
375Document 65 B. Ikram 1995, pp. 136-137 
376Document 65 B 
377 Document 65 B 
378 Barta 1963 
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